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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will
not function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Mainframe Security Insights Platform Version 1.0.

Security Insights aggregates data from your mainframe environment and its security products into reports that offer
insights into your mainframe security posture. These reports help you identify and reduce risk to your mainframe.

Target Audience

The following roles are the target audiences for Security Insights. Security Insights helps these roles meet their job
responsibilities and achieve their business goals.

Auditor

• Audits enterprise-wide IT security controls.

Chief Information Security Officer (CISO)

• Maintains a current understanding of the IT threat landscape for the industry, inclusive of the mainframe.
• Ensures compliance with the changing laws and industry-applicable regulations.
• Translates that knowledge to identification of risks and actionable plans to protect the business.

Chief Risk Officer (CRO)

• Ensures risk mitigation controls are operating effectively.
• Develops strategic action plans to help minimize, manage, and remediate risks.

Compliance Officer

• Manages requests for information that is related to audits and investigations of regulatory and compliance
issues.

Director of Mainframe Security

• Leads and manages the direction of Information Security and Mainframe Operations Security group and
activities.

• Oversees strategic planning, budget development and management, regulatory compliance, and security best
practices.

Risk Analyst

• Monitors security access.
• Conducts security assessments through vulnerability testing and risk analysis.

Security Administrator

• Implements and integrates security solutions and processes to address enterprise risks and exposures.
• Implements compliance measures and continuously ensures that those requirements are being met.

Security Analyst

• Ensures that the appropriate security controls are in place to safeguard digital files and vital electronic
infrastructure.

GA Continuous Delivery Release
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.
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We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Security Insights.
We enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with easier
deployment.
In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to https://
validate.broadcom.com or contact your product manager.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
The new features in this Security Insights release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using
PTFs for simple installation.

Security Insights Version 1.0 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure
that your products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to have
maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

PTF Analysis Using SYSVIEW (LU08335) (CARS2212)

Security Insights now supports the PTF Analysis feature in SYSVIEW. You can now see which  Security Insights PTFs
are installed on a SYSVIEW LPAR. Doing so helps you quickly understand which maintenance you have applied to
your LPAR. For more information, see Configure SYSVIEW to Show Installed Security Insights PTFs.

NOTE
SYSVIEW Essentials is available to any customer with a Broadcom product. SYSVIEW Essentials is a
lightweight configuration of SYSVIEW, available in Version 17.0. The configuration is designed to assist in the
management of product installs, maintenance, and Common Components and Services (CCS), as well as
interaction with customer support for all Broadcom products. For more information, see the SYSVIEW Essentials
documentation.
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Identify Access to Specified Business-Critical Resources (LU05182) (CARS2208)

Security Insights now offers a report that lets you identify who can access resources that you consider to be business
critical. You can then safeguard these business-critical resources to align to the least privilege model and review proposed
recommendations for reducing risk to these resources.

For more information, see Identify Access to Specified Resources.

Risk Assessments and Recommendations (LU03001) (CARS2208)

Security Insights now offers risk assessments and recommendations based on risk configurations. The risk assessment
offers you a better understanding of your security posture. The risk recommendations help you determine the next steps
for reducing risk and reducing the costs around compliance and auditing.

To see the risk assessments and recommendations, you specify a risk configuration when you run a report. A risk
configuration defines the parameters for evaluating risk. We provide default risk configurations for each report type. Or,
you can create your own risk configurations to define what constitutes risk for your organization. The report results provide
a risk assessment and recommendations per record according to your risk configuration settings.

For more information, see Manage the Risk Configurations.

APF Access Report Extended to Include System-Critical Resources (LU00579) (CARS2208)

The Security Insights APF Access Report has been extended to encompass additional system-critical resources. The
report has been renamed to System-Critical Access Report. In addition to access information for APF-Authorized
Libraries (APFLISTs), this report includes access information for Link Pack Area Libraries (LPALISTs), Linklist Libraries
(LINKLISTs), and Parameter Libraries (PARMLIBs).

Extending the access information to include more system-critical library types gives you a more robust view of your
mainframe security posture. The report data equips security administrators with the information that they require to
develop and implement a plan to reduce access to system-critical resources to align with the principle of least privilege.

For more information, see Identify Access to System-Critical Resources.

System-Critical Resources Report Enhanced to Include Global Access (LU00579) (CARS2208)

The Security Insights System-Critical Access Report results now show the global access levels of each data source in
the GLOBAL ACCESS column. Global access means providing wide access to users by applying access to the resource
itself. The GLOBAL ACCESS column helps you identify potential security exposures where users can access system-
critical resources through a global access rather than through a specific user access. You can then determine whether the
global accesses for the resource are valid or should be removed.

For more information, see Identify Access to System-Critical Resources.

System-Critical Resources Report Enhanced to Include Status (LU00579) (CARS2208)

The Security Insights System-Critical Access Report results now show the status of each data source in the DATA
SOURCE STATUS column. The status can be FOUND, NOT FOUND, or ERROR. This status information enriches the
report to drive further remediation steps.

For more information, see Identify Access to System-Critical Resources.

Support for IBM RACF in the APF Access Report (SO16125) (CARS2208)

The Security Insights APF Access Report now supports systems that are running an external security manager (ESM) of
IBM RACF. The APF Access Report provides a comprehensive list of your APF-authorized libraries and which users can
access those libraries. This information helps you remove unnecessary or unauthorized access.

For more information, see Identify Access to System-Critical Resources.
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Support for Data Content Discovery Multi-Controller Configuration (SO16125) (CARS2208)

The Security Insights Classifier Report now aggregates classification findings that were surfaced across multiple Data
Content Discovery Controllers to provide a single pane of glass view. New columns of LPAR SCANNED and LAST SCAN
DATE were added to the report results. These columns help you find the exact location of the data sources that Data
Content Discovery classified as potentially sensitive so that you can further analyze the data. For example, based on the
LPAR information, you can review the Data Content Discovery reports or scan details to determine the exact location of
the potentially sensitive information.

For more information, see Examine Classification and Pervasive Encryption by Resource.

New Sample APF Access Reports (SO16125) (CARS2208)

Security Insights now provides sample APF Access Reports for each external security manager (ESM). Sample reports
help you understand how report results are presented in the user interface before running your own reports. Doing so lets
you visualize the example data as it compares to your own mainframe environment. You can also immediately see the
value of correlating data across your mainframe environment and security portfolio.

The APF Access reports provide a comprehensive list of your APF-authorized libraries and which users can access those
libraries. This information lets you see the specific users and groups with access to each APF-authorized library, which
helps you identify unnecessary or unauthorized access.

For more information, see Review the Sample Reports.

Improved Caching of Reports (SO16125) (CARS2208)

Security Insights now uses VSAM caching to improve the report drill-down performance. The cache is stored in a set of
VSAM Key Sequenced Data Set (KSDS) clusters, with one cluster per report. We provide VSAM cache variables to let
you configure the VSAM cache behavior per your site requirements.

For more information, see Configure the VSAM Cache Settings.

Improved Message Filtering (SO16125) (CARS2208)

Security Insights now includes filter options for messages. You can filter the report results by message ID to bring the
report result entries that are flagged with the message ID to the top of the list. Doing so lets you quickly locate report
records that were flagged with a specific message. You can also filter the list of messages in the Report Details dialog box
by message ID to view specific message details quickly.

For more information, see Manage Your Saved Reports.

Key Features
Review the key features and benefits of using Security Insights to help you identify and reduce risk to your mainframe
data.

These key features simplify the user's ability to interpret and assess the security posture of their mainframe environment.
Customers can then take steps to remediate risky findings on an ongoing and on-demand basis.

Security Insights key features include:

APIs
Uses APIs from various products or platform functions to gather data.
Security Insights aggregates and interprets the data, and then visually represents the outcomes in a user
interface.

Risk assessment and recommendations
Hone in on high-risk findings using the risk assessment and recommendations from Security Insights. See
Manage the Risk Configurations.
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Sample reports
See the value of correlation, interpretation, and remediation using our sample reports. See Review the Sample
Reports.

Multi-system support
Provides deeper insights to your security posture by correlating data from the mainframe environment and your
security portfolio products in a single pane. See Using.

Scoped data output
Users can view only that data which native security authorizations would grant. See Authorize a User.

Immediate notifications
Receive email alerts of report status notifications. Specify an email address when you build your report.

Flexible reporting
Specify the criteria to include in a report to create a report as granular as needed for your business goals. Specify
the criteria as you build your report.

zIIP processing
Services are implemented in Java, so the workloads inherently exploit the IBM z Systems Integrated Information
Processor (zIIP) specialty engine, when available. Doing so means that the processing does not impose burdens
on the general CPU capacity.

Security Insights key benefits include:

Interpretation
Correlates and aggregates various data points so that you can quickly interpret the ‘story’ that the data is telling
about your security posture.

Time and cost savings
Saves you the time and effort that is involved in manual correlation. Helps reduce IT staffing costs that are
associated with manual correlation of data.

Simplicity
Provides a modern user interface that allows ease of use for all audiences--no programming skills are required to
review the data.

Improved efficiency
Streamlines administrative and reporting functions to help improve efficiency.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities

Product Accessibility Features
Product accessibility features help all users, regardless of ability, use this product and its supporting documentation to
accomplish vital business tasks.

Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Security Insights offers the following accessibility and compatibility features. A Security Insights Voluntary Product
Accessibility Template (VPAT) is available upon request. For more information, contact your Broadcom Account
Representative.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Support for use by hearing-impaired and speech-impaired users. The web application does not require user hearing or
user speech.

• Limited support for the use of assistive technology screen readers and screen magnifiers by blind and visually impaired
users.

• Limited support for a mouseless, keyboard-only mode by users with limited manipulation, reach, and strength.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third-Party Software Agreements
Inclusion of a third-party software agreement indicates that the noted third-party software is part of this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the Security
Insights product (the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc. corporate affiliate that
distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS and may also only
use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.
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To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file.

Limited Zowe Support
Review the limited support entitlements that are included for Zowe.

Security Insights requires the Zowe API Mediation Layer Gateway and the Zowe API Mediation Layer Discovery Service,
which are packaged with Security Insights as a convenience. This requirement entitles your site to limited support
for the Zowe components that are required for the specific Security Insights use case and only in the context of that
use case. This requirement does not entitle your site to comprehensive Zowe support. For details about Broadcom’s
comprehensive Zowe support offering, see the Brightside Product Page for product and contact information. To download
a free distribution of Zowe and any of the Broadcom product plug-ins from a local package, see the Broadcom Zowe
Distribution Page.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Mainframe Security Insights Platform (Security Insights)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• API Mediation Layer (API ML)
• Application Programming Interface (API)
• Authorized Program Facility (APF)
• Brightside
• Chorus Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (Common Components and Services or CCS)
• Compliance Event Manager
• Continuous Delivery (CD)
• Data Content Discovery for z/OS (Data Content Discovery)
• External Security Manager (ESM)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• JSON Web Token (JWT)
• Logical Partition (LPAR)
• Partitioned Data Set/Partitioned Data Set Extended (PDS/PDSE)
• Representational State Transfer Application Programming Interface (REST API)
• System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• User Interface (UI)
• z File System (zFS)
• z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• Z Series Operation System (z/OS)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Installation Checklist
Use this installation checklist to plan and execute your Security Insights installation.

This checklist summarizes the required steps for a base installation (first-time installation) in the order you should perform
them. The checklist includes a brief description of the steps, with links to the comprehensive information required for the
installation. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the step, which enables the pre-
installation planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which they
are responsible. Use the Status column to track your progress.

Security Insights supports deployment to multiple LPARs. In a multi-LPAR environment, you deploy and configure Security
Insights on one Primary LPAR and on one or more Secondary LPARs. The Primary LPAR runs with all the Security
Insights Services and the Zowe Discovery Service and Gateway Service. The Secondary LPARs run with only a subset of
the Security Insights Services and do not require the Zowe Services. To view a list of Services, see Verify the Status of the
Security Insights Services.

NOTE
You can often perform the security-related tasks in parallel with the other installation and configuration tasks.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Address Prerequisites

Task Description LPARs
Required Role Time Estimate Status

Deployment Overview Review how to deploy Security
Insights to a single LPAR in
a MONOPLEX or to multiple
LPARs in a SYSPLEX.

N/A Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

10 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Review Installation Best
Practices

• Manage Security and
Integrity Fixes.

• Configure  SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval for
maintenance.

• Implement a proactive
preventive maintenance
strategy.

• Sign up for hiper
notifications.

• Apply IBM maintenance.
• Review z/OSMF training

videos.

N/A Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

10 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Review Your Product Download
Options

Review where your
product pax files reside in
Download Management on
Broadcom Support Online.

N/A Systems
Programmer

5 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Review the Zowe Integration
Options

Review the options and
requirements for the required
Zowe API Mediation Layer
components.

N/A Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

10 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.
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Task Description LPARs
Required Role Time Estimate Status

(Optional) Review the Data
Content Discovery Integration
Options

Review the options and
requirements for the optional
Data Content Discovery
integration.

N/A Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

10 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Address Software Requirements • z/OS level
• JDBC environment
• USS support for zFS file

system
• 64-bit SDK for z/OS version
• External security manager

version
• Zowe API Mediation Layer

version
• Common Components and

Services (CCS) Version 15.0
with the following service
components:
– CAMASTER
– Java to z/OS (J2Z)

(included with 15.0 base
pax)

Primary
Secondary

Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

30 minutes per
LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Address Storage Requirements • Virtual storage requirements
• DASD space requirements

Primary
Secondary

Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator

15 minutes per
LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A..

Address Security Requirements • If you plan to deploy to
multiple LPARs, verify that
the Primary LPAR and all the
Secondary LPARs are the
same ESM type (ACF2, Top
Secret, or IBM RACF) and
share a security file.

• Verify that each user has an
OMVS segment and TSO
segment defined.

• Verify the installer user ID
privileges.

Primary
Secondary

Security
Administrator

30 minutes per
LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Address Browser Requirements Verify your system meets the
minimum browser version.

Primary
Secondary

Systems
Programmer

10 minutes per
LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Complete the Pre-Configuration
Worksheet

Gather and record the variable
values that are required during
the configuration.

Primary
Secondary

Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

60 minutes per
LPAR per role

Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.
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Install Security Insights

Task Description LPARs
Required Role Time Estimate Status

Install Products Using z/OSMF
or
Install Products Using SMP/E
JCL
or
Install Products Using CSM

Create the product SMP/E and
runtime environment (SMP/E
data sets, target libraries, and
distribution libraries).

N/A Systems
Programmer

120 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Maintain Products Using z/
OSMF Software Update
or
Maintain Products Using SMP/E
JCL
or
Maintain Products Using CSM

Apply all PTFs required to bring
Security Insights to current
maintenance.

• Download maintenance
(corrective and preventive)
automatically using SMP/
E Internet Service Retrieval
or manually from Broadcom
Support.

• Obtain the current SMP/E
HOLDDATA (download the
external HOLDDATA file).

• Receive, apply, and accept
maintenance.

N/A Systems
Programmer

45 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/
A.

Configure Security Insights

Task Description LPARs Required Role Time
Estimate Status

Deploy to the Primary LPAR Deploy Security Insights on
the primary LPAR.

Primary Systems
Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

Configure the Primary LPAR Provide the configuration
variable values for Security
Insights on the primary
LPAR.

Primary Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

45 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

(Optional) Deploy to the
Secondary LPARs

Deploy Security Insights to
each secondary LPAR.

Secondary Systems
Programmer

30 minutes
per LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

(Optional) Configure the
Secondary LPARs

Provide the configuration
variable values for Security
Insights on each secondary
LPAR.

Secondary Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

45 minutes
per LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.
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Task Description LPARs Required Role Time
Estimate Status

Configure the Security
Environment

Edit and run the sample
base security job and the
keyring security job. Add
code signing certificates to
the keyring.

Primary Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

60 minutes
per LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

Create IBM Db2 Database
Tables for Reports

Run the SIZIDB2I job
to create and configure the
IBM DB2 database tables for
reports.

Primary Systems
Programmer
Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

20 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

Create a zFS File System
for Reports

Run the SIZCACHE job
to create and mount a file
system for reports.

Primary Systems
Programmer

10 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

Change the USS File
Permissions

Run the SIZCHOWN job to
change permissions for all
the USS files.

Primary
Secondary

Systems
Programmer

5 minutes per
LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

Set Up Auto Mount Set up automatic mounting
to permanently maintain the
mount point.

Primary
Secondary

Systems
Programmer

10 minutes
per LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

APF-Authorize the Libraries • Temporarily APF-
authorize the libraries.

• Optionally, make the
APF authorizations
permanent by adding the
authorized libraries to
your PARMLIB.

Primary
Secondary

Systems
Programmer

10 minutes
per LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

Start the Started Tasks Start the required services
on each LPAR where
Security Insights is
deployed.

Primary
Secondary

Systems
Programmer

10 minutes
per LPAR

Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

Verify Your Installation • Verify the services
are running in the API
Mediation Layer.

• Verify the services are
running in the Discovery
Service URL.

• Verify login to the
Security Insights user
interface.

Primary Systems
Programmer

20 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or
N/A.

Deployment Overview
Security Insights supports deploying to a single LPAR in a MONOPLEX or to multiple LPARs in a SYSPLEX. Security
Insights refers to the deployment systems as the Primary LPAR and the Secondary LPARs.

For a single LPAR deployment, deploy and configure Security Insights on the Primary LPAR only.

For a multi-LPAR deployment, deploy and configure Security Insights on one Primary LPAR and on one or more
Secondary LPARs.
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IMPORTANT
If you are deploying Security Insights to multiple LPARs, the Primary LPAR and all the Secondary LPARs must
be the same ESM type (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF) and must share a security file. 

Primary LPAR
Specifies the LPAR where Security Insights is running with all the Security Insights Services (Orchestration
Service, Insights Service, SAF Service, SAF PC Routines, optional DCD Service/Controller/Server). Zowe is
running with the Gateway Service and Discovery Service. The default started task for the Primary LPAR is
SIZSRVRU.

Secondary LPARs
Specifies additional LPARs where Security Insights is running with a subset of Security Insights Services (Insights
Service, SAF Service, SAF PC Routines, optional DCD Controller/Server). Secondary LPARs do not require
Zowe. The default started task for the Secondary LPAR is SIZSRV2U.

Example Deployments

The following diagram shows examples of a multi-LPAR deployment and two single LPAR deployments:

• Multi-LPAR Deployment: Security Insights is deployed in a SYSPLEX across three LPARs (TS01, TS02, TS03) which
share a security file. The Primary LPAR, TS01, is running all the Security Insights Services and the Zowe Gateway and
Discovery Services. The Secondary LPARs, TS02 and TS03, are running a subset of the Security Insights Services
and no Zowe Services.

• Single LPAR Deployment:
– Security Insights is deployed in a MONOPLEX to one Primary LPAR, TS04. TS04 is running all the Security Insights

Services and the Zowe Gateway and Discovery Services. There are no Secondary LPARs.
– This scenario is repeated with Security Insights deployed in a MONOPLEX to one Primary LPAR, TS05.
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Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal
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Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.
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Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Review Your Product Download Options
This article explains where your product pax files reside in Download Management on Broadcom Support Online. You can
only view the products on Broadcom Support Online for which your site is licensed. The path to specific products may vary
based on your site license.

If your site is solely licensed for one product, download it by entering the product name (for example, Auditor) in the
product search on Broadcom Support Online.

Entitlements Included with ACF2 and Top Secret

The entitlement for Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Trusted Access Manager for Z is now included with licensure
for ACF2 and/or Top Secret. If your site is licensed for ACF2 or Top Secret, the entitlement also allows the use of
Advanced Authentication Mainframe and/or Trusted Access Manager for Z in your IBM RACF environments.

With this entitlement, download Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Trusted Access Manager for Z by entering ACF2
or Top Secret in the product search on Broadcom Support Online. Select the applicable version, and select the product
package for download.

Security Insights

If your site is licensed for any Broadcom Mainframe Security product, you have no-cost access to Security Insights. To
download the product, enter the licensed product name in the product search on Broadcom Support Online.
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Next Steps

You are now prepared to navigate to the proper location on Broadcom Support Online to download your software
package. Based on your site preference, continue to Install Products using z/OSMF, Install Products Using SMP/E JCL, or
Install Products Using CSM. Each installation article explains how to download your products.

Review the Zowe Integration Options
Review options for integrating the required Zowe Gateway and Discovery components with Security Insights. Determine
the integration method that you plan to use.

You have the following options for supplying the required Zowe API Mediation Layer (ML) components:

• Security Insights packages the required Zowe Gateway and Discovery components. You can use these Security
Insights-packaged API ML components.

• If your site is running a full production Zowe instance, you can use it.

This REST API earned Zowe Conformant status. The Zowe Conformance Program aims to
give users confidence that when they use a product, app, or distribution that leverages Zowe
they can expect a high level of common functionality, interoperability, and user experience. For
information about which REST APIs are conformant with the Zowe API Mediation Layer, see the
Open Mainframe Project site.

API Mediation Layer Components Overview

The Zowe API ML consolidates mainframe RESTful API services into a single, secure point of access.

The API ML consists of the following components. All the components are included in a full production Zowe instance.
Only the Gateway and Discovery Service are included in a Security Insights-packaged Zowe instance.

Gateway (Required)
Services that comprise the API ML service ecosystem are located behind a gateway (reverse proxy). All end
users and API client applications interact through the Gateway.

Discovery Service (Required)
The Discovery Service is the central repository of active services in the API ML ecosystem. The Discovery
Service continuously collects and aggregates service information.

Catalog (Optional)
The Catalog is the catalog of published API services and their associated documentation. The Catalog provides
both the REST APIs and a web user interface (UI) to access the services.

• This component is not required and is not packaged with Security Insights.
• If you are using a full production Zowe instance, the Catalog is populated with Security Insights Security API

data.

Configuration Requirements

During the Security Insights configuration, the following Zowe API ML parameters are required for the Discovery Service
and the Gateway Service. You set these parameters in the configuration member, SIZCFG:

SI_DISCOVERY_HOST
Specifies a fully qualified host name where the Discovery Service is running.
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SI_DISCOVERY_PORT
Specifies the port number for the Discovery Service.

SI_GATEWAY_PORT
Specifies the port number for the Gateway Service.

Security Requirements

During the security configuration, grant the following required permission to allow the PassTicket generation. These
requirements are detailed in Configure the Security Environment:

• When using the Security Insights-packaged Zowe instance, give the Security Insights Server ID (SISRVR) access
to the PTKTDATA resource class for the MVS<smfid> APPLID. The security JCL includes commands to grant this
access.

• When using a full production Zowe instance with SAF as the JSON web token (JWT) provider, give the Zowe Gateway
Server ID access to the PTKTDATA resource class for the MVS<smfid> APPLID. We provide example commands to
grant this access.

• When using a full product Zowe instance with z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) as the JWT provider, give the
Zowe Gateway Server ID access to the PTKTDATA resource class for the IZUDFLT APPLID. We provide example
commands to grant this access.

IMPORTANT
The Security Insights-packaged Zowe instance uses the SAF as its JSON web token (JWT) provider.
If you are using a full production Zowe instance, you can use SAF or z/OSMF. However, if you use z/
OSMF and multiple environments share a single z/OSMF instance, a logoff from one session invalidates all
sessions that use the same login credentials. This behavior is a limitation of z/OSMF. To avoid this behavior,
use SAF as the JWT provider. (Users are only logged out of the user interface. Any reports or other activities
that were running under their session continue processing normally.)

Review the Data Content Discovery Integration Options
Review the options for integrating an existing Data Content Discovery instance with Security Insights. Integrating Data
Content Discovery provides optimal Classifier Report results.

When you integrate Data Content Discovery with Security Insights, Data Content Discovery provides classification data
for the Classifier Report. A Security Insights deployment does not require Data Content Discovery. However, without Data
Content Discovery, the Classifier Report does not show the data source classifications. Knowing the classification of your
data sources plays a critical role in determining how secure those data sources must be.

Configuration Requirements

If you are integrating Data Content Discovery with Security Insights, the following configuration is required:

• Data Content Discovery must register to the API Mediation Layer Discovery Service. To do so, run the FEYCFG10
job to configure the Data Content Discovery CONFIG file dcd-configuration.yml. You must run the FEYCFG10 job on
each LPAR where the Data Content Discovery Controller is running. For more information, see the article about
Zowe configuration in the Data Content Discovery documentation.

• During the configuration process, you must set the following variables in SIZCFG on the Primary LPAR:
SI_DCD_PORT

Port number for the Security Insights DCD Service.
CA_DCD_INSTALLED

Indicates whether Data Content Discovery is set up and if you want to start the DCD Service (CAMFSIDCD) on
the Primary LPAR. Doing so provides classification data to the Security Insights Classifier Report.
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NOTE
Data Content Discovery does not have to be running on the same LPAR where Security Insights is
running (referred to as the Primary LPAR). Only the Security Insights DCD Service must be running on
the Primary LPAR.

Valid Values:
YES

Specifies that Data Content Discovery is set up, and you want to start the DCD Service on the Primary
LPAR. Doing so lets the classification data be populated in the Classifier Report.

NO
Specifies that Data Content Discovery is not set up. Or, Data Content Discovery is set up, but you do not
want to start the DCD Service. Classification data is not populated in the Classifier Report.

Security Requirements

If you are integrating Data Content Discovery with Security Insights, the following security is required:

• You must give the server started task (STC) ID access to the PTKTDATA resource class for the CADCD APPLID. The
packaged security JCL includes commands to grant this access.

• You must give each Security Insights user ID who will run the Classifier Report the resource permission
CADCD(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW). The packaged security JCL includes commands to grant this permission.

• You must give the Data Content Discovery Controller ID (DCDCONTL) READ access to the RDATALIB resource. We
provide example commands to grant this access in Configure the Security Environment.

Software Requirements
Verify the software requirements for Security Insights before you begin the product installation.

In a multi-LPAR environment, some software is required on all the LPARs where Security Insights is deployed. Some
software is required only on the Primary LPAR (noted in the following list).

The following software is required when installing Security Insights:

• IBM-supported release of zEnterprise and z/OS (see z/OS Compatibility Matrix)
• IBM Software

– IBM z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) support for zFS file systems
– IBM 64-bit SDK for z/OS, Java Technology Edition, Version 8
– IBM Db2 for z/OS 11, 12, or 13 that includes the IBM Data Server Driver for JDBC and SQLJ (Required on Primary

LPAR only)
• One of the following External Security Managers (ESMs)

– ACF2 for z/OS Version 16.0, with current maintenance
– Top Secret for z/OS Version 16.0, with current maintenance
– IBM RACF, any release

• Common Components and Services (CCS) Version 15.0 with:
– Java to z/OS (J2Z) service

The J2Z service is part of the 15.0 base pax file. For more information, see the Common Components and Services
documentation.

– CAMASTER service
To verify that the CAMASTER address space is running, check the z/OS syslog (IPL section) for the following
message:
CAMS101I CAMASTER INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. 

• Zowe API Mediation Layer
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Security Insights packages the required Zowe components (Version 1.26.4). Or, you can use a production Zowe
instance running Version 1.26.4 minimum.

• (Optional) Data Content Discovery Version 3.0, with current maintenance
For optimal Classifier Report results, install Data Content Discovery. However, Data Content Discovery is not required.

• (Optional) CSM Version 6.0 or Release 6.1
If you are installing using z/OSMF or SMP/E JCL, CSM is not required.

• (Optional) A configured Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server
Required if you plan to send report status email notifications.

Storage Requirements
Verify the storage requirements for Security Insights before you begin the product installation.

The following requirements are the approximate minimum values. These values are based on an initial installation using
the default space allocations.

Virtual Storage Requirements

• Security Insights Services use memory incrementally, with a minimum requirement of 1.5 GB and a potential
requirement of up to 12 GB, depending on the workload.

DASD Storage Requirements

• Acquiring and processing pax file:
– 1.3 GB (1,583 cylinders)

NOTE
You can reclaim this space after you complete the installation.

• Installation requirements:
– Target data sets:

1 GB (1,218 cylinders)
– Distribution data sets:

1.3 GB (1,583 cylinders)
– SMP/E data sets, including SMPPTS for receiving maintenance:

1 GB (1,218 cylinders)
• Runtime requirements:

– Deployment data sets:
800 MB (951 cylinders)

– Configuration data sets, including the zFS for the USS database folder (default, /cai/csinr1m0/db):
3 GB (3,653 cylinders) minimum initial, with another 3 GB (3,653 cylinders) of free space to allow dynamic growth

– VSAM Key Sequence Data Sets (KSDS) for caching:
1 GB (1,218 cylinders)

Security Requirements
Verify the security requirements for Security Insights before you begin the product installation.

Multi-LPAR Considerations

If you are deploying Security Insights to multiple LPARs, the Primary LPAR and all the Secondary LPARs must be the
same ESM type (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF) and must share a security file.

Security Insights User ID Privileges

Each user of Security Insights requires the following segments:
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• A valid OMVS segment
• A valid TSO segment

Installer User ID Privileges

The installer of Security Insights requires the following items:

• For UNIX System Services:
– A valid OMVS segment
– Superuser authority:

Option A: The installer user ID is UID(0).
Option B: If the installer user ID is not UID(0), grant superuser authority. To do so, assign
the BPX.SUPERUSER resource in the FACILITY class with READ access.

WARNING
Use caution when assigning UID(0) to the installer user IDs. These IDs pass all z/OS UNIX security
verification and can perform any z/OS UNIX function.

• If there is a failure in executing setuid(0) while using UID(0), check the SUPERUSER parameter in
the BPXPRMxx member.

• If you have switched the UID from non-zero to zero or vice-versa before starting the installation, run the following
example commands to avoid issues with setuid(0) later, if ownership on the file system is set incorrectly. These
example commands help activate changes to the OMVS user profile records.

NOTE
For OMVS segments, you do not need to issue IBM RACF commands to activate the
changes. However, when making changes to IBM RACF resources that are RACLISTed, such a
general resource class, use the SETROPTS command to rebuild the data structures. For more
information, see the IBM documentation.

• For ACF2:
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS

• For Top Secret:
TSS MODIFY OMVSTABS

• (Optional, depending on your site's security configuration) Ability to manipulate zFS data sets. This ability requires
UPDATE authority to the appropriate entities within the FSACCESS class. Verify with your security administrator if
FSACCESS permissions are needed.
FSACCESS lets you secure access to a zFS file system container (that is, a data set). The resource name is the zFS
file system name.
Example: You defined a zFS file system that is named OMVS.ZFS.WEBSRV.TOOLS, and then you created directories
U1 and U2 with files in the directories. A resource check for class FSACCESS resource OMVS.ZFS.WEBSRV.TOOLS
occurs when a user tries to access a file in directory U1 or U2 in the zFS file system. For more details, see the
applicable security product documentation.

• For z/OS:
– Authority to read, create, update, and execute from the Security Insights installation data sets and libraries
– Authority to execute commands to manipulate the external security manager (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF)

database

Browser Requirements
Verify the Security Insights browser requirements for the browser product and version and the optimal screen resolution
before you begin the product installation.
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The Security Insights user interface (UI) runs as a browser-based web application. The UI is certified for use with the
following browsers and versions:

• Google Chrome Version 85
• Microsoft Edge Version 85
• Mozilla Firefox Version 80

You can use Security Insights in other browsers and versions. However, until each release officially passes our
certification test, you might face intermittent issues.

For optimal performance, use a minimum screen resolution of 1024 x 768.

Complete the Pre-Configuration Worksheet
Gather and record the variable values that are required for the Security Insights deployment and configuration in this pre-
configuration worksheet. The systems programmer, database administrator, and security administrator should populate
these values ahead of the product installation.

Gathering and recording the variable values helps reduce the time that the deployment and configuration takes because
the information is readily available when needed.

Security Insights supports deployment to multiple LPARs. In a multi-LPAR environment, not all configuration variables are
required on the Secondary LPARs. Complete this pre-configuration worksheet for each LPAR to which you are deploying.
To see which variables are required on Secondary LPARs, see the LPARs Required column.

The variables are grouped in tables by role. This grouping lets each installer focus on the values for which their role is
responsible.

For a printable version of this worksheet, click here.

System Programmer-Defined Variables

These variables are defined by the System Programmer during the configuration.

Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

TGTHLQ SMP/E target data set high-level
qualifier (HLQ) from which a
packaged runtime is created.
Default: CAI.SI.INSTALL

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP02
SIZDEP11
SIZDEP12

TGTHLQ =

DPLOYHLQ High-level qualifier (HLQ) of
your choice to be used to create
the dump data sets. These
dump data sets must be suitable
for a deployment to other LPARs
that are targeted for a Security
Insights runtime instance.
This symbol is concatenated
with the next symbol
(LPARNAME) and another
eight-character node. Verify
that this value resolves to fewer
than 44 characters (the data set
name limit).
Default: CAI.SI.DEPLOY

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP02
SIZDEP11
SIZDEP12

DPLOYHLQ =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

LPARNAME Arbitrary eight-character label
that reflects the target LPAR
name.
This value is appended to the
DPLOYHLQ variable to make
unique HLQs. Doing so helps
when more than one target
LPAR exists to which a Security
Insights runtime instance is
desired.
This symbol is concatenated
with the previous symbol
(DPLOYHLQ) and another
eight-character node. Verify
that this value resolves to fewer
than 44 characters (the data set
name limit).
Default: TSO1

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP02
SIZDEP11
SIZDEP12

LPARNAME =

JAVAHOME Path of an IBM Java SDK
Version 8, 64-bit installation.
You must enclose this path with
single quotes.
To determine what file systems
are mounted and get the exact
file name, issue the /D OMVS,
FILE command.
Default: /sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/
usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP02
SIZDEP03
SIZDEP11
SIZDEP12
SIZDEP13

JAVAHOME =

JAVALIB PDS loadlib where the IBM JVM
resides. This JVM load module
must be a minimum Version 8,
64-bit installation. For example,
SYS1.SIEALNKE.
If your JVM load library is in
LINKLIST, you can specify
SYS1.LINKLIB instead.
Default:
JAVA.VnRnMn.SIEALNKE

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP02
SIZDEP03
SIZDEP11
SIZDEP12
SIZDEP13

JAVALIB =

JAVAVER Suffix of the JVM load module
that resides in the data set that
was previously specified in the
JAVALIB variable.
Default: 86

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP02
SIZDEP03
SIZDEP11
SIZDEP12
SIZDEP13

JAVAVER =

SIPATH SMP/E USS path that was
specified in the Security Insights
installation process.
You must enclose this path with
single quotes.
Default: /cai/si/install

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP11

SIPATH =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

DPLYPATH USS path of your choice to be
used to mount a new zFS data
set that is a subset of the SMP/
E zFS data set CFINZFS and is
input to the dump data set.
You must enclose this path with
single quotes.
Default: /cai/si/deploy

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP11

DPLYPATH =

VOLSMS1
VOLSMS2

Data set allocations.
VOL_SMS1 is used for
IDCAMS. VOL_SMS2 is used
for dump data sets.
Optionally, you can specify SMS
for one type and non-SMS for
another.
Defaults:
If the system is SMS-controlled:
VOLSMS1=STORCLAS(SMS)
VOLSMS2='STORCLAS=SMS'
If the system is NOT SMS-
controlled:
VOLSMS1=VOLUME(xxxxxx)
VOLSMS2='VOL=SER=xxxxxx'

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP11

VOLSMS1=
VOLSMS2=

UNIT UNIT value for your site.
Default: 3390

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP01
SIZDEP02
SIZDEP11
SIZDEP12

UNIT =

THISPDS Fully qualified data set name for
this PDS.
Default: YOUR.DEFINED.PDS

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP02
SIZDEP12

THISPDS =

RTHLQ Runtime high-level qualifier
(HLQ) of your choice to be used
to restore the runtime libraries.
Default: CAI.SI.RUNTIME

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP02
SIZDEP03
SIZDEP12
SIZDEP13

RTHLQ =

RTPATH Runtime USS path of your
choice to be used to mount the
restored zFS data set.
You must enclose this path with
single quotes.
Default: /cai/si/runtime

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP02
SIZDEP03
SIZDEP12
SIZDEP13

RTPATH =

VOLINFO Data set allocation.
Defaults:
If the system is SMS-controlled,
specify the SMS class and
remove the comment character:
VOLINFO=STORCLAS(SMS)
If the system is NOT SMS-
controlled, specify a value and
remove the command character:
VOLINFO='VOL=SER=xxxxxx'

Primary
Secondary

SIZDEP02
SIZDEP12

VOLINFO =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

JOBCARD1
JOBCARD2
JOBCARD3
JOBCARD4
JOBCARD5

z/OS job card that is used on all
the JCL JOB statements.
Default: Standard JOB
statement parameters.

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG JOBCARD1 =
JOBCARD2 =
JOBCARD3 =
JOBCARD4 =
JOBCARD5 =

J2Z_HLQ High-level qualifier (HLQ)
of Common Components
and Services (CCS) PDS/E
CAW0PLD.
Default CAI.CACSS

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG J2Z_HLQ =

APF_VOLUME APF-authorize
the  loadlib CFINLOAD. This
high-level qualifier (HLQ) is
used in PROC JCL to start the
microservices. You can specify
SMS or VOLUME=VOLSER.
SMS is used for SMS-
managed systems and
VOLUME=VOLSER is required
for non-SMS managed systems.
Default: SMS

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG APF_VOLUME =

SI_CACHE_SMSVOL SMS data class with Extended
Addressability defined. This
value is used for a zFS file
system that is allocated for large
temporary cache files. Refer
to CFINJCL(SIZCACHE) for
more information. For non-
SMS managed systems, use
VOLUME(xxxxxx) instead of
STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS &
DATACLAS parameters.
Example:
SI_CACHE_SMSVOL=VOLUME(xxxxxx)
REPLACE COMMENT
CHARACTER WITH ACTUAL
VALUES.
Default:
STORCLAS(SCLAS1)
MGMTCLAS(MCLAS01)
DATACLAS(DCLAS1)

Primary SIZCFG SI_CACHE_SMSVOL =

JAVA_CLASSES_PATH Path to the Java PassTicket
library.
Default: /usr/include/
java_classes

Primary SIZCFG JAVA_CLASSES_PATH =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

SMF_ID System identifier (SID) value
that is specified in the active
SMFPRMxx member of your
system parameter library,
such as SYS1.PARMLIB. This
value is prefixed with 'MVS'
to construct the APPLID for
PassTicket generation.
Default: TSO1

Primary SIZCFG SMF_ID =

SI_DISCOVERY_HOST Host where the Discovery
Service is running. This value
is always the primary LPAR
where the Discovery Service is
running.
Default:
hostname.mycompany.com

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG SI_DISCOVERY_HOST =

SI_DISCOVERY_PORT Default port number where the
Discovery Service is running.
Default: 47723

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG SI_DISCOVERY_PORT =

SI_HOST Host where all the Security
Insights microservices are
running. If you are configuring
for the primary LPAR, this value
is the primary LPAR where the
microservices are running. If you
are configuring for deployment
to a secondary LPAR, this value
is the secondary LPAR where
the microservices are running.
Default:
hostname.mycompany.com

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG SI_HOST =

SI_HOST_IP IP address where all the
Security Insights are running.
Default: 0.0.0.0

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG SI_HOST_IP =

SI_HOST_SYSNAME Value that is specified on the
SYSNAME parameters in the
IEASYMxx parmlib member.
Default: TSO1

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG SI_SYSNAME =

SI_GATEWAY_PORT Default port number for
the Security Insights
Gateway Service.
Default: 47724

Primary SIZCFG SI_GATEWAY_PORT =

SI_ORCHESTRATION_PORT Default port number for
the Security Insights
Orchestration Service.
Default: 47725

Primary SIZCFG SI_ORCHESTRATION_PORT =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

SI_INSIGHTS_PORT Default port number for the
Security Insights Insights
Service.
Default: 47726

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG SI_INSIGHTS_PORT =

SI_SAF_PORT Default port number for the
Security Insights SAF Service.
Default: 47727

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG SI_SAF_PORT =

SI_DCD_PORT Default port number for the
Security Insights DCD Service.
Default: 47728

Primary SIZCFG SI_DCD_PORT =

SI_SMTP_HOST Host name for the SMTP server
to provide email notifications of
report status changes.
Default: smtp-host

Primary SIZCFG SI_SMTP_HOST =

SI_SMTP_PORT Default port number for the
SMTP server.
Default: 25

Primary SIZCFG SI_SMTP_PORT =

SI_SMTP_REPLY Reply from the SMTP server.
Default: no-reply@smtp-host

Primary SIZCFG SI_SMTP_REPLY =

CA_DCD_INSTALLED Indicates whether Data
Content Discovery is installed
and if you want to start the
Security Insights DCD Service
(CAMFSIDCD) on the primary
LPAR.
YES means that Data Content
Discovery is installed, and I
want to start the DCD Service
on the primary LPAR. Doing
so lets classification data be
populated in the Classifier
Report.
NO means that Data Content
Discovery is not installed. Or,
Data Content Discovery is
installed, but I do not want
to start the DCD Service.
Classification data will not be
populated in the Classifier
Report.
Default: NO

Primary SIZCFG CA_DCD_INSTALLED =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

SI_VSAM_SMS_KEYLABL Key label to be used for
pervasive encryption. The
SI_VSAM_SMS_STRCLAS and
SI_VSAM_SMS_DATCLAS
are required with this
parameter. Required if
SI_VSAM_VOL is not provided.
Default: _

Primary SIZCFG SI_VSAM_SMS_KEYLABL =

SI_VSAM_SMS_STRCLAS Storage class on which the
VSAM file will be created in an
SMS-managed environment.
Required if SI_VSAM_VOL is
not provided.
Default: SCLAS1

Primary SIZCFG SI_VSAM_SMS_STRCLAS =

SI_VSAM_SMS_DATCLAS Data class value that
is associated with the
storage class. Required
if SI_VSAM_VOL is not
provided.
Default: DCLAS1

Primary SIZCFG SI_VSAM_SMS_DATCLAS =

SI_VSAM_VOL Volume on which the VSAM
file will be created. You can
enter multiple comma-separated
volumes. For example,
VOLUM1,VOLUM2.
If using SI_VSAM_VOL,
comment out the Key Label,
Storage, and Data Class
settings.

Primary SIZCFG SI_VSAM_VOL =

SI_ARCHIVE_VOLS Labels that are used for volume
serials that are archived or
migrated.
You can enter multiple colon-
separated values.
Change the default values
based on your environment.
Default:
ARCIVE:ARCHIV:MIGRAT

Primary SIZCFG SI_ARCHIVE_VOLS =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

J2ZSDK_PATH Runtime USS Path for Java to z/
OS (J2Z) classes for Common
Components and Services. If
j2zsdk.jar is not present, apply
and deploy current maintenance
for the version of Common
Components and Services
that you are running, and (if
necessary) deploy the Common
Components and Services USS-
Based Services, as instructed
in Common Components and
Services documentation.
Use the default value. No
modification required.
Default: /cai/CADeploy/
CCS150/cff6/lib/j2zsdk.jar

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG1 J2ZSDK _PATH =

SI_VSAM_DECAY Number of days that the file
should be kept using the decay
algorithm.
Default: 30

Primary SIZDFT SI_VSAM_DECAY =

SI_VSAM_NAME Name for the VSAM cache files.
Example: If the name is
REPORTS, the VSAM files are
named rthlq.REPORTS.V123.
Where, rthlq is the value that
you define in the SIZDEP02 job.
Default: REPORTS

Primary SIZDFT SI_VSAM_NAME =

SI_VSAM_MAX_NUM Number of VSAM cache files
to be retained. If 0, all VSAM
cache files are purged during
the next purge cycle. The purge
cycle runs hourly.
Default: 10

Primary SIZDFT SI_VSAM_MAX_NUM =

SI_VSAM_CYL_PRI_DATA Number of cylinders to allocate
for primary VSAM data
allocation.
Default: 10

Primary SIZDFT SI_VSAM_CYL_PRI_DATA =

SI_VSAM_CYL_SEC_DATA Number of cylinders to allocate
for secondary VSAM data
allocation.
Default: 100

Primary SIZDFT SI_VSAM_CYL_SEC_DATA =

SI_VSAM_CYL_PRI_IDX Number of cylinders to allocate
for primary VSAM index
allocation.
Default: 1

Primary SIZDFT SI_VSAM_CYL_PRI_IDX =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Members Record Your Site Value

SI_VSAM_CYL_SEC_IDX Number of cylinders to allocate
for secondary VSAM index
allocation.
Default: 10

Primary SIZDFT SI_VSAM_CYL_SEC_IDX =

SI_CMPRS_THRSHLD Maximum size before
compression is applied on
transient, temporary files used
during Security Insights report
generation. Any cache data
entry that is below this threshold
is not compressed.
Default: 32761

Primary SIZDFT SI_CMPRS_THRSHLD =

Database Administrator-Defined Variables

These variables are defined by the Database Administrator during the configuration.

Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

DB2_LOCATION Location of the IBM Db2
subsystem. This option is part
of and unique to the DB2 JDBC
URL.
This value is the value that
is specified for LOCATION in
message DSNL0041 in the IBM
Db2 initialization job.
Default: DB2LOC

Primary SIZCFG DB2_LOCATION =

DB2_JDBC_PATH Installation path of the DB2 files
that are stored in the USS. The
DB2 JDBC jar files are in the
"classes" subdirectory.
Important! Do not include
the "classes" subdirectory
in this path; it is appended
automatically at runtime. For
example, if the DB2 JDBC jar
files are in /sys/DB211/usr/lpp/
jcc/classes, specify /sys/DB211/
usr/lpp/jcc for this path.
Default: /sys/DB2/usr/lpp/db2/
jdbc

Primary SIZCFG DB2_JDBC_PATH =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

DB2_SSID Subsystem ID (SSID) for the
DB2 subsystem.
This variable is used in the
batch jobs to execute the DB2
DDL for creating and updating
the repository.
If you use SPUFI to execute the
DDL, this value is not required.
Default: SSID

Primary SIZCFG DB2_SSID =

DB2_DSNTIAD_PLAN Plan name that was bound for
program DSNTIAD.
This variable is used in the
batch jobs to execute the DB2
DDL for creating and updating
the repository.
If you use SPUFI to execute the
DDL, this value is not required.
Default: DSNTIA??

Primary SIZCFG DB2_DSNTIAD_PLAN =

DB2_SDSN_LOAD SDSNLOAD library for your IBM
Db2 system.
This variable is used in the
batch jobs to execute the DB2
utilities that help maintain the
repository.
Default: DB2.SDSNLOAD

Primary SIZCFG DB2_SDSN_LOAD =

DB2_SDSN_LOD2 SDSNLOAD library for your IBM
Db2 system.
This variable is used in the
batch jobs to execute the DB2
utilities that help maintain the
repository.
Default: DB2.SDSNLOD2

Primary SIZCFG DB2_SDSN_LOD2 =

DB2_SDSN_EXIT SDSNEXIT library for your IBM
Db2 system.
This variable is used in the
batch jobs to execute the DB2
utilities that help maintain the
repository.
Default: DB2.SDSNEXIT

Primary SIZCFG DB2_SDSN_EXIT =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

DB2_RUNLIB_LOAD Library that contains the module
DSNTIAD.
For example, a DB2 subsystem
might have a naming convention
such as SSID.RUNLIB.LOAD,
where SSID is the DB2
subsystem ID.
This variable is used in the
batch jobs to execute the DB2
DDL for creating and updating
the repository.
If you use SPUFI to execute the
DDL, this value is not required.
Default: SSID.RUNLIB.LOAD

Primary SIZCFG DB2_RUNLIB_LOAD =

DB2_STOGROUP Name of the DB2 storage group
for your site. This name is
used when creating the DB2
tablespaces.
Default: SISTOGRP

Primary SIZDFT DB2_STOGROUP =

DB_CAT Volume catalog to be used to
define the database storage
group.
This value is used in the VCAT
parameter of the DB2 CREATE
STOGROUP command.
Default: VCAT

Primary SIZDFT DB_CAT =

DB2_BUF_POOL_1K Name of the DB2 buffer pool for
your site.
This value is used when
creating the DB2 tablespaces.
Default: BP1

Primary SIZDFT DB2_BUF_POOL_DEFAULT =

DB2_BUF_POOL_32K Name of the DB2 buffer pool for
your site.
This value is used when
creating the DB2 tablespaces.
Default: BP32K

Primary SIZDFT DB2_BUF_POOL_32K =

DB2_DATABASE_NAME Name that is used for the DB2
database using the CREATE
DDL statement.
Default: CASIDB

Primary SIZDFT DB2_DATABASE_NAME =

DB2_QUALIFIER Database qualifier for each table
that is created.
Do not use SIDEMO for this
qualifier. SIDEMO is reserved
for use with sample reports.
Default: CASIADM

Primary SIZDFT DB2_QUALIFIER =
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Security Administrator-Defined Variables

These variables are defined by the Security Administrator during the configuration.

Complete the Global Security Variables worksheet. Then, complete the ESM-specific variables worksheet for the ESM
type that is running on the system where you are installing.

Global Security Variables

These configuration variables are global, regardless of which ESM your system is running.

IMPORTANT
If you are deploying to one Primary LPAR and to one or more Secondary LPARs, the values for the keyring and
ESM-related security variables for the Secondary LPARs must match the values for the Primary LPAR.

Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

CASI_OMVS_HOME Home path for the ACID that is
defined for the Security Insights
started tasks.
This value must be an existing
directory.
Default: /a

Primary SIZCFG CASI_OMVS_HOME =

COMMON_NAME Fully qualified domain name.
For secondary LPARs, use a
wildcarded domain name. For
example, mvs*.company.com
or *mvs.company.com
so that the server cert
(SERVER_LEVEL_CERT_LABEL)
and signer
(SELF_SIGNED_CERT_LABEL)
can be exported as a PDS to be
imported on a Secondary LPAR.
Default:
hostname.mycompany.com

Primary SIZCFG COMMON_NAME =

ORGANIZATION_NAME Name of your company.
Default: mycompany

Primary SIZCFG ORGANIZATIONAL_NAME =

LOCALITY City where your team is located.
Default: CHICAGO

Primary SIZCFG LOCALITY =

STATE_PROVINCE Two-letter state code for the
state where your team is
located.
Default: IL

Primary SIZCFG STATE_PROVINCE =

COUNTRY Two-character country code for
the country where your team is
located. This code must use the
two-character ISO 3166 country
code.
Default: US

Primary SIZCFG COUNTRY =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

KEYRING_USERID User ID to which a Security
Insights keyring is associated.
This value is not editable or
customizable.
This value must match on the
Primary LPAR and Secondary
LPARs.
Default: SISRVR

Primary
Secondary

SIZDFT KEYRING_USERID =

RING_NAME Ring name for the keyring
record to which the
certificate information is to
be associated. The keyring
is also associated with the ID
that is specified in the option
KEYRING_USERID.
This value must match on the
Primary LPAR and Secondary
LPARs.
Default: SIRING

Primary
Secondary

SIZDFT RING_NAME =

SELF_SIGNED_CERT_LABEL User-defined label that is to
be stored in the generated
certificates.
Default: SI_CERT

Primary SIZDFT SELF_SIGNED_CERT_LABEL
=

SERVER_LEVEL_CERT_LABE
L

User-defined label that is to
be stored in the generated
certificates.
This value must match on the
Primary LPAR and Secondary
LPARs.
Default: SI_SRVR

Primary
Secondary

SIZDFT SERVER_LEVEL_CERT_LABEL
=

JWT_SECRET_CERT_LABEL Label that is to be stored in the
generated certificates. This label
is not editable. You must use the
default value.
Default: JWTSECRET

Primary SIZDFT JWT_SECRET_CERT_LABEL
= JWTSECRET

ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT_NA
ME

Name of your organizational
unit.
Default: SECURITY

Primary SIZDFT ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT_NAME
=

CERT_EXPIRATION_ACF2 Date when the certificate
expires for an ACF2 system.
Default: 12/30/2032

Primary SIZDFT CERT_EXPIRATION_ACF2 =

CERT_EXPIRATION_TSS Date when the certificate
expires for a Top Secret system.
Default: 12/30/32

Primary SIZDFT CERT_EXPIRATION_TSS =

CERT_EXPIRATION_RACF Date when the certificate
expires for an IBM RACF
system.
Default: 2032/12/30

Primary SIZDFT CERT_EXPIRATION_RACF =
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Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

CASI_GROUP ESM group ID for the started
tasks.
This value must match on
the Primary LPAR and the
Secondary LPARs.
Default: CASIGRP

Primary
Secondary

SIZDFT CASI_GROUP =

ACF2 Security Variables

These configuration variables are specific to ACF2. For more information about these variables, see CFINJCL(SIZACF).

Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

A_CASI_GID Group ID value for the OMVS.
Default: ? (literal value)

Primary SIZCFG A_CASI_GID =

A_CASI_CNTL_OMVS_UID User ID value for the Security
Insights started task.
If you keep the default value, the
job assigns the next available
non-zero user ID.
Default: ? (literal value)

Primary SIZCFG A_CSSI_CNTL_OMVS_UID =

JAVALIB_HLQ High-level qualifier (HLQ) of the
library that contains the Java
virtual machine (JVM) program.
Default: SYS1

Primary
Secondary

SIZCFG JAVALIB_HLQ =

Top Secret Security Variables

These configuration variables are specific to Top Secret. For more information about these variables, see
CFINJCL(SIZTSS).

Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

CASI_DEPT Department ACID for Security
Insights.
Default: CASIDEPT

Primary SIZDFT CASI_DEPT =

CASI_FAC Top Secret facility for Security
Insights to further protect
signons.
Default: CASIFAC

Primary SIZDFT CASI_FAC =

IBM RACF Security Variables
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These configuration variables are specific to IBM RACF. For more information about these variables, see
CFINJCL(SIZRACF).

Variable Name Variable Description LPARs
Required PDS Member Record Your Site Value

R_CASI_GROUP_OWNER Existing IBM RACF IDs
representing the owner.
Default: RACFUSER

Primary SIZCFG R_CASI_GROUP_OWNER =

R_CASI_GROUP_SUPGROUP Existing IBM RACF IDs
representing the superior group.
Default: SYS1

Primary SIZCFG R_CASI_GROUP_SUPGROUP =

R_CASI_GID OMVS group identifier for the
CASI_GROUP group name.
If you keep the default,
AUTOGID assigns the next
available non-zero GID.
Or, change AUTOGID to
GID(x), where x is the desired
GID user ID. For example,
R_CASI_GID=GID(1234).
Default: AUTOGID

Primary SIZCFG R_CASI_GID =

R_CASI_CNTL_OMVS_UID OMVS user identifier for the
Security Insights started task.
If you keep the default,
AUTOUID assigns the next
available non-zero UID.
Or, change AUTOUID to
UID(x), where x is the desired
UID user ID. For example,
R_CASI_CNTL_OMVS_UID=UID(2468).
Default: AUTOUID

Primary SIZCFG R_CASI_CNTL_OMVS_UID =

R_CASI_POSIT Numeric value that identifies a
unique set of options that are
associated with a resource.
Range: POSIT values 19
through 56 and 128 through 527
POSIT values 0-18, 57-127, and
528-1023 are reserved.
Default: ? (literal value)

Primary SIZCFG R_CASI_POSIT =

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.
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As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator
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Task Description Role

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:
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1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST
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The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
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Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.
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sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.
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downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.
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As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/cai/portpkg/fin/1.0/CFINZFSM.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
Post SMP/E Workflow

Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.
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Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
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https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir
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asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.
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NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.
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Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
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The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *
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//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job as described in the
following procedure to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
or ESDUNPAX sample JCL created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
– Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
– If the z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a
unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.

The UNZIPJCL job is edited.
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3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro FINSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type FINSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the FINSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
FINAREAD member, and submit the FINEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN00ALL in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
FIN00ALL is customized.

3. Submit FIN00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN03ALU in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FIN03ALU is customized.

b. Submit FIN03ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN06MKD in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FIN06MKD is customized.

d. Submit FIN06MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN10CSI in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
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FIN10CSI is customized.
6. Submit FIN10CSI.

This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN15CSU in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FIN15CSU is customized.

b. Submit FIN15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the FINSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
FINAREAD member, and submit the FINEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN20RCB in an edit session, and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
FIN20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit FIN20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN30APB in an edit session, and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
FIN30APB is customized.

4. Submit FIN30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN40ACB in an edit session, and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
FIN40ACB is customized.

6. Submit FIN40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.
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Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.
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If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.
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3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the FINSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN60RCH in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
NOTE
Update FIN60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

FIN60RCH is customized.
12. Submit FIN60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.
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WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN80APM in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
FIN80APM is customized.

2. Submit FIN80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FIN90ACM in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FIN90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit FIN90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN50CAR in an edit session, update FIN50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
FIN50CAR is customized.

2. Submit FIN50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
FIN70RCM is customized.

4. Submit FIN70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FIN80APM in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the command line.
FIN80APM is customized.

6. Submit FIN80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FIN90ACM in an edit session and execute the FINSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FIN90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit FIN90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.
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NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After installation is complete, you must deploy and configure Security Insights for execution on the Primary LPAR and,
optionally, Secondary LPARs.

The deployment is a simple copy of the SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems across
your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the deployment
libraries). Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and isolates the SMP/
E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of Security Insights. Subsequent
maintenance activities will update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active runtime environments. For
maintenance to take effect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your runtime environments.
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The configuration process tailors the runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system.

Deploy to the Primary LPAR
Deploy Security Insights to the primary LPAR after the installation by running the SIZDEP01 job, the SIZDEP10 job, and
the SIZDEP02 job.

The systems programmer deploys Security Insights to the primary LPAR by performing the following tasks:

• Packaging the required data sets using the SIZDEP01 job
• Transporting those data sets to the primary LPAR (if you are not using shared DASD) using the SIZDEP10 job or your

site-specific process
• Restoring the packaged data sets and mounting the USS files on the primary LPAR using the SIZDEP02 job

Package the Required Data Sets for Deployment

To generate data sets for creating a runtime environment, create a user-defined PDS and copy members to it. Then,
copy, edit, and run the SIZDEP01 job. 

1. Create a PDS with the same attributes as the target_hlq.CFINJCL. This procedure later refers to this PDS as your
user-defined PDS.

2. Copy all members that are prefixed with SIZDEP from target_hlq.CFINJCL to your user-defined PDS.
3. Retrieve the SIZDEP01 job from your user-defined PDS.
4. Make a copy of the job for the runtime instance. Name your copy of the job similarly to the LPAR name for ease of use.

Making a copy of the job for each runtime instance lets you avoid re-editing the job in the future when applying
maintenance.

5. Review and edit your copy of the job according to the comments. You recorded variable values for this job in the Pre-
Configuration Worksheet.

6. Submit the job.
The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The job does the following tasks:

• Creates the dployhlq.lparname.STAGE.CFINCFG data set:
– Copies member SIZCFG to STAGE(CFINCFG).
– Copies the target_hlq.CFINCFG(SIZDEP03) job

You use this job later on the target primary LPAR.
• Creates the dployhlq.lparname.STAGE.CFINZFS data set:

– Copies the zFS data sets (USS files) from the SMP/E target.
• Packages the following dump data sets using ADRDSSU:

– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINCFG
– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINPDS
– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINZFS

Transport the Packaged Data Sets to the Primary LPAR

Choose one of the following options:

• If your site uses shared DASD, skip this step. Go to Restore the Packaged Data Sets on the Primary LPAR.
• If your site does not use shared DASD, transport the packaged data sets and your user-defined PDS (created in the

previous section) to the primary LPAR.
You can use job SIZDEP10 in your user-defined PDS as a template to FTP the packaged data sets. You can also
modify the SIZDEP10 job to FTP the user-defined PDS. Or, you can transport the user-defined PDS following your site
standards.
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The data sets and your user-defined PDS are now available on the primary LPAR.

Restore the Packaged Data Sets on the Primary LPAR

To restore the packaged data sets on the primary LPAR and to mount the USS file system, edit and run the SIZDEP02 job
on the primary LPAR.

1. Retrieve the restore job, SIZDEP02, from your user-defined PDS.
2. Review the entire job and edit it according to the comments.
3. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The packaged data sets are restored on the primary LPAR to create a runtime instance. The USS file system is mounted.

Next Steps

Go to Configure the Primary LPAR.

Configure the Primary LPAR
Configure the primary LPAR after the Security Insights installation and primary LPAR deployment by editing the SIZCFGx
members and running the SIZDEP03 job.

The SIZCFG, SIZCFG1, and SIZDFT members define the configuration variables for Security Insights on the primary
LPAR. The SIZDEP03 job configures the restored data sets with the configuration values that you specified in the
SIZCFGx members.

When editing the members, note the following items:

• Refer to the Pre-Configuration Worksheet, where you recorded the values to be used.
• The values in the job require input from the systems programmer, the security administrator, and the Db2 database

administrator.
• The parameters in the SIZCFGx members have default values that require editing to meet your site requirements; you

cannot use the defaults without modification. The parameters in the SIZDFT member have default values that you can
use without modification, assuming the default values meet your site requirements

1. Retrieve the SIZCFG, SIZCFG1, and SIZDFT members from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
2. Edit the SIZCFG and SIZCFG1 members according to the job comments. Do not use quotes when entering the values

in the member.
3. Review the default values in the SIZDFT member.

– If the default values meet your site requirements, no edits are required.
– If the default values do not meet your site requirements, edit the values as required.

4. Retrieve the configuration job, SIZDEP03, from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
5. Review the entire job, and edit it according to the comments.
6. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The runtime data sets are configured on the primary LPAR.

Next Steps

Choose one of the following options:

• If you are deploying the product to multiple LPARs in a Sysplex, go to (Optional) Deploy to the Secondary LPARs.
• Otherwise, configure the security environment on the primary LPAR. Go to Configure the Security Environment.
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(Optional) Deploy to the Secondary LPARs
Deploy Security Insights to the Secondary LPARs after the installation by running the SIZDEP11 job, the SIZDEP10 job,
and the SIZDEP12 job.

The systems programmer deploys Security Insights to a Secondary LPAR by performing the following tasks:

• Packaging the required data sets using the SIZDEP11 job
• Transporting those data sets to the secondary LPAR (if you are not using shared DASD) using the SIZDEP10 job or

your site-specific process
• Restoring the packaged data sets and mounting the USS files on the secondary LPAR using the SIZDEP12 job

IMPORTANT
If you are deploying Security Insights to multiple LPARs, the Primary LPAR and all the Secondary LPARs must
be the same ESM type (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF) and must share a security file. 

Service Requirements Per LPAR

Security Insights supports deployment to multiple LPARs. In a multi-LPAR environment, you deploy and configure Security
Insights on one Primary LPAR and on one or more Secondary LPARs. The Primary LPAR runs with all the Security
Insights Services and the Zowe Discovery Service and Gateway Service. The Secondary LPARs run with only a subset of
Security Insights Services and do not require Zowe Services.

Review the following table to understand the required Services per LPAR in a multi-LPAR environment.

Service Name Service Description Required on
Primary LPAR

Required on
Secondary

LPAR

Discovery Service Lets you determine the location and status of service
instances running inside the API Mediation Layer
ecosystem.
Can be part of Security Insights-packaged Zowe or a full
production Zowe instance.

Yes No

Gateway Service Provides secure communication across coupled API
services.
Can be part of Security Insights-packaged Zowe or a full
production Zowe instance.

Yes No

Orchestration Service Provides correlation services and picks information
from REST endpoints that are exposed by the Insights
Service, SAF Service, and DCD Service.

Yes No

Insights Service Provides the APF List and Catalog Service REST
endpoints (Resource List and Pervasive Encryption
Status/Key Label).

Yes Yes

SAF Service
SAF PC Routine

Provides the ESM Access REST endpoints. Yes Yes

(Optional) DCD Service Aggregates classification information from the DCD
REST endpoints from one or more LPARs.

Yes No

(Optional) Data Content Discovery Provides the Classification REST endpoints from Data
Content Discovery.

Yes Yes
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Package the Required Data Sets for Deployment

To generate data sets for creating a runtime environment, create a user-defined PDS and copy members to it. Then,
copy, edit, and run the SIZDEP11 job.

1. Create a PDS with the same attributes as the target_hlq.CFINJCL. This procedure later refers to this PDS as your
user-defined PDS.

2. Copy all members that are prefixed with SIZDEP from target_hlq.CFINJCL to your user-defined PDS.
3. Retrieve the SIZDEP11 job from your user-defined PDS.
4. Make a copy of the job for the runtime instance. Name your copy of the job similarly to the LPAR name for ease of use.

Making a copy of the job for each runtime instance lets you avoid re-editing the job in the future when applying
maintenance.

5. Review and edit your copy of the job according to the comments. You recorded variable values for this job in the Pre-
Configuration Worksheet.

WARNING
The dployhlq.lparname qualifier for the Secondary LPAR must be different from what you specified for the
dployhlq.lparname qualifier for the Primary LPAR in the SIZDEP01 job.

6. Submit the job.
The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The job does the following tasks:

• Creates the dployhlq.lparname.STAGE.CFINCFG data set:
– Copies member SIZCFG to STAGE(CFINCFG).
– Copies the target_hlq.CFINJCL(SIZDEP13) job

You use this job later on the target secondary LPAR.
• Creates the  dployhlq.lparname.STAGE.CFINZFS data set:

– Copies the zFS data sets (USS files) from the SMP/E target.
• Packages the following dump data sets using ADRDSSU:

– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINCFG
– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINPDS
– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINZFS

Transport the Packaged Data Sets to the Secondary LPAR

Choose one of the following options:

• If your site uses shared DASD, skip this step. Go to Restore the Packaged Data Sets on a Secondary LPAR.
• If your site does not use shared DASD, transport the packaged data sets and your user-defined PDS (created in the

previous section) to the secondary LPAR.
You can use job SIZDEP10 in your user-defined PDS as a template to FTP the packaged data sets. You can also
modify the SIZDEP10 job to FTP the user-defined PDS. Or, you can transport the user-defined PDS following your site
standards.

The data sets and your user-defined PDS are now available on the secondary LPAR.

Restore the Packaged Data Sets on the Secondary LPAR

To restore the packaged data sets on the Secondary LPAR and to mount the USS file system, edit and run the SIZDEP12
job on the Secondary LPAR.

1. Retrieve the restore job, SIZDEP12, from your user-defined PDS.
2. Review the entire job and edit it according to the comments.
3. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.
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The packaged data sets are restored on the Secondary LPAR to create a runtime instance. The USS file system
is mounted.

Next Steps

Choose one of the following options:

• If you are deploying to more LPARs in a Sysplex, repeat this procedure for each Secondary LPAR.
• Otherwise, configure the Secondary LPAR. Go to (Optional) Configure the Secondary LPARs.

(Optional) Configure the Secondary LPARs
Configure the secondary LPARs after the Security Insights installation and secondary LPAR deployment by editing the
SIZCFGx members and SIZDFT member and running the SIZDEP13 job.

The SIZCFG, SIZCFG1, and SIZDFT members define the configuration variables for Security Insights on the
secondary LPAR. The SIZDEP13 job configures the restored data sets with the configuration values in the members.

When editing the members, note the following items:

IMPORTANT
In a multi-LPAR environment, the Primary LPAR and all the Secondary LPARs must be the same ESM type
(ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF) and must share a security file. 

• Refer to the Pre-Configuration Worksheet, where you recorded the values to be used. Not all configuration variables
are required on the Secondary LPARs. The required variables are listed in Step 2 and noted in the LPARs Required
column of the Pre-Configuration Worksheet.

• The values in the job require input from the systems programmer, the security administrator, and the Db2 database
administrator.

• The parameters in the SIZCFGx members have default values that require editing to meet your site requirements; you
cannot use the defaults without modification. The parameters in the SIZDFT member have default values that you can
use without modification, assuming the default values meet your site requirements

1. Retrieve the SIZCFG, SIZCFG1, and SIZDFT members from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
2. Edit the SIZCFG and SIZCFG1 members according to the job comments. Do not use quotes when entering the values

in the member. You recorded variable values for this job in the Pre-Configuration Worksheet.
TIP
Alternatively, you can copy the edited version of the SIZCFG, SIZCFG1, and SIZDFT members from the
Primary LPAR, and can edit the variables as needed for each Secondary LPAR.

Required Variables on Secondary LPARs
On a secondary LPAR, only a subset of the configuration variables is required. The following variables are required
on a secondary LPAR:

WARNING
On a secondary LPAR, the SI_DISCOVERY_HOST and SI_DISCOVERY_PORT values are required but do
not change from the primary LPAR values. These values must always point to the Primary LPAR. However,
the other values are unique to each LPAR being configured, and you must specify the Secondary LPAR
values.
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– All JOBCARD values
– J2Z_HLQ
– J2ZSDK_PATH
– APF_VOLUME
– SI_DISCOVERY_HOST
– SI_DISCOVERY_PORT
– SI_HOST
– SI_HOST_IP
– SI_HOST_SYSNAME
– SI_INSIGHTS_PORT
– SI_SAF_PORT

3. Review the default values in the SIZDFT member.
WARNING
The keyring and ESM-related security options in SIZDFT for the Secondary LPARs must match the values
that you specified for SIZDFT on the Primary LPAR.

– If the default values meet your site requirements, no edits are required.
– If the default values do not meet your site requirements, edit the values as required.

4. Retrieve the configuration job, SIZDEP13, from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
5. Review the entire job and edit it according to the comments.
6. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The runtime data sets are configured on the secondary LPAR.

Next Steps

Choose one of the following options:

• If you deployed to more LPARs in a Sysplex, repeat this procedure for each Secondary LPAR.
• Otherwise, configure the security environment on the Primary LPAR. Go to Configure the Security Environment.

Configure the Security Environment
Configure the Security Insights security environment by running security jobs, adding code signing certificates, and
granting access to the resource classes.

To configure the security environment, we provide configurable sample security jobs to simplify the one-time configuration
tasks for setting up the Security Insights security environment.

To configure security, do the following tasks on the Primary LPAR only. You do not need to perform these tasks on the
Secondary LPARs.

• Run the Base Security Job
• Run the Keyring Security Job
• Add Code Signing Certificate to the Security Insights Keyring
• Grant the Zowe Server ID Access to the PTKTDATA Resource Class
• Grant the Data Content Discovery Controller ID Access to the RDATALIB Resource

WARNING
Each site implements security uniquely. The sample security jobs try to cover all the required security setup.
However, you must verify that the job values are configured to conform to your unique environment. Failure to do
so might cause security errors during startup.

The security administrator and Db2 database administrator should review and run the security jobs.
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Run the Base Security Job
Set up the Security Insights security environment using the base security job that applies to your ESM. Use SIZACF for
ACF2, SIZTSS for Top Secret, or SIZRACF for IBM RACF.

IMPORTANT
Run this job on the Primary LPAR only.

The base security jobs include:

• Securing the SISRVR started task ID
• Securing the CA$SIRPT resource class
• Granting user permissions

1. Retrieve the job that applies to your ESM. These jobs are included in the data set runtime_hlq.CFINJCL:
– ACF2: SIZACF
– Top Secret: SIZTSS
– IBM RACF: SIZRACF

2. Review the job and edit it according to its comments. Verify that the configuration settings meet all your site standards.
The job includes sample commands for granting authorizations. These samples are commented out. Edit and
uncomment the samples per your site-specific needs before running the job. For more information about the sample
commands, see Authorize a User.

3. Submit the job.
The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.

4. Review the job output to verify that no errors occurred. If you encounter configuration options that must be changed
from their original values, resolve the issues before continuing:
a. Correct any errors in the SIZCFG member in restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
b. Rerun the SIZDEP02 job in user_defined_hlq.CFINJCL.
c. Rerun the SIZDEP03 job in restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
d. Rerun your security job in restored_hlq.CFINJCL.

The base security configuration is complete.

Next Steps

Go to Run the Keyring and Certificate Security Job.

Run the Keyring and Certificate Security Job
Run the Security Insights keyring and certificate security job for your ESM type (SIZACFK, SIZTSSK, or SIZRACFK) to
configure the required keyrings and certificates.

IMPORTANT
Run this job on the Primary LPAR only.

Note the following information about signed certificates:

• Use an existing server certificate that is signed by an external certificate authority (CA). For example, use a CA that is
managed by your company. With this approach, your company has ensured that any certificates signed by that CA are
trusted because they have included their company's CA in their browsers' truststore. This approach avoids the need to
import manually the local CA into each client machine's browser.

• Use a public certificate authority such as Symantec, Comodo, or GoDaddy to create a certificate. These certificates are
trusted by all browsers and most REST API clients. This approach avoids the need for each browser to trust the CA
that has signed the certificate. However, this option involves manually requesting a certificate, which might incur extra
costs.
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Perform these steps on the Primary LPAR only:

1. Retrieve the job that applies to your ESM. These jobs are included in the data set runtime_hlq.CFINJCL:
ACF2

SIZACFK
Top Secret

SIZTSSK
IBM RACF

SIZRACFK
2. Review the job. Verify that the configuration settings meet your site standards.

a. This sample security job creates an unsigned, local certificate. If you already have a certificate, or plan to obtain
a certificate from a CA, remove the section of the JCL that creates the unsigned, local certificate and point to your
certificate. Then, perform the steps in Configure Security Insights Using Trusted Certificates.

WARNING
If you use an unsigned certificate, you see a warning that your connection is not private or has a potential
security risk when you access the product user interface using a secure connection (https). To mitigate
this warning, acknowledge the warning to accept the risk. Or, use an externally signed certificate.

3. Submit the job.
The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.

4. Review the job output to verify that no errors occurred. If you receive errors or encounter settings that do not conform
to your site standards, resolve the issues before continuing:
a. Correct any errors in the SIZCFG member in restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
b. Rerun the SIZDEP02 job in user_defined_hlq.CFINJCL.
c. Rerun the SIZDEP03 job in restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
d. Rerun your keyring security job in restored_hlq.CFINJCL.

The keyring and certificate security configuration is complete.

Next Steps

Go to Add Code Signing Certificates to the Security Insights Keyring.

Configure Security Insights Using Trusted Certificates

Set up the Security Insights Primary LPAR to use trusted certificates for improved browser security.

IMPORTANT
Perform these steps on the Primary LPAR only.

If you are using a well-known, trusted certificate authority (CA) instead of an unsigned certificate for Security Insights,
insert the certificates and connect them to your keyring:

1. Submit the certificate signing request (CSR) to a well-known CA.
2. Receive the signed certificate from the CA.
3. Add the signed certificate to the keystore (for example, PKCS12 format) to complete the chain.
4. Upload the PKCS12 file to the secondary LPAR as a data set in BINARY mode.
5. Insert the certificates and connect them to a keyring.

Refer to the following examples by ESM type, as needed. In these examples, we show three connections (one for
node, intermediate, and root). Your site might have fewer or more connections. Modify your commands as required to
accommodate the number of connections your site requires.
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Example: ACF2
First, we insert the server SSL certificate to SISRVR, the Security Insights Server ID, and chain it to a
CERTAUTH database.
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT SISRVR DSNAME('dsname') PASSWORD(password) TRUST

Next, we check the CERTDATA record names to be input to the KEYRING commands.
CHKCERT DSNAME('dsname') PASSWORD(password) chain 

This command displays the following output:
CERTDATA / SISRVR 

LAST CHANGED BY JSMITH01 ON 01/19/21-20:16

ISSUERDN(CN=issuer_certificate_authority) KEYSIZE(2,048) LABEL(SISRVR)

SERIAL#(0DCB1C20EF0A77E83A4CBE29CB6227D2) 

SUBJDN(CN=node_certificate_authority) TRUST

CERTDATA / CERTAUTH.AUTO002 

LAST CHANGED BY JSMITH01 ON 01/19/21-20:16

ISSUERDN(CN=issuer_certificate_authority) LABEL(CERTAUTH.AUTO002)

SERIAL#(01FDA3EB6ECA75C888438B724BCFBC91) 

SUBJDN(CN=intermediate_certificate_authority) TRUST

CERTDATA / CERTAUTH.AUTO003 

LAST CHANGED BY JSMITH01 ON 01/19/21-20:16

CERTNSER(0000000000000001) ISSUERDN(issuer_certificate_authority)

LABEL(CERTAUTH.AUTO003)

SERIAL#(083BE056904246B1A1756AC95991C74A) SUBJDN(CN=root_certificate_authority) TRUST

Next, we connect the certificates to the keyring using the CERTDATA names that we gathered from the output:
INSERT SISRVR RINGNAME(ring_name)

CONNECT CERTDATA(SISRVR) KEYRING(SISRVR) RINGNAME(ring_name) USAGE(personal) default

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.AUTO002) KEYRING(SISRVR) RINGNAME(ring_name) USAGE(certauth)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.AUTO003) KEYRING(SISRVR) RINGNAME(ring_name) USAGE(certauth)

Example: Top Secret
First, we insert the server SSL certificate to SISRVR, the Security Insights Server ID, and chain it to a
CERTAUTH database.
TSS ADDTO(SISRVR) DIGICERT(MSTRSSL) DCDSN('dsname') PKCSPASS(password)

Next, we check the CERTDATA record names to be input to the KEYRING commands.
TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('dsname') PKCSPASS('password')

This command displays the following output:
DIGICERT = MSTRSSL ACCESSORID = SISRVR

ADMIN BY= BY(JSMITH01) SMFID(MSTR) ON(01/24/2021) AT(21:36:11)

LABEL = MSTRSSL

STATUS = TRUST

SERIAL# = 05B045D7EA425AA35F3C5BCCF6D2D9DE

ISSUER DISTINGUISHED NAME:

.CN=issuer_certificate_authority

SUBJECT DISTINGUISHED NAME:

CN=node_certificate_authority

DIGICERT = AUTO0004 ACCESSORID = CERTAUTH

ADMIN BY= BY(JSMITH01 ) SMFID(MSTR) ON(01/24/2021) AT(21:08:01)

LABEL = AUTO0004

STATUS = TRUST

SERIAL# = 01FDA3EB6ECA75C888438B724BCFBC91

ISSUER DISTINGUISHED NAME:
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.CN=issuer_certificate_authority

SUBJECT DISTINGUISHED NAME:

CN=intermediate_certificate_authority

DIGICERT = AUTO0003 ACCESSORID = CERTAUTH

ADMIN BY= BY(JSMITH01 ) SMFID(MSTR) ON(01/24/2021) AT(21:36:14)

LABEL = AUTO0003

STATUS = TRUST

SERIAL# = 083BE056904246B1A1756AC95991C74A

ISSUER DISTINGUISHED NAME:

.CN=issuer_certificate_authority

SUBJECT DISTINGUISHED NAME:

CN=root_certificate_authority

Next, we connect the certificates to the keyring using the CERTDATA names that we gathered from the output:
TSS ADD(SISRVR) KEYRING(ring_name) LABLRING(ring_name) 

TSS ADD(SISRVR) KEYRING(ring_name) RINGDATA(SISRVR,MSTRSSL) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADD(SISRVR) KEYRING(ring_name) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,AUTO0004) - 

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADD(SISRVR) KEYRING(ring_name) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,AUTO0003) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

Example: IBM RACF
First, we insert the server SSL certificate to SISRVR, the Security Insights Server ID, and chain it to a
CERTAUTH database.
RACDCERT ADD('dsname') PASSWORD('password') ID(SISRVR) TRUST

Next, we check the CERTDATA record names to be input to the KEYRING commands.
RACDCERT CHECKCERT('dsname') PASSWORD('password')

This command displays the following output:
Label: SISRVR.SSL

Certificate ID: 2QbiyeLZ5dniyeLZ5dlL4uLT

Status: TRUST

Start Date: 2020/07/18 20:00:00

Label: LABEL00000005

Certificate ID: 2QiJmZmDhZmjgdPBwsXT8PDw8PDw8PVA

Status: TRUST

Start Date: 2013/03/08 08:00:00

End Date: 2023/03/08 08:00:00

Label: LABEL00000004

Certificate ID: 2QiJmZmDhZmjgdPBwsXT8PDw8PDw8PRA

Status: TRUST

Start Date: 2006/11/09 20:00:00

End Date: 2031/11/09 20:00:00

Next, we connect the certificates to the keyring using the CERTDATA names that we gathered from the output:
RACDCERT ADDRING(ring_name) ID(SISRVR)

RACDCERT ID(SISRVR) CONNECT(LABEL('SISRVR.SSL') RING(ring_name) USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(SISRVR) CONNECT(LABEL('LABEL00000005') RING(ring_name) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(SISRVR) CONNECT(LABEL('LABEL00000004') RING(ring_name) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

Add Code Signing Certificates to the Security Insights Keyring
Verify the integrity of some shipped executables by adding the Security Insights code signing certificates to your ESM
database and connecting them to the Security Insights keyring.
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Security Insights uses code signing certificates to sign some of its executables. Code signing ensures the integrity of the
code that you receive against tampering by a third party or a malicious user. The certificates that Broadcom uses to sign
these executables are issued by Digicert. Perform this procedure during the product configuration and periodically when
the code signing certificate expires.

Review Certificate Terms

Before you add the code signing certificates, review these certificate terms:

Certificate
An electronic document that proves ownership. A certificate consists of a private key that only the certificate
holder knows and a public key that everyone knows. In combination, these keys allow for secure communication
between a server and its users. The keys also let a client (user) verify the authenticity of the server with which
they are communicating.

Certificate Authority (CA)
A trusted third party that verifies a certificate owner's right to the subject materials claimed in the certificate
subject.

Code Signing Certificate
A certificate that products use to sign some of its executables to ensure the integrity of the code that you receive
against tampering by a third party or a malicious user.

Keyring
A collection of certificates that identify a networking trust relationship, which are stored in an external security
manager (ESM) database and owned by a user ID. For ACF2, KEYRING specifies a profile record that contains a
collection of digital certificates. Certificates in a keyring identify a trust relationship. Client or peer entities that want
to communicate over a network can use certificates in keyrings to evaluate the trustworthiness of a prospective
candidate.
DEFAULT

Specifies the record key of a CERTDATA certificate record that is to be used as the default certificate
for this keyring. A keyring can have one default certificate. If a default certificate exists, this certificate
replaces its DEFAULT status.

RINGNAME
Specifies the name of the keyring to which you are connecting.

USAGE
Specifies how the certificate is to be used in the keyring. For example:

• PERSONAL specifies that the certificate is to be used as a user certificate.
• CERTAUTH specifies that the certificate is to be used as a certificate authority certificate.
• SITE specifies that the certificate is to be used as a site certificate.

Signing Certificate
A CERTAUTH certificate whose private key is used to sign other certificates. These certificates vouch for the
validity of other certificates that they have signed.

Prerequisites

This procedure requires the Security Insights keyring name and keyring record values as input to its steps. Before you
begin this procedure, obtain the keyring name and keyring record values that were set in the following jobs:

• SIZCFG for the keyring name
• One of the following jobs for the keyring record, depending on your ESM type:
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– SIZACFK for ACF2
– SIZTSSK for Top Secret
– SIZRACFK for IBM RACF

Obtain the Certificates

Download the root and intermediate certificates from Digicert. Rename them to adhere to your data set naming
conventions. Upload the certificates to your mainframe using FTP.

1. Navigate to the Digicert website.
2. To download the root certificate, select Download DER/CRT under Digicert High Assurance EV Root CA.
3. To download the intermediate certificate, select Download DER/CRT under Digicert High Assurance Code Signing

CA-1.
4. Rename the certificates to adhere to your data set naming conventions so that you can upload them to the mainframe.
Example: Rename the Root Certificate

DigiCertHighAssuranceEVRootCA.crt

to
digcsrt

Example: Rename the Intermediate Certificate
DigiCertHighAssuranceCodeSigningCA-1.crt

to
digcsint

5. FTP each certificate to the primary LPAR as a data set in BINARY mode.

The root and intermediate certificates are uploaded to the mainframe. You must now add them to the ESM database and
connect them to the Security Insights keyring.

Add and Connect the Certificates

After you upload the certificates, add them to the ESM database and connect them to the Security Insights keyring:

• ACF2: Add and Connect Certificates
• Top Secret: Add and Connect Certificates
• IBM RACF: Add and Connect Certificates

ACF2: Add and Connect Certificates

1. Determine whether the certificates were added to the ACF2 database:
CHKCERT DSNAME('dsname') CHAIN

CHKCERT DSNAME('dsname') CHAIN

dsname
Specifies the fully qualified data set names for the uploaded certificates.
Example: SI.DIGCSRT (root certificate) and SI.DIGCSINT (intermediate certificate)

Example:
CHKCERT DSNAME('SI.DIGCSRT') CHAIN

CHKCERT DSNAME('SI.DIGCSINT') CHAIN

– If the certificates are present, the CHKCERT commands return CERTDATA record keys similar to the following
sample. Record the record key values for use as input to the keyring CONNECT command. Then, go to the next
step.
Data set name:                   

     SI.DIGCSRT                   
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Label:                           

     DIGCSRT 

The CERTDATA record key is CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT

– If the certificates are not present, the CHKCERT commands do not return CERTDATA record keys. Add the
certificates to the ACF2 database.
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT DSNAME('dsname') LABEL(DIGCSRT) TRUST

INSERT CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT DSNAME('dsname') LABEL(DIGCSINT) TRUST

Example:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT DSNAME('SI.DIGCSRT') LABEL(DIGCSRT) TRUST

INSERT CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT DSNAME('SI.DIGCSINT') LABEL(DIGCSINT) TRUST

2. Connect the certificates to the Security Insights keyring:
CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT) KEYRING(ring_record) RINGNAME(ring_name) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT) KEYRING(ring_record) RINGNAME(ring_name) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

ring_record
Specifies the record name for the Security Insights keyring. Use the same keyring record name that you specified
in the SIZACFK job.
Example: SISRVR

ring_name
Specifies the name of the Security Insights keyring. Use the same keyring name that you specified in the SIZCFG
job.
Example: SIRING

Example:
CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT) KEYRING(SISRVR) RINGNAME(SIRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT) KEYRING(SISRVR) RINGNAME(SIRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

3. Activate the changes:
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)                                       

F ACF2,OMVS

4. Verify that the certificates were added to the ACF2 database and connected to the Security Insights keyring:
CHKCERT DSNAME('dsname') CHAIN

CHKCERT DSNAME('dsname') CHAIN

Example:
CHKCERT DSNAME('SI.DIGCSRT') CHAIN

CHKCERT DSNAME('SI.DIGCSINT') CHAIN

– If the certificates are present and connected, the CHKCERT commands return output similar to the following
truncated sample:
 This certificate is registered with CA ACF2 

 The CERTDATA record key is CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT

  .. 

  .. 

  ..

  Certificate is connected to the following key rings:

  Key ring record: SISRVR Key ring name:

  SIRING

You have added the code signing certificates to the ACF2 database and connected them to your Security Insights keyring.

Top Secret: Add and Connect Certificates
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1. Determine whether the certificates were added to the Top Secret database:
TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('dsname') CHAIN

TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('dsname') CHAIN

dsname
Specifies the fully qualified data set names for the uploaded certificates.
Example: SI.DIGCSRT (root certificate) and SI.DIGCSINT (intermediate certificate)

Example:
TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('SI.DIGCSRT') CHAIN

TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('SI.DIGCSINT') CHAIN

– If the certificates are present, the CHKCERT commands return DIGICERT data similar to the following sample.
Record the DIGICERT data for use as input to the keyring CONNECT command. Then, go to the next step.
TSS CHKCERT DCDSN(SI.DIGCSRT) chain                                        

 THIS CERTIFICATE IS REGISTERED WITH CA-TOP SECRET                          

 DIGICERT = DIGCSRT        ACCESSORID = SISRVR 

– If the certificates are not present, the CHKCERT commands do not return DIGICERT data. Add the certificates to
the Top Secret database.
TSS ADDTO(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(DIGCSRT) DCDSN('dsname')

TSS ADDTO(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(DIGCSINT) DCDSN('dsname')

Example:
TSS ADDTO(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(DIGCSRT) DCDSN(SI.DIGCSRT)

TSS ADDTO(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(DIGCSINT) DCDSN(SI.DIGCSINT)

2. Connect the certificates to the Security Insights keyring:
TSS ADD(ring_record) KEYRING(ring_name) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,DIGCSRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADD(ring_record) KEYRING(ring_name) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,DIGCSINT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

ring_record
Specifies the record name for the Security Insights keyring. Use the same keyring record name that you specified
in the SIZTSSK job.
Example: SISRVR

ring_name
Specifies the name of the Security Insights keyring. Use the same keyring name that you specified in the SIZCFG
job.
Example: SIRING

Example:
TSS ADD(SISRVR) KEYRING(SIRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,DIGCSRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADD(SISRVR) KEYRING(SIRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,DIGCSINT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

3. Activate the changes:
TSS REFRESH

4. Verify that the certificates were added to the Top Secret database and connected to the Security Insights keyring:
TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('dsname') CHAIN

TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('dsname') CHAIN

Example:
TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('SI.DIGCSRT') CHAIN

TSS CHKCERT DCDSN('SI.DIGCSINT') CHAIN

– If the certificates are present and connected, the CHKCERT commands return output similar to the following
truncated sample:
THIS CERTIFICATE IS REGISTERED WITH CA-TOP SECRET             

 DIGICERT = DIGCSINT         ACCESSORID = CERTAUTH

..
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..

..

 THIS CERTIFICATE IS CONNECTED TO THE FOLLOWING KEYRINGS: 

   ACID(SISRVR )  KEYRING(SIRING ) 

 TSS0300I  CHKCERT  FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL 

 READY

                                                                   

You have added the code signing certificates to the Top Secret database and connected them to your Security Insights
keyring.

IBM RACF: Add and Connect Certificates

1. Determine whether the certificates were added to the RACF database:
RACDCERT CHECKCERT('dsname')

RACDCERT CHECKCERT('dsname')

dsname
Specifies the fully qualified data set names for the uploaded certificates.
Example: SI.DIGCSRT (root certificate) and SI.DIGCSINT (intermediate certificate)

Example:
RACDCERT CHECKCERT('SI.DIGCSRT')

RACDCERT CHECKCERT('SI.DIGCSINT')

– If the certificates are present, the CHKCERT commands return label data similar to the following sample. Record
the label values for use as input to the keyring CONNECT command. Then, go to the next step.
RACDCERT CHECKCERT('SI.DIGCSINT')                                               

 Certificate 1:                                                                 

 Digital certificate information for CERTAUTH:                                  

                                                                                

   Label: CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT

– If the certificates are not present, the CHKCERT commands do not return label data. Add the certificates to the
RACF database.
RACDCERT ADD('dsname') CERTAUTH TRUST WITHLABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT')

RACDCERT ADD('dsname') CERTAUTH TRUST WITHLABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT')

Example:
RACDCERT ADD('SI.DIGCSINT') CERTAUTH TRUST WITHLABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT')

RACDCERT ADD('SI.DIGCSRT') CERTAUTH TRUST WITHLABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT')

2. Connect the certificates to the Security Insights keyring:
RACDCERT ID(ring_record) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT') RING(ring_name) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(ring_record) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT') RING(ring_name) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

ring_record
Specifies the record name for the Security Insights keyring. Use the same keyring record name that you specified
in the SIZRACFK job.
Example: SISRVR

ring_name
Specifies the name of the Security Insights keyring. Use the same keyring name that you specified in the SIZCFG
job.
Example: SIRING

Example:
RACDCERT ID(SISRVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT') RING(SIRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(SISRVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT') RING(SIRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))
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3. Activate the changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

4. Verify that the certificates were added to the IBM RACF database and connected to the Security Insights keyring:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH LIST(LABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSRT'))                              

RACDCERT CERTAUTH LIST(LABEL('CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT'))

– If the certificates are present and connected, the CHKCERT commands return output similar to the following
truncated sample:
Digital certificate information for CERTAUTH:                                  

  Label: CERTAUTH.DIGCSINT                                                    

  ..

  ..

  ..                                                          

  Ring Associations:                                                          

   Ring Owner: SISRVR                                                        

   Ring:                                                                      

     >SIRING< 

You have added the code signing certificates to the RACF database and connected them to your Security Insights
keyring.

Maintain the Certificates

When the Security Insights code signing certificate expires, Broadcom releases product maintenance that includes a
renewed certificate. Apply the PTF to run the product with the new certificate.

Your root and intermediate certificates likely expire when the Security Insights certificate expires. When your root and
intermediate certificates expire, repeat this procedure to obtain and connect renewed certificates.

Next Steps

Go to Grant the Zowe Server ID Access to the PTKTDATA Resource Class.

Grant the Zowe Server ID Access to the PTKTDATA Resource Class
For a full production Zowe instance, you must grant the Zowe server ID access to the PTKTDATA resource class for the
APPLID for PassTicket generation.

The security JCL includes commands to grant the Zowe Server ID (SISRVR) access to the PTKTDATA resource class for
the MVSsmfid APPLID when using the Security Insights-packaged Zowe instance. This access is required for PassTicket
generation. However, if you are using a full production Zowe instance, you must issue commands to grant this access.

• If you are using the Security Insights-packaged Zowe instance, skip this procedure. The access was granted when you
ran the security JCL.

• If you are using a full production Zowe instance, grant the Zowe Gateway Server ID access to the PTKTDATA
resource. Enter the following commands based on your ESM type:
– ACF2:

SET RESOURCE(PTK)                                

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD($ROLESET) RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(MVSsmfid.- USER(zowe_gateway_userid) SERVICE(UPDATE)

 ALLOW)   

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

– Top Secret:
TSS PERMIT(zowe_gateway_userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.MVSsmfid.) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

– IBM RACF:
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RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.MVSsmfid.* UACC(NONE)                      

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.MVSsmfid.* CL(PTKTDATA) ID(zowe_gateway_userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH  

zowe_gateway_userid
Specifies the user ID for the Zowe Gateway Server.

MVSsmfid
Specifies the system identifier.

• If you are using SAF as the JSON web token (JWT) token provider, this value is MVS followed by the system
management facilities (SMF) identifier for the system. For example, MVSCA19.

• If you are using z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) as the JWT provider, this value is IZUDFLT.

You have granted the required access.

Next Steps

Go to Grant the Data Content Discovery Controller ID Access to the RDATALIB Resource.

Grant the Data Content Discovery Controller ID Access to the RDATALIB Resource
Integration between Data Content Discovery and Security Insights requires you to grant the Controller ID read access to
the RDATALIB resource.

Data Content Discovery can then connect to Security Insights using the same keyring and certificates, avoiding the need
to create a separate keyring with the same certificates for Data Content Discovery.

To grant the Data Content Discovery Controller ID (DCDCONTL) read access to the RDATALIB resource, enter one of the
following commands based on your ESM type:

• ACF2:
ACF

SET RESOURCE(RDA)

RECKEY ring_owner ADD($ROLESET) RECKEY keyring_userid ADD(ring_name.LST USER(DCDCONTL) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

 ALLOW)

• Top Secret:
TSS PERMIT(DCDCONTL) RDATALIB(keyring_userid.ring_name.LST) ACCESS(READ)

• IBM RACF:
PERMIT keyring_userid.ring_name.LST CLASS(RDATALIB) ID(DCDCONTL) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(RDATALIB) REFRESH

keyring_userid
User ID to which a Security Insights keyring is associated.
Default: SISRVR

ring_name
Ring name for the keyring record to which the certificate information is to be associated.
Default: SIRING

You have granted the required access.

Next Steps

Go to Create IBM® Db2 Database Tables for Report Storage.
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Create IBM® Db2 Database Tables for Report Storage
Run the SIZIDB2 job on the primary LPAR to create and configure the required IBM Db2 database tables that the product
uses to store the Security Insights reports.

Some Security Insights reports are scheduled to run in batch and are aggregated incrementally to optimize the
performance. To process and store these reports, the product requires IBM Db2 database tables. As part of the product
configuration, edit the SIZIDB2I DDL. Then, run the SIZIDB2 job to create and configure the IBM Db2 database tables for
reports.

NOTE
The DB2 database administrator must review and run this job.

1. Retrieve the SIZIDB2I DDL from runtime_hlq.CFINOPTN.
2. Review the entire DDL, and edit it as needed.

The DDL is updated.
3. Retrieve the SIZIDB2 job from runtime_hlq.CFINJCL.
4. Review the job and submit it.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The Security Insights Db2 database tables are created and configured.

Next Steps

Go to Create a zFS File System for Report Caching.

Create a zFS File System for Report Caching
Edit and run the SIZCACHE job on the primary LPAR to create and mount a zFS file system directory that is required for
caching Security Insights reports.

Ensure that the zFS data set that you use is allocated with an SMS data class with Extended Addressability. Doing
so allows the data set to grow dynamically as required.

1. Retrieve the SIZCACHE job from RTHLQ.CFINJCL.
RTHLQ

Indicates the runtime high-level qualifier that was defined during the product deployment. For example, SI.
2. Review the job and edit it according to the job comments.
3. Submit the job.

The job runs and completes.
The expected return code is 0. However, you might see the following non-zero return codes under the following
conditions. Ignore these non-zero return codes if the rest of the steps complete with CC=0000.

• CC=0012 in the UNMOUNT step if the file system is already unmounted:
BPXF137E RETURN CODE 00000079, REASON CODE 0588002E

• CC=0256 in the MKDIR1 or MKDIR2 steps if the directory already exists:
EDC5117I File exists.

You have created and mounted the zFS file system.

Next Steps

Go to Change the USS File Permissions.
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Change the USS File Permissions
If permissions were not granted, run the SIZCHOWN job to change permissions for all the USS files. Doing so lets the
Security Insights started tasks access them.

WARNING
The user ID that runs this job must be UID(0) or must have superuser authority.

Run this job on the primary LPAR and on each secondary LPAR where Security Insights is deployed.

1. Retrieve the restored_hlq.CFINJCL(SIZCHOWN) job.
2. Submit the job.

The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.

The USS file permissions are changed to align with the Security Insights started tasks.

Next Steps

Go to Set Up Auto Mount.

Set Up Auto Mount
Set up automatic mounting to permanently maintain the Security Insights mount points to ensure that the file system is
automatically mounted after future IPLs.

WARNING
You must mount CFINZFS before you mount CSIZCACH.

1. Auto-mount the Security Insights USS file on the primary LPAR:
a. Add the mount of the Security Insights USS file, CFINZFS, to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx).
b. Copy the mount command from your user-defined PDS restore member (SIZDEP02, by default) in step name

MOUNT1. Remove the "+" character.
2. Auto-mount the Security Insights DB cache USS file on the primary LPAR:

a. Add the mount of the Security Insights DB cache USS file, CSIZCACH, to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx).
b. Copy the mount command from the DB cache member (SIZCACHE, by default) in step name MOUNT1. Remove

the "+" character.
3. (Optional) If you deployed to secondary LPARs, auto-mount the Security Insights USS file on each secondary LPAR:

a. Add the mount of the Security Insights USS file, CFINZFS, to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx).
b. Copy the mount command from your user-defined PDS restore member (SIZDEP02, by default) in step name

MOUNT1. Remove the "+" character.

Automatic mounting is set up.

Next Steps

Go to APF-Authorize the Libraries.

APF-Authorize the Libraries
To maintain system security and integrity, APF-authorize the Security Insights CFINLOAD load library to allow Security
Insights to access restricted functions while avoiding exposures.

Temporarily APF-authorize the Security Insights libraries. Then, optionally make the APF authorizations permanent by
adding the authorized libraries to your PARMLIB.

1. APF-authorize the Security Insights load library, CFINLOAD:
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SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=restored_hlq.CFINLOAD,<SMS|volume=volume>

restored_hlq
Specifies your restored high-level qualifier (HLQ).

volume
Defines the volume label for the name of the disk. If you are using SMS, do not define a volume.

2. (Optional) Permanently APF-authorize these libraries. To do so, add the libraries to SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx).

Your libraries are APF-authorized.

Next Steps

Go to Start the Started Tasks.

Start the Started Tasks
As a systems programmer, you start the required Security Insights services started tasks after the product configuration is
complete.

Copy the started task members to a system PROCLIB such as SYS1.PROCLIB or your.PROCLIB based on your site
requirements. Doing so lets you submit the started task members as started tasks. Then, start the required Security
Insights services on each LPAR where Security Insights is deployed. We provide started tasks that bundle the required
services to simplify the startup process.

SIZSRVRU Started task that starts the Services on the Primary LPAR. The Primary LPAR requires all services to be
started.

SIZSRVRD Started task to stop the Services on the Primary LPAR.
SIZSRV2U Started task to start the required Services on the Secondary LPARs. The Secondary LPARs require only

a subset of Services to be started.
SIZSRV2D Started task to stop the Services on the Secondary LPAR.

1. On the Primary LPAR, copy the Primary LPAR started task members SIZSRVRU and SIZSRVRD from the
RTHLQ.CFINPROC PDS to a system PROCLIB such as SYS1.PROCLIB or your.PROCLIB based on your site
requirements.

RTHLQ
Indicates the runtime high-level qualifier that was defined during the product deployment. For example, SI.

2. (Optional) If you deployed Security Insights to Secondary LPARs, on each Secondary LPAR, copy the Secondary
LPAR started task members SIZSRV2U and SIZSRV2D from the RTHLQ.CFINPROC PDS to a system PROCLIB such
as SYS1.PROCLIB or your.PROCLIB based on your site requirements.

3. Start the required Services on the Primary LPAR:
S SIZSRVRU 

4. (Optional) If you deployed Security Insights to Secondary LPARs, start the required Services on each Secondary
LPAR:
S SIZSRV2U 

The required services are started on each LPAR.

Next Steps

Verify that the installation was successful. Go to Verify the Installation.
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Verify the Installation
Verify that the Security Insights installation was successful by confirming that the required services are running and that
you can log in to the user interface.

Verify Services in the API Mediation Layer

Verify that the required services are running in the API Mediation Layer (ML) Gateway.

1. Open a browser, and navigate to the API ML Gateway URL. Use the following format:
https://SI_host:SI_gateway_port

SI_host
Specifies the host name where the Security Insights services are running. You set this host in the SIZCFG
member (variable SI_HOST).

SI_gateway_port
Specifies the Gateway port number. You set this port number in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_GATEWAY_PORT).
Default: 47724

The API Mediation Layer UI appears.
2. Verify that the following services are running:

– Discovery Service
– Authentication Service (Gateway)
– (Optional) API Catalog

This component is not required and is not packaged with Security Insights. However, if you are using a full
production Zowe™ instance, the API Catalog might be running.

TIP
After startup, it might take several minutes for the services to reflect that they are running. If the services do
not appear to be running, wait a few minutes, and then refresh your browser.

You have confirmed that the required API ML services are running.

Verify Services in the Discovery Service URL

Verify that the required services are running in the Discovery Service URL.

1. Open a browser, and navigate to the Discovery Service URL. Use the following format:
https://SI_discovery_host:SI_discovery_port

SI_discovery_host
Specifies the Discovery Service host name. You set this host in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_DISCOVERY_HOST).

SI_discovery_port
Specifies the Discovery Service port number. You set this port number in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_DISCOVERY_PORT).
Default: 47723

The Discovery Service URL appears.
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2. Verify that all the services are running (Status of UP). For more information about each service, see Verify the Status
of the Security Insights Services.

You have confirmed that the required services are running.

Verify Login to the Security Insights UI

Verify that you can log in to the Security Insights user interface (UI).

Open a supported browser, and log in to Security Insights. Use the following format:

https://SI_host:SI_gateway_port/bcmmfsi/ui/v1/ui/index.html

SI_host
Specifies the host name where the Security Insights services are running. You set this host in the SIZCFG
member (variable SI_HOST).

SI_gateway_port
Specifies the Gateway port number. You set this port number in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_GATEWAY_PORT).
Default: 47724

The Security Insights UI opens. You have confirmed that you can log in.

Next Steps

To understand how report results are correlated and presented in the UI before you run your own reports, see Review the
Sample Reports.
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Getting Started
Review the sample reports and overview video to understand how the product can help you identify and reduce risk to
your mainframe.

Security Insights aggregates data from your mainframe environment and its security products into reports that offer
insights into your mainframe security posture. These reports help you identify ways to improve the risk profile of your
mainframe environment.

For an overview of Security Insights, watch this video. This video describes:

• The challenges facing mainframe security teams and how Security Insights can help with these challenges by
simplifying the process to identify and reduce security risk

• How to access sample reports to understand how report results are presented before running your own reports
• How to build reports to understand the risk in your own mainframe security environment
• How to access your saved reports to view their details

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Security Insights.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

Review the Sample Reports Review the Security Insights
out-of-the-box sample reports
to understand how the report
results are correlated and the
value that they provide.

Security Users Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Authorize a User Authorize users and groups to
perform functions as required
for their roles using ACF2, Top
Secret, or RACF.

Security Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Manage the Risk Configurations Risk configurations let you
define the parameters for what
constitutes risk to the mainframe
data for your organization.

Security Users Complete, In progress, or N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

Identify Access to System-
Critical Resources

Identify users who can access
your system-critical resources
using the Security Insights
System-Critical Access Report
to determine unnecessary
accesses.

Security Users Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Identify Access to Specified
Resources

Identify users who can
access your business-critical
resources using the Security
Insights Specified Resource
Access Report to determine
unnecessary accesses.

Security Users Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Examine Classification and
Pervasive Encryption by
Resource

Examine the classification
and pervasive encryption of
resources using the Security
Insights Classifier Report to gain
insight about the risk level of the
resources.

Security Users Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Manage Your Saved Reports Quickly access existing Security
Insights reports to manage
them. You can review, export,
rerun, cancel, delete, and filter
reports. For example, delete
reports that you no longer
require to free space in the
database.

Security Users Complete, In progress, or N/A.

(Optional) Configure SYSVIEW
to Show Installed Security
Insights PTFs

If your system is running
SYSVIEW, see which Security
Insights PTFs are installed on
a SYSVIEW LPAR to quickly
understand what maintenance is
applied.

Systems Programmer Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Review the Sample Reports
Review the sample reports that Security Insights provides out-of-the-box to understand how the report results are
correlated and the value that they provide.

Security Insights provides out-of-the-box, sample reports. These sample reports help you:

• Understand how report results are correlated and presented in the user interface before running your own reports.
• Immediately see the value of correlating data across your mainframe environment and security portfolio, even if you

have not yet installed some security products.
• Visualize the example data as it compares to your own mainframe environment, and how this data can help you

understand your risk posture.

The following sample reports are available:

System-Critical Access Report Samples
The System-Critical Access Report provides a comprehensive list of your system-critical libraries (APFLIST,
LINKLIST, LPALIST, and PARMLIB) and which users can access those libraries. The report correlates data from
your mainframe environment and your external security manager (ESM).
Sample_System_Critical_Access_Report_ACF2

Shows sample System-Critical Access Report results for a system running an ESM of ACF2.
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Sample_System_Critical_Access_Report_TSS
Shows sample System-Critical Access Report results for a system running an ESM of Top Secret.

Sample_System_Critical_Access_Report_RACF
Shows sample System-Critical Access Report results for a system running an ESM of IBM RACF.

Specified Resource Access Report Samples
The Specified Resource Access Report provides a comprehensive list of your specified business-critical
resources and which users can access those resources. The report correlates data from your mainframe
environment and your external security manager (ESM).
Sample_Specified_Resource_Access_Report_ACF2

Shows sample Specified Resource Access Report results for a system running an ESM of ACF2.
Sample_Specified_Resource_Access_Report_TSS

Shows sample Specified Resource Access Report results for a system running an ESM of Top Secret.
Sample_Specified_Resource_Access_Report_RACF

Shows sample Specified Resource Access Report results for a system running an ESM of IBM RACF.
Classifier Report Sample

The Classifier Report examines classification and pervasive encryption status by resource. The report correlates
data from your mainframe environment and Data Content Discovery.
Sample_Classifier_Encrypt_Report

Shows sample Classifier Report results of data set classifications and pervasive encryption status and
key label.

To avoid the accidental deletion or modification of the sample reports, we provide them in read-only mode. To help you
quickly identify reports as samples, we prefixed the report names with "Sample" and set the creator ID as SIDEMO.

TIP
You can also access the sample reports from the Saved Reports page. To locate the sample reports quickly,
type "Sample" in the Search by name box, or type "SIDEMO" in the Search by creator box.

1. From the Home page, select View a sample report on any use case tile.
– For the Sample Classifier Report, the sample report opens. Go to Step 2.
– For all other report types, the Sample Reports dialog box opens. Click the hyperlink for the sample report that you

want to view, based on your ESM type.
2. Review the sample report results, and take the following actions to learn more:
All sample reports

• Click a result under the RISK LEVEL column to see examples of risk levels per resource and the
recommended steps to mitigate the risks. Hover over a result to see its Totalized Risk Score.

• The Risk Levels and Totalized Risk Scores are determined by the parameters in the risk configuration that the
report was run against. The sample reports use the default, out-of-the-box risk configurations. Click View Risk
Configuration to see the details. This information helps you prioritize and address security vulnerabilities.

• To export the sample report results to a .csv file, select the CSV icon. We recommend the Download Full
Report option. This option exports all report columns and data, along with views that are not surfaced in
the Summary View option. This view provides more insights, flexibility, and customization compared to the
Summary View option.

Sample System-Critical Access Report and Sample Specified Access Report

• Click a hyperlink under the DATA SOURCE column to see the detailed risk level information on the Risk Level
tab.

• Then, click the Users tab or the Group tab to see specific users and groups with access to each
resource. This information can help you identify unnecessary or unauthorized access.
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Sample Classifier Report

• Click a hyperlink under the DATA SOURCE column to drill in to see the detailed risk level information under
the Risk Level tab.

• Click a hyperlink under the CLASSIFIERS MATCHED/SCANNED column to drill in to see the classification
information. This information can help you determine whether the data is potentially sensitive or regulated.

You have reviewed the sample report results.

Next Steps

• To learn more about creating your own System-Critical Access Reports, see Identify Access to System-Critical
Resources.

• To learn more about creating your own Specified Resource Access Reports, see Identify Access to Specified
Resources.

• To learn more about creating your own Classifier Reports, see Examine Classification and Pervasive Encryption by
Resource.
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Administering
Includes information and procedures to secure and manage Security Insights, integrate a full Zowe instance or Data
Content Discovery, and understand naming conventions, wildcards, and masking.

Security Insights administrative tasks include the following items:

• Assigning permissions to Security Insights users to manage other users' reports, as required
• Configuring the VSAM Cache settings to improve the drill-down performance in reports
• Reconfiguring Security Insights to integrate with Data Content Discovery (If you originally installed without Data

Content Discovery and now want to integrate it.)
• Reconfiguring Security Insights to use a full Zowe instance (If you originally installed using the Security Insights-

packaged Zowe components and now want to use a full production Zowe instance instead.)
• Running the IBM RUNSTATS utility for improved performance
• Starting and stopping the started tasks
• Verifying the Security Insights services are running
• Understanding naming conventions for reports and risk configurations
• Understanding the use of wildcards in data set names for Classifier Reports
• Understanding resource masking for Specified Resource Access Reports

Authorize a User
Authorize users and groups to perform Security Insights product functions by running the SIZACF, SIZTSS, or SIZRACF
job and reviewing sample security commands.

As a security administrator, you authorize users to perform functions as required for their roles. Because Security Insights
reports might contain sensitive information, you can restrict report access and management to authorized users only. You
can also grant access to users to view and delete risk configurations.

The report restrictions are controlled as follows:

What data is included in a report
Security Insights restricts the data in a report to only what is available from the underlying products within the
scope of the report creator user ID. Because these restrictions are inherited from the underlying security products,
specific Security Insights permissions are not required for restricting the report data.
Example: A user creates a System-Critical Access Report, which gathers information from the External Security
Manager (ESM). The report results include only that data which the user is authorized to access by the ESM.

Which users can manage reports
A user can perform all management activities for their own reports, such as exporting, deleting, canceling,
and rerunning them. Users are restricted from performing these same functions for other users' reports unless
they are given explicit authorization to the required Security Insights resource entity. Doing so avoids users
inadvertently accessing data for which they are not authorized.
Example: User JSMITH03 tries to view a Classifier Report that was created by another user. User JSMITH03 is
not authorized to view reports other than his own. Security Insights denies the attempt.

NOTE
The default risk configurations and sample reports are accessible to all user and cannot be deleted.

Resource Authorizations

Resource authorizations are not required for users to perform report and risk configuration management activities for their
own reports.
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Resource authorizations are required to allow users to perform report management activities for another user's reports or
to delete another user's risk configurations. Resource authorizations for performing specific activities are as follows:

READ access
Permits a user to view, download (export to CSV), and rerun another user's reports.

UPDATE access
Permits a user to cancel and delete another user's reports, or to delete another user's risk configurations.

Use the resource class and resource entity to permit authorization to a user or a group of users:

Resource class
CA$SIRPT

Resource entity
hlq.resource_type.resource_name

hlq
The user ID that created the report.
Example: JSMITH03

resource_type
The type of resource, either REPORT or RULE (risk configuration).

resource_name
The name of the report or the risk configuration. For more information, see Report Naming Conventions.

Granular Naming for Simplified Securability

Prefixing the report or risk configuration names simplifies the process of authorizing users to manage reports and risk
configurations. The security administrator can write rules to grant authorizations to a group of employees (for example,
a line of business such as Finance or Payroll), rather than to individual users. Adherence to this naming convention is
required by each user, but Security Insights does not enforce it.

Example: Granular report name

In this example, the report name is prefixed with "Finance." A security administrator can then permit authorization to any
report that is prefixed with "Finance" to all user IDs in this group.

REPORT.Finance_Classifier_Encrypt_20200428_13.22.23

Example: Granular risk configuration name

In this example, the risk configuration name is prefixed with "Payroll." A security administrator can then permit
authorization to any risk configuration that is prefixed with "Payroll" to all user IDs in this group.

RULE.Payroll_Classifier_Encrypt_20210726_13.22.23

The following table displays the default prefixes for the report and risk configuration names for the different reports.

Report Name Report Prefix RiskConfig Prefix

Identify Access to System-Critical
Resources

System_Critical_Access Resource_Access

Examine Classification & Pervasive
Encryption by Resource

Classifier_Encrypt Resource_Classifier

Identify Access to Specified Resources Specified_Resource_Access Resource_Access
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Example: Report Authorizations

Review the following example to understand how authorizations work for  reports.

This example shows how coworkers Markus and Cat might share reports, and how Security Insights performs
authorization checking to populate the reports and to control management of the reports (read and update access).
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Run the Security Job to Authorize Users

As a security administrator, you authorize Security Insights users to perform activities as required for their roles. You can
assign resource authorizations to an individual user or to a group of users. To simplify the process of assigning resource
authorizations, we provide JCL jobs.

1. Retrieve the job that applies to your ESM. These jobs are included in the data set yourhlq.CFINJCL:
ACF2

SIZACF
Top Secret

SIZTSS
IBM RACF

SIZRACF
2. Review the entire job and edit it according to its comments. The job includes sample commands for granting

authorizations. These samples are commented out. Edit and uncomment the samples per your site-specific needs
before running the job.

3. Submit the job.

The user or group is now authorized to manage Security Insights reports and risk configurations as required for their role.

Example Commands for Authorizing Users with ACF2

The SIZACF job includes the following sample commands for granting authorizations for reports and risk configurations for
ACF2 users.

Report Authorization Examples for ACF2

Example 1: Grant a user all permissions for a specific report created by a specific user
This example grants user LID1 permission to perform all report management activities for a specific report,
SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00, that is created by user SIADM:
SET RESOURCE(ZSI)

RECKEY SIADM ADD(REPORT.SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00 USER(LID1) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

 ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(ZSI)

Example 2: Grant users in a group all permissions for a subset of reports created by a specific user
This example grants the group FINANCE permission to perform all report management activities for any report
that is prefixed with "FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL"  and is created by user SIADM:
SET RESOURCE(ZSI)

RECKEY SIADM ADD(REPORT.FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL_- UID(***FINANCE***) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(ZSI)

Example 3: Grant users in a role READ permissions for all reports created by a specific user
This example grants the role ROL1 permission to view, download, and rerun any report that is created by user
SIADM:
SET RESOURCE(ZSI)

RECKEY SIADM ADD(REPORT.- ROLE(ROL1) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(ZSI)

Risk Configuration Authorization Examples for ACF2

Example 1: Grant users in a role DELETE permissions for a subset of risk configurations created by a
specific user

This example grants the role ROL1 permission to delete any risk configuration that is prefixed with FINANCE and
is created by user SIADM:
SET RESOURCE(ZSI)
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RECKEY SIADM ADD(RULE.FINANCE_- ROLE(ROL1) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(ZSI)

Example 2: Grant a user DELETE permissions for all risk configurations created by a specific user
This example grants LIDs in the role ROL1 permission to delete any risk configuration that is created by user
SIADM:
SET RESOURCE(ZSI)

RECKEY SIADM ADD(RULE.- ROLE(ROL1) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(ZSI)

Example 3: Grant users in a role DELETE permissions for a specific risk configuration created by a specific
user

This example grants the role ROL1 permission to delete any risk configuration that exactly matches the name
ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00 and is created by user SIADM:
SET RESOURCE(ZSI)

RECKEY SIADM ADD(RULE.ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00 ROLE(ROL1) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(ZSI)

Example Commands for Authorizing Users with Top Secret

The SIZTSS job includes the following sample commands for granting authorizations for reports and risk configurations for
Top Secret users.

Before issuing a PERMIT command to grant permissions, you must add ownership of the Security Insights resource that
belongs to the resource class CA$SIRPT. To do so, issue a command similar to the following example:

TSS ADDTO(DEPARTMENT) CA$SIRPT(SIADM)

Otherwise, the PERMIT command fails with the following error:

TSS0317E DATASET/PREFIX NOT FOUND IN SECURITY FILE TSS0301I PERMIT FUNCTION FAILED, RETURN CODE = 8 

TIP
If your site uses a role-based implementation, you can replace a user ID (ACID) with a Profile. Doing so lets you
grant authorization to multiple users with one command.

Report Authorization Examples for Top Secret

Example 1: Grant a user all permissions for a specific report created by a specific user
This example grants user ACID1 permission to perform all report management activities for a specific report,
SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00, that is created by user SIADM:
TSS PERMIT(ACID1) CA$SIRPT(SIADM.REPORT.SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

Example 2: Grant a user all permissions for a subset of reports created by a specific user
This example grants user ACID2 permission to perform all report management activities for any report that is
prefixed with "FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL" and is created by user SIADM:
TSS PERMIT(ACID2) CA$SIRPT(SIADM.REPORT.FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL_*) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

Example 3: Grant a user READ permissions for all reports created by a specific user
This example grants user ACID3 permission to view, download, and rerun any report that is created by user
SIADM:
TSS PERMIT(ACID3) CA$SIRPT(SIADM.REPORT.*) ACCESS(READ)

Risk Configuration Authorization Examples for Top Secret

Example 1: Grant a user DELETE permission for a specific risk configuration created by a specific user
This example grants user ACID1 permission to delete the risk configuration, ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00, that is
created by user SIADM:
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TSS PERMIT(ACID1) CA$SIRPT(SIADM.RULE.ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

Example 2: Grant a user DELETE permissions for a subset of risk configurations created by a specific user
This example grants user ACID2 permission to delete risk configurations that are prefixed with
"FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL" and created by user SIADM:
TSS PERMIT(ACID2) CA$SIRPT(SIADM.RULE.FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL_*) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

Example 3: Grant a user DELETE permissions for all risk configurations created by a specific user
This example grants user ACID3 permission to delete any risk configuration that is created by user SIADM:
TSS PERMIT(ACID3) CA$SIRPT(SIADM.RULE.*) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

Example Commands for Authorizing Users with IBM RACF

The SIZRAC job includes the following sample commands for granting authorizations for reports and risk configurations
for IBM RACF users.

IMPORTANT
When granting permissions, do not specify ACCESS(READ,UPDATE) in the command. Specify UPDATE only. If
you include READ with UPDATE, the command completes successfully but only READ access is granted.

Report Authorization Examples for IBM RACF

Example 1: Grant a user all permissions for a specific report created by a specific user
This example grants user USER1 permission to perform all report management activities for a specific report,
SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00, that is created by user SIADM:
RDEFINE CA$SIRPT SIADM.REPORT.SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00 UACC(NONE)

PERMIT SIADM.REPORT.SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00 CLASS(CA$SIRPT) ID(USER1) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

  

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA$SIRPT) REFRESH

Example 2: Grant a group all permissions for a subset of reports created by a specific user
This example grants the group GRP1 permission to perform all report management activities for any report that is
prefixed with "FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL" and is created by user SIADM:
RDEFINE CA$SIRPT SIADM.REPORT.FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL_* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT SIADM.REPORT.FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL_* CLASS(CA$SIRPT) ID(GRP1) ACCESS(UPDATE)   

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA$SIRPT) REFRESH

Example 3: Grant a group READ permissions for all reports created by a specific user
This example grants the group GRP2 permission to view, download, and rerun any report that is created by user
SIADM:
RDEFINE CA$SIRPT SIADM.REPORT.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT SIADM.REPORT.* CLASS(CA$SIRPT) ID(GRP2) ACCESS(READ)   

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA$SIRPT) REFRESH

Risk Configuration Authorization Examples for IBM RACF

Example 1: Grant a user DELETE permission for a specific risk configuration created by a specific user
This example grants user USER1 permission to delete a specific risk configuration,
SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00, that is created by user SIADM:
RDEFINE CA$SIRPT SIADM.RULE.SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00 UACC(NONE)

PERMIT SIADM.RULE.SYSTEM_CRITICAL_ACCESS_20200202.00.00.00 CLASS(CA$SIRPT) ID(USER1) ACCESS(UPDATE)   

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA$SIRPT) REFRESH

Example 2: Grant a group DELETE permission for a subset of risk configurations created by a specific user
This example grants the group GRP1 permission to delete any risk configuration that is prefixed with
"FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL" and is created by user SIADM:
RDEFINE CA$SIRPT SIADM.RULE.FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL_* UACC(NONE)
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PERMIT SIADM.RULE.FINANCE_SYSTEM_CRITICAL_* CLASS(CA$SIRPT) ID(GRP1) ACCESS(UPDATE)   

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA$SIRPT) REFRESH

Example 3: Grant a group DELETE permissions for risk configurations created by a specific user
This example grants the group GRP2 permission to delete any risk configuration that is created by user SIADM:
RDEFINE CA$SIRPT SIADM.RULE.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT SIADM.RULE.* CLASS(CA$SIRPT) ID(GRP2) ACCESS(UPDATE)   

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA$SIRPT) REFRESH

Configure SYSVIEW to Show Installed Security Insights PTFs
Use the SYSVIEW PTF Analysis feature to see which Security Insights PTFs are installed on a SYSVIEW LPAR.

Enter the following information about the product in the SYSVIEW ADMIN, SMPE, PTFS view:

XMLLIB  smpe_install_hlq.CFINXML

CSI     smpe_install_hlq.CSI

FMID    CFIN100

smpe_install_hlq
Specifies the path where Security Insights is installed in SMP/E.

Example:

XMLLIB  CAINST.SIV10.CFINXML

CSI     CAINST.SIV10.CSI

FMID    CFIN100

NOTE
SYSVIEW Essentials is available to any customer with a Broadcom product. SYSVIEW Essentials is a
lightweight configuration of SYSVIEW, available in Version 17.0. The configuration is designed to help with the
management of product installs, maintenance, and Common Components and Services (CCS), and interactions
with customer support for all Broadcom products. For more information, see the SYSVIEW Essentials
documentation.

Configure the VSAM Cache Settings
Review the Security Insights VSAM cache settings and how to configure them. Proper configuration of these settings
provides improved drill-down performance in reports.

Security Insights uses a caching mechanism to improve the report drill-down performance. The cache is stored in a set of
VSAM Key Sequence Data Set (KSDS) clusters, with one cluster per report.

We provide VSAM cache variables in the SIZCFG member to let you configure the VSAM cache behavior per your site
requirements. You initially defined these variable values during the product configuration.

This article explains the VSAM cache options and how to change them after installation.

WARNING
The security job grants only the started task ID SISRVR permission to create, read, and delete the VSAM cache
files. For best security, do not grant other IDs access.

(Optional) Pervasively Encrypt VSAM Cache Files

For added security, pervasively encrypt your VSAM cache files. To enable pervasive encryption, the VSAM cache files
must be SMS-managed.

1. Stop the Security Insights services on the primary LPAR:
S SIZSRVRD
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2. Retrieve the SIZCFG member in restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
3. Define the variable SI_VSAM_SMS_KEYLABL in the SIZCFG member to meet your site requirements:
SI_VSAM_SMS_KEYLABL

Specifies the key label to be used for pervasive encryption. This variable is not supported if your system is using a
volume instead of a storage class to create VSAM for retaining reports.

WARNING
Pervasive encryption requires that the VSAM cache files be SMS-managed. Therefore, you
must also provide values for the Storage Class (SI_VSAM_SMS_STRCLAS) and Data Class
(SI_VSAM_SMS_DATCLAS) variables, if not already defined. Otherwise, the pervasive encryption fails.

4. Retrieve the configuration job, SIZDEP03, from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
5. Review the entire job, and edit it according to the comments.
6. Submit the job for the values that you specified in the SIZCFG member to take effect.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.
7. Restart Security Insights services on the primary LPAR:

S SIZSRVRU

You have configured pervasive encryption for the VSAM cache files.

Purge VSAM Cache Files

Because the cache consumes disk space, we provide a mechanism for purging the cache. This mechanism is based on a
time decay. The time decay threshold lets you control how often the cache is purged.

Every hour the purging mechanism calculates the number of cache files to be purged based on the time decay threshold.
If the purging mechanism determines that there are cache files to be purged, it prioritizes the oldest cache files for
purging. The oldest cache files are determined by the "last viewed time."

For reports with purged cache, the cache is rebuilt when the user opens the corresponding report.

WARNING
For the purging of the VSAM cache files to function, the SI Orchestration Service must be running. Otherwise,
the purge is unsuccessful.

The product also limits the number of VSAM cache files that you can retain to ensure that storage does not become full.
During the hourly purge cycle, if the number of files exceeds the limit, they are aggressively purged to bring the total count
to the limit.

1. Stop the Security Insights services on the primary LPAR:
S SIZSRVRD

2. Retrieve the SIZDFT member in restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
3. Adjust the following variables in the SIZDFT member to meet your site requirements:
SI_VSAM_DECAY

Specifies the number of days that the file is kept using the decay algorithm.
Default: 30 days

SI_VSAM_MAX_NUM
Specifies the maximum number of VSAM cache files to be retained. The purge cycle runs hourly. If the value is
set to 0, all the VSAM cache files are purged during the next purge cycle.
Default: 10 files

4. Retrieve the configuration job, SIZDEP03, from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
5. Review the entire job, and edit it according to the comments.
6. Submit the job for the values that you specified in the SIZCFG member to take effect.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.
7. Restart Security Insights services on the primary LPAR:
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S SIZSRVRU

You have configured the settings for purging the VSAM cache files and limiting the number of files that are retained.

Example:

The time decay threshold (SI_VSAM_DECAY) is set to 30 days. The maximum VSAM files setting
(SI_VSAM_MAX_NUM) is set to 20 files. Each hour, the purging mechanism checks whether cache files must be purged:

• If there are cache files that are older than 30 days, those files are purged. If there are more than 20 total cache files,
the oldest files are purged until the total number of files is 20 or fewer.

• If no cache files are older than 30 days and the total number of cache files is at or below 20, the purging mechanism
does not purge any cache files.

VSAM Cache File Naming Conventions

The VSAM cache file naming use the following format:

RTHLQ.REPORTS.Vreport_ID

RTHLQ
Indicates the runtime high-level qualifier that was defined during the product installation. For example, SI.

report_ID
Indicates the automatically generated report ID for the report instance. For example, 123.

Example: SI.REPORTS.V123

How Security Insights Determines Access
Review how Security Insights determines access information for its Access Reports.

Security Insights access reporting is centered around answering the question of who has access to a resource. To answer
this question, Security Insights consolidates information from your ESMs (ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF).

Security Insights Access Reports leverage the following ESM commands:

• ACF2 ACCESS subcommand
• Top Secret WHOHAS and LIST commands
• IBM RACF LISTDSD and LISTGRP commands

Currently, these commands do not factor some elements that influence access outcomes, limiting Security Insights's
current ability to present comprehensive findings. In addition, ESM implementations can be customized to meet site- or
system-specific requirements. Security Insights Access Reports currently do not factor in these customizations.

Examples of Elements Not Factored into Access Reporting

The following list gives some examples of elements that are not factored into Security Insights access reporting. This list is
not all-inclusive.

• ACF2
– Rule lines that contain environment variables such as PROGRAM, SHIFT, and RECCHECK
– Rule lines with the ROLE keyword list logonids under the ROLE each time the ROLE is encountered in a rule line
– User privileges
– User exits that support local system modifications or extensions
– Values other than ABORT for GSO OPTS MODE

• Top Secret
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– Resource ownership (whether an ACID owns the data set or volume)
– Bypass options such as NODSNCHK, NOVOLCHK, and so on
– User privileges
– Profile ordering
– User exits that support local system modifications or extensions
– Values other than FAIL for Security MODE

• IBM RACF
– Universal Access (UACC)
– General Access (profile having an entry of * in its access list)
– User privileges
– Global Access Checking (GAC) table
– User exits that support local system modifications or extensions
– Values other than FAIL for SETROPTS PROTECTALL  

Reconfigure to Integrate with Data Content Discovery
Reconfigure Security Insights to integrate with Data Content Discovery after installation to see classification data in the
Classifier Report.

You might have initially installed Security Insights without integrating Data Content Discovery. Now, you want to
reconfigure Security Insights to integrate with Data Content Discovery. With this integration, Data Content Discovery
provides classification data for the Classifier Report. Knowing the classification of your data sources plays a critical role in
determining how secure those data sources must be.

1. Stop the Security Insights services:
a. Stop the services on the primary LPAR:

S SIZSRVRD

b. If you deployed to secondary LPARs, stop the services on each secondary LPAR:
S SIZSRV2D

2. On your Data Content Discovery instance, do the following steps:
a. Stop the Controller:

P DCDCONTL

b. Verify that the CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG3) member in your Data Content Discovery SMP/E target HLQ is configured to
connect to Security Insights.

c. Register Data Content Discovery to the Zowe API Mediation Layer Discovery Service. To do so, run
the FEYCFG10 job to configure the Data Content Discovery CONFIG file dcd-configuration.yml. You must run
the FEYCFG10 job on each LPAR where the Controller is running. For more information, see the article about
Zowe configuration in the Data Content Discovery documentation.

3. Retrieve the SIZCFG member from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
4. Modify the following configuration parameters in the SIZCFG member to specify the values for Data Content

Discovery:
SI_DCD_PORT

Specifies the port number for the Security Insights DCD Service.
Default: 47728

CA_DCD_INSTALLED
Indicates whether Data Content Discovery is set up and if you want to start the DCD Service (CAMFSIDCD) on
the primary LPAR. Doing so provides classification data to the Security Insights Classifier Report.
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NOTE
Data Content Discovery does not have to be running on the same LPAR where Security Insights is
running (referred to as the primary LPAR). Only the Security Insights DCD Service must be running on
the primary LPAR.

Valid Values:
YES

Data Content Discovery is set up, and I want to start the DCD Service on the primary LPAR. Doing so lets
Data Content Discovery classification data be populated in the Classifier Report.

NO
Data Content Discovery is not set up. Or, Data Content Discovery is set up, but I do not want to start the
DCD Service. Classification data is not populated in the Classifier Report.

5. Retrieve the SIZDEP03 job from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
6. Run SIZDEP03 to apply the modifications to the configuration parameters on the primary LPAR.
7. Reconfigure PassTickets to allow access to Data Content Discovery:

a. Give the server started task (STC) ID access to the PTKTDATA resource class for the CADCD APPLID. We
provide commented out example commands to grant this access in the security jobs. For more information, see
Configure the Security Environment.

b. Register the Insights Service on the same LPAR that hosts Data Content Discovery. Otherwise, the Classifier
Report fails. To do so, ensure that the security key value for Data Content Discovery matches the key value for
Security Insights.

8. Grant Data Content Discovery access to the keyrings. To do so, grant the Controller ID (DCDCONTL) READ access
to the RDATALIB resource. We provide example commands to grant this access in the security jobs. For more
information, see (Optional) Grant the Data Content Discovery Controller ID Access to the RDATALIB Resource in
Configure the Security Environment.

9. Grant each Security Insights user ID who will run the Classifier Report access to the Data Content Discovery resource,
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW. We provide example commands to grant this access in the security jobs. For more
information, see Configure the Security Environment Configure the Security Environment.

10. Start the Security Insights services:
a. Start the services on the primary LPAR:

S SIZSRVRU

b. If you deployed to secondary LPARs, start the services on the secondary LPARs. Issue this command on each
secondary LPAR where Security Insights is deployed.
S SIZSRV2U

11. Start the Controller:
S DCDCONTL

12. Verify that the DCD Service is running successfully (Status of UP). To do so, navigate to the Discovery Service URL
using the following format:
For more information, see Verify the Status of the Security Insights Services.
https://discovery_host:discovery_port

discovery_host
Specifies the Discovery Service host name. You set this host in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_DISCOVERY_HOST).

discovery_port
Specifies the Discovery Service port number. You set this port number in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_DISCOVERY_PORT).

The Discovery Service URL appears.

You have reconfigured Security Insights to integrate with Data Content Discovery.
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Reconfigure to Use a Full Zowe Instance
Reconfigure Security Insights after installation to use the API Mediation Layer (API ML) components in your site's full
production Zowe instance.

You might have initially installed Security Insights using our Security Insights-packaged Zowe API Mediation Layer (API
ML) components. Now, your site has installed a full production Zowe instance. You want to reconfigure Security Insights to
use the API ML components in this full production Zowe instance instead.

1. Stop the Security Insights Services:
a. Stop the Services on the Primary LPAR:

S SIZSRVRD

b. If you deployed to Secondary LPARs, stop the Services on each Secondary LPAR:
S SIZSRV2D

2. On the Primary LPAR, reconfigure Security Insights to use the full production Zowe:
a. Retrieve the SIZCFG member from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
b. Modify the following configuration parameters in SIZCFG to specify the values for the full production Zowe

instance:
SI_DISCOVERY_HOST

Specifies the fully qualified host name where the full production Zowe Discovery Service is running.
SI_DISCOVERY_PORT

Specifies the port number for the full production Zowe Discovery Service.
SMF_ID

Specifies the system identifier (SID) value where the full production Zowe Gateway Service is running. For
example, TSO1.

c. Retrieve the SIZDEP03 job from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
d. Run SIZDEP03 to apply the modifications to the configuration parameters on the Primary LPAR.

3. If you deployed Security Insights to Secondary LPARs, reconfigure each Secondary LPAR to use the full production
Zowe:
a. Retrieve the SIZCFG member from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
b. Modify the following configuration parameters in SIZCFG to specify the values for the full production Zowe

instance:
SI_DISCOVERY_HOST

Specifies the fully qualified host name where the full production Zowe Discovery Service is running.
SI_DISCOVERY_PORT

Specifies the port number for the full production Zowe Discovery Service.
SMF_ID

Specifies the system identifier (SID) value where the full production Zowe Gateway Service is running. For
example, TSO1.

c. Retrieve the SIZDEP13 job from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
d. Run SIZDEP13 to apply the modifications to the configuration parameters on each Secondary LPAR.

4. The keyring for your full production Zowe instance should already be established. Reconfigure your Security Insights
keyring to use the already-established keyring for the full production Zowe instance.
a. Be sure that all Security Insights services on each LPAR are using the keyring for the full production Zowe

instance.
b. If Zowe and Security Insights are running on the same LPAR, the keyrings should match. For advanced setup, see

the Zowe documentation.
5. Start the Security Insights Services:

a. Start the Services on the primary LPAR:
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S SIZSRVRU

b. If you deployed to Secondary LPARs, start the services on the Secondary LPARs. Issue this command on each
Secondary LPAR where Security Insights is deployed.
S SIZSRV2U

6. Verify that the Security Insights services are running successfully (Status of UP). To do so, navigate to the Discovery
Service URL, specifying the new Discovery host and port that you set in Step 3.
For more information, see Verify the Status of the Security Insights Services.
https://discovery_host:discovery_port

discovery_host
Specifies the full production Zowe Discovery Service host name. You set this port number in the SIZCFG member
(variable SI_DISCOVERY_HOST).

discovery_port
Specifies the full production Zowe Discovery Service port number. You set this port number in the SIZCFG
member (variable SI_DISCOVERY_PORT).

The Discovery Service URL appears.
7. Verify that you can log in to Security Insights using the following format:

https://SI_host:gateway_port/ui/v1/camfsi/ui/index.html

SI_host
Specifies the host name where the full production Zowe Gateway Service is running. For example, TSO1.

gateway_port
Specifies the full production Zowe Gateway port number. You set this port number in the SIZCFG member
(variable SI_GATEWAY_PORT).

The Security Insights UI opens.

You have reconfigured Security Insights to use the full production Zowe instance.

Run the IBM RUNSTATS Utility Periodically
Periodically run the IBM RUNSTATS utility against the Security Insights tablespaces using the SIZDB2RS job to improve
performance by optimizing data access paths.

The RUNSTATS utility collects statistics for objects such as tablespaces or indexes and populates the IBM Db2 catalog
with the updated information.

To execute RUNSTATS against the Security Insights tablespaces, use the runtime_hlq.CFINJCL(SIZDB2RS) job. At a
minimum, run this job after the product installation and each time that you apply a PTF.

System-specific values were applied when you specified the configuration options for Security Insights. You can review
the SIZCFGx and SIZDFT members to see all the configuration settings for the Security Insights.

Start and Stop the Started Tasks
Start or stop the Security Insights services on the primary LPAR and the secondary LPARs using the
SIZSRVRU, SIZSRVRD, SIZSRV2U, and SIZSRV2D started tasks.

The following Security Insights started tasks control stopping and starting the services:

SIZSRVRU
Started task to start the services on the primary LPAR. The primary LPAR requires all services to be started.

SIZSRVRD
Started task to stop the services on the primary LPAR.
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SIZSRV2U
Started task to start the services on the secondary LPARs. The secondary LPARs require only a subset of
services to be started.

SIZSRV2D
Started task to stop the services on the secondary LPAR.

Start the Services on the Primary LPAR

To start the required Security Insights services on the primary LPAR, issue the following command at the console:

S SIZSRVRU

Stop the Services on the Primary LPAR

To stop the required Security Insights services on the primary LPAR, issue the following command at the console:

S SIZSRVRD

Start the Services on a Secondary LPAR

To start the required Security Insights services on a secondary LPAR, issue the following command at the console:

S SIZSRV2U

Stop the Services on a Secondary LPAR

To stop the required Security Insights services on a secondary LPAR, issue the following command at the console:

S SIZSRV2D

Verify the Status of the Security Insights Services
Security Insights is composed of the services that are outlined in this table. Review these services and how to verify that
the services are running.

You start these services using the started tasks SIZSRVRU (for primary LPAR) and SIZSRV2U (for secondary LPAR). You
terminate these services using the started tasks SIZSRVRD (for primary LPAR) and SIZSRV2D (for secondary LPAR). For
more information, see Start and Stop the Started Tasks.

Application Name
(on Discovery
Services URL)

Service Name Description Default Port
Deployed on
Non-Primary

LPAR
DISCOVERY Discovery Service Lets you determine the location and status

of service instances running inside the API
Mediation Layer ecosystem.

47723 No

GATEWAY Gateway Service Provides secure communication across
coupled API services.

47724 No

BCMMFSI Orchestration Service Provides correlation services and picks
information from REST endpoints that
are exposed by the Insights Service, SAF
Service, and DCD Service.

47725 No

BCMMFSIINSIGHTS
_sysplex.lpar

Insights Service Provides the APF List and Catalog Service
REST endpoints (Resource List and
Pervasive Encryption Status/Key Label).

47726 Yes

BCMMFSISAF_sysplex.lpar SAF Service Provides the ESM Access REST endpoints. 47727 Yes
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Application Name
(on Discovery
Services URL)

Service Name Description Default Port
Deployed on
Non-Primary

LPAR
Not displayed in the
Discovery Services URL

SAF PC Routine Provides the ESM Access REST endpoints. N/A Yes

BCMMFSIDCD DCD Service Aggregates classification information from
the DCD REST endpoints from one or more
LPARs.
In a Data Content Discovery multi-controller
environment, multiple instances of the DCD
Service are listed (one per Controller).
The Classifier Report aggregates the
classification data from across multiple
Data Content Discovery Controllers to
provide a single pane of glass view.

47728 No

BCMMFDCD_SSID_database Data Content Discovery
Controller/Server
(DCDCONTL/DCDSRVR)
Data Content Discovery
Data in Motion Controller/
Server (DCMMAIN/
DCMSRVR)

Provides the Classification REST endpoints
from Data Content Discovery.

33130 Yes (optional)

When the primary, required services (Gateway Service, Discovery Service, and Insights Service) are running, message
SIZ0524I displays in the following logs to indicate successful startup:

• STDOUT of the JOB log
• SYSLOG
• Orchestration log

To determine which services are running (Status of UP), review the status from the Discovery Service URL. To do so,
open a browser, and navigate to the Discovery Service URL. Use the following format:

https://discovery_host:discovery_port

discovery_host
Specifies the Discovery Service host name. You set this host in the SIZCFG member
(variable SI_DISCOVERY_HOST).

discovery_port
Specifies the Discovery Service port number. You set this port number in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_DISCOVERY_PORT).
Default: 47723

The Discovery Service URL appears.
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Naming Conventions
Adhere to the recommended naming conventions for your Security Insights reports and risk configurations for the best
securability.

Consistent use of these naming conventions across your organization offers a simplified methodology for authorizing
users.

Naming Requirements

Adhere to the following requirements for naming:

• Each report name or risk configuration name must be unique.
• A name cannot exceed 100 characters.
• A name can include only the following special characters: underscore (_), period (.), dollar ($)

Default Report Naming

By default, Security Insights report names use the following format:

REPORT.report_type_create_timestamp

report_type
Specifies the type of report being created.
Default Values: System_Critical_Access or Classifier_Encrypt

create_timestamp
Specifies the date (in the format yyymmdd) and time (in the format hh.mm.ss) when the report was created.
Example: 20200428_13.22.23
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Example: Default report name

REPORT.System_Critical_Access_20200428_13.22.23

Default Risk Configuration Naming

The default Security Insights risk configuration names use the following format:

RULE.report_type_create_timestamp

report_type
Specifies the type of report for which the risk configuration is to be used.
Default Values: Resource_Access_Default or Resource_Classifier_Default

create_timestamp
Specifies the date (in the format yyymmdd) and time (in the format hh.mm.ss) when the risk configuration was
created.
Example: 20200428_13.22.23

Default risk configuration names

RULE.Resource_Access_Default__20200428_13.22.23

RULE.Resource_Classifier_Default__20200428_13.22.23

Granular Naming for Simplified Securability

You can prefix your report names and risk configuration names to be more granular. For example, you might prefix each
name with a line of business, such as Finance or Payroll. Prefixing simplifies the process of authorizing users. The
security administrator can grant authorizations to a group of employees in that line of business, rather than to individual
users. Adherence to this naming convention is required by each user, but Security Insights does not enforce it.

Example: Granular report name

In this example, the default report name is prefixed with "Finance." A security administrator can then permit authorization
to any report prefixed with "Finance" to all user IDs in that group. Doing so simplifies report authorization assignments.

REPORT.Finance_System_Critical_Access_20200428_13.22.23

Example: Granular risk configuration name

In this example, the default risk configuration name is prefixed with "Payroll." A security administrator can then permit
authorization to any report prefixed with "Payroll" to all user IDs in that group. Doing so simplifies report authorization
assignments.

RULE.Payroll_Resource_Access_20200428_13.22.23

Masking
Review the masking rules and examples before using masking to group sets of resources whose names share similar
characteristics. 

Masking is useful, for example, when you want to search several similarly named resources by entering one search
parameter.

Masking is not restricted to prefixes. Similar characters can occur in the beginning, middle, or end of the resource name,
with characters in between. Special characters are specified to represent variations between resource names.

Masking Rules

You can include the following masking characters for resources.
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NOTE
Masking is not supported for ACF2 resources.

WARNING
Exercise caution when using masking. Masking characters or nodes might significantly increase the time that it
takes to return report results, depending on the size of the resource.

The following list describes the supported masking characters:

• %
Indicates that one character occupies the position.

• *
Indicates that one or more characters or one or more nodes occupy the position.

The following rules apply to masking:

• The first qualifier cannot include a masking character.
• The * masking character cannot be the first character of the qualifier, but it can be used by itself.
• The % masking character can be used multiple times anywhere in the qualifier.

The following tables show the masking rules:

Masking Allowed by Security Insights Example

Only one * in node DCD.*.ALL

One * ending in segment DCD.TEST*.ALL

Ending * in multiple segments DCD.TEST*.ALL*

Multiple % mixed with * DCD.%%%%C.ALL*

Multiple % DCD.%%ST%.%LL

Mix * and % in segment DCD.%E*.%LL

% ending segment DCD.TEST%.ALL

Masking Not Allowed by Security Insights Example

No mask in the first qualifier DC*.*.ALL

No mask in the first qualifier DC%.TEST*.ALL

No mask in the first qualifier %CD.TEST.ALL

No % in node DCD.%.ALL

No % in node DCD.ALL.%

No % in node DCD.%%%.ALL

No % in node DCD.ALL.%%

No ** DCD.**.ALL

Processing Masking Characters
Security Insights processes the masking characters that you enter and reformats them to the ESM-specific masking
characters to retrieve the necessary information. You can view the reformatted masking characters in the tool tip when
you hover over the resource name in the Data Source column.

Masking Examples

Example: Single character substitution
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Consider the following examples:

Resource Mask Matches Does Not Match

ACCT.US%.REC.BKUP ACCT.US1.REC.BKUP ACCT.US15.REC.BKUP

ACCT.U%%.REC.BKUP ACCT.US1.REC.BKUP ACCT.US15.REC.BKUP

Example: Multiple character or node substitution

Consider the following examples:

Resource Mask Matches Does Not Match

ACCT.US*.REC.BKUP ACCT.US15.REC.BKUP ACCT.US15.PAY.BKUP

ACCT.*.BKUP ACCT.PAY.REC.BKUP
ACCT.US15.BKUP

ACCT.US.REC.MARCH
ACCT.BKUP.MARCH

ACCT.*.*.BKUP ACCT.US15.REC.BKUP ACCT.US.BKUP.MARCH

ACCT.%S1.*.BKUP ACCT.US1.REC.BKUP
ACCT.US1.IL.CHI.BKUP

ACCT.AUS1.REC.MARCH
ACCT.USA.IL.BKUP

ACCT.US15.* ACCT.US15.BKUP
ACCT.US15.PAY.BKUP
ACCT.US15.REC.BKUP

ACCT.US.REC.MARCH
ACCT.US1.IL.CHI.BKUP
ACCT.US1.REC.BKUP

Wildcards
Review the rules for using wildcards in the data set names that you plan to include in your Security Insights Classifier
Reports.

Using a wildcard is useful, for example, when you do not know all the qualifiers in a data set name.

Wildcards are used only when creating a Classifier Report. The other report types do not use wildcards.

WARNING
Exercise caution when using a wildcard. Wildcard characters might significantly increase the time that it takes to
return report results, depending on the data set size.

Wildcards are not supported in the first qualifier position.

The following list describes the supported wildcards:

• *
Indicates that at least one qualifier (or one or more characters within a qualifier) occupies the position.

• **
Indicates that zero or more qualifiers occupy the position. A double asterisk must be preceded or followed by a period
or a blank.

• *.**
Indicates that at least one qualifier occupies the position, followed by zero or more qualifiers in the next position. A
double asterisk must be preceded or followed by a period or a blank.

Examples:

In this example, the wildcarding returns all data sets with the qualifier PROD in the first position and a qualifier that
begins with FIN. For example, PROD.PUBLIC.FIN, PROD.PYRL.DATA.FIN, PROD.FIN, PROD.PUBLIC.FINANCE,
PROD.PYRL.DATA.FIN.JCL.

PROD.*.FIN*
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PROD.**.FIN*

In this example, the wildcarding returns all data sets with the qualifier PROD in the first position and the qualifier FIN in the
last position. For example, PROD.PUBLIC.FIN, PROD.PYRL.DATA.FIN, PROD.FIN.

PROD.**.FIN

PROD.*.FIN

In this example, the wildcarding returns all data sets with the qualifier PROD in the first position. For example,
PROD.PUBLIC.FIN, PROD.PYRL.DATA.FIN, PROD.FIN, PROD.PUBLIC.FINANCE, PROD.PYRL.DATA.FIN.JCL,
PROD.ZFS.

PROD.*.**

PROD.*.*
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Using
Includes procedures to create and manage Security Insights reports and risk configurations so that you can identify and
reduce risks to your mainframe.

Security Insights aggregates data from your mainframe environment and its security products into reports that offer
insights into your mainframe security posture. With this information, you can take steps to remediate risks to your
mainframe.

Reducing the risk to your mainframe data can be challenging for the following reasons:

• Difficult to balance the goal of correlating relevant security information to identify and reduce security risks with the
goal of reducing the costs that are associated with compliance and auditing requirements.

• High cost in time and effort to correlate mainframe security data manually to assess risk.
• Lack of knowledge around the risk in your mainframe security environment to identify what data is at risk.
• Lack of skills in your company's security staff to reduce the security risk.
• Lack of insight into behaviors so that you can identify, investigate, and remediate deviations from expected behaviors.

Security Insights mitigates these challenges by automating the process of correlating security information. Doing so saves
you time and effort spent manually correlating data, removes the need for highly skilled risk analysts, and helps you
gather insights around your security risks.

Security Insights correlates data from the available products in your mainframe environment. Therefore, the more security
products you have deployed on your mainframe, the richer the insights.
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Review the following table to understand which security products are used to correlate data per use case:

Use Case Mainframe
Environment External Security Manager Other Products Multi-LPAR Support

Identify Access to System-
Critical Resources
Safeguard against unauthorized
access by knowing who has
access to any critical system
resources. Knowing who can
access critical resources offers
an additional line of defense
against elevated access to your
mainframe data.

Yes
Provides the list
of system-critical
resources on the
system.

Yes
Provides access information:
• ACF2 ACCESS

subcommand
• Top Secret WHOHAS and

LIST commands
• IBM RACF LISTDSD and

LISTUSER/LISTGRP
commands

No Yes

Identify Access to Specified
Resources
Safeguard against unauthorized
access by knowing who has
access to your specified
business-critical resources. A
risk-centric view with proposed
recommendation steps offers
additional insights against
elevated access to your
mainframe data.

Yes
Provides the
business-critical
resources on the
system.

Yes
Provides access information:
• ACF2 ACCESS

subcommand
• Top Secret WHOHAS and

LIST commands
• IBM RACF LISTDSD and

LISTUSER/LISTGRP
commands

No Yes

Example Classification and
Pervasitve Encryption by
Resource
A resource's classification and
pervasive encryption status can
help you determine risk level.
Knowing the risk level lets you
identify high-risk resources that
may require additional security
measures.

Yes
Provides pervasive
encryption status
and the key label of
data sources.

No Data Content
Discovery
Provides the
classification status
of data sources.

Yes

Identify Access to System-Critical Resources
Identify users who can access your system-critical resources using the Security Insights System-Critical Access Report to
determine unnecessary accesses.

As a security administrator, you must develop and implement a plan to reduce access to system-critical resources. To
do so, you first identify which users can access those system-critical resources. Then, you can begin reducing access to
those resources to adhere to the principle of least privilege and to reduce risk to your mainframe data.

Principle of least privilege
Indicates the practice of limiting users access rights to the minimum level that is required to perform their job
function.

The Security Insights System-Critical Access Report provides a comprehensive list of the following libraries and which
users can access those libraries:
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APF-Authorized Libraries
Authorized Program Facility Libraries (APFLISTs) contain programs that are authorized to perform system-
sensitive functions. Restricting access to APFLISTs is essential for the system security.

Link Pack Area Libraries
Link Pack Area Libraries (LPALISTs) contain common modules that are shared across the system. These
modules can perform APF-authorized functions.

Linklist Libraries
Linklist Libraries (LINKLISTs) contain commonly used system and user modules. These modules can perform
APF-authorized functions based on parameter settings.

Parameter Libraries
Parameter Libraries (PARMLIBs) contain control parameters that are used across the system. APF authorization
and other security options are specified in the PARMLIB data set members.

Unauthorized access to these resources enables users to perform activities for which they are not normally
permitted, offering an unprotected entry point to your mainframe. These unauthorized activities can compromise the
operating system environment, the access control program (ACP), and customer data. Knowing who can access these
system-critical resources lets you begin limiting and securing access to them.

For a video demonstration about how to identify who has access to your system-critical resources, watch this video:

Prerequisites

The System-Critical Access Report correlates data from your mainframe environment and your External Security Manager
(ESM). To generate a full report, one of the following ESM versions must be running on the LPAR that you run the report
against. Without a supported ESM, the report shows the list of discovered system-critical resources but not who can
access them.

• ACF2 Version 16.0
• Top Secret Version 16.0
• IBM RACF Release 2.3 or Release 2.4

Create Your Report

Select your report criteria to create your report. The system, access level, and at least one system-critical resource type
are required.

1. From the Home page, select Build Report on the Identify Access to System-Critical Resources tile.
The report page opens.

2. Select a system to run your report against from the System (LPAR) auto-populated list. This list is
populated automatically with the hostnames of the systems where the Insights Service or the SAF Service are running.

3. Select one or more of the following access levels from the Access Level drop-down list. An access level is the user's
permissions for a resource as permitted by the ESM.

ACF2
ALLOCATE, WRITE, READ, EXECUTE

Top Secret
ALL, UPDATE, WRITE, CREATE, SCRATCH, READ, FETCH, NONE
For Top Secret, an access level of ALL does not imply all access levels. ALL is a unique access-level keyword
parameter specific to Top Secret. Selecting an access level of ALL returns only those users whose IDs have the
ALL keyword parameter assigned.

IBM RACF
ALTER, UPDATE, READ, EXECUTE, NONE
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We recommend selecting the following access levels per ESM to return a list of all users with permission to create or
modify the selected libraries:

• For ACF2, WRITE and ALLOCATE.
• For Top Secret, ALL, UPDATE, WRITE, CREATE, and SCRATCH.
• For IBM RACF, ALTER and UPDATE.

4. Select a risk configuration from the Risk Configuration drop-down box, or keep the default.
A risk configuration defines the parameters for evaluating the risk to your mainframe data. Based on the risk
configuration, the report results provide a risk assessment and recommendations per record. This information offers
you a better understanding of your security posture.
To view the details of the selected risk configuration or to create a risk configuration, select View. For more
information, see Manage the Risk Configurations.

5. (Optional) Clear the check box on the system-critical resource tile for any library types that you do not want to include
in your report. By default, all types are included.

6. Select Build Report.
The Build Report dialog box appears.
a. Provide a unique name for your report in the Report Name box, or keep the default. For more information, see

Report Naming Conventions.
b. (Optional) Select the Send Notification to Email check box to receive report status updates through email. Then,

enter the email address of the recipient in the Email text box. Only one email address is allowed, and it cannot
exceed 50 characters.
Status updates that are sent through email notifications include Running, Error, Cancelled, and Completed.

c. Select Create Report.
The report begins to generate. Your report appears in the report list. If you enabled email notifications, status
updates are sent to the specified email address.

7. When your report is complete, click the report hyperlink to analyze your report results.

You have created your report.

Analyze Your Report Results

Review your report results to understand who can access your system-critical resources and the risk that those accesses
pose. The more users with access to a resource, the higher the potential risk.

Optionally, you can download your report results to a .csv file. To do so, select the Download Summary View CSV icon
(for page-level results) or the Download Full Report CSV icon (for full report results). Exporting the report results is
useful for an offline review or for providing the report to auditors.

You can access your report results from the System-Critical Resources Report page or from the Saved Reports page.

TIP

• To locate items of interest quickly, use the Add Filter option. You can filter on multiple items simultaneously
to narrow your results. For example, you want to see only the APF libraries with a Data Source Status of Not
Found. First, you add a column of LISTED UNDER, an Operator of Contains, and a Value of APFLIST. Then,
you add a column of DATA SOURCE STATUS, an Operator of = (equals), and a Value of NOT FOUND.

• To sort the report results, use the up and down arrows per column. For example, you want the highest
entitlement counts to display first, so you click the up arrow for the ENTITLEMENT COUNT column.

Review the Risk Level and Recommendations

To determine the overall risk that a system-critical resource poses and the recommendations for mitigating that risk,
review the RISK LEVEL column. This column provides a risk level for each resource and the recommended steps to
mitigate the risks. The risk level is determined by the parameters in the risk configuration that you selected when building
your report.
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This information helps you prioritize and address security vulnerabilities. Begin by reviewing the resources with the
highest risk levels. To do so, sort this column to display the highest risk levels first.

• To view the Totalized Risk Score, hover over an entry in the Risk Level column. The Totalized Risk Score is a
consolidated, multi-dimensional risk score per resource. For example, hovering over a risk level of Significant
Medium might show a Totalized Risk Score of Significant(10)/Moderate(0)/Minor(0). For information about how the
product evaluates the scores, see Risk Scoring.

• To view the risk level details, click the label (for example, Significant Medium) in the RISK LEVEL column. Review the
details of the risk and the recommendations for how to remediate those risks. This information is also available on the
Risk Level tab when you click the data source hyperlink.

Example: SYS1.LINKLIB has a Risk Level of Significant High. Significant is the impact of the risk findings. High is
the severity of the risk findings. This risk level indicates that SYS1.LINKLIB has violated one or more Significant impact
parameters to a high degree. For example, the Entitlement Count is 47, which is considered high for this resource based
on the risk configuration. The recommendations are to review and update the entitlements to ensure that each permission
is required, log all accesses to this resource, and continuously monitor this resource using Compliance Event Manager.

Determine the Location of System-Critical Resources

To determine where your system-critical resources are on the mainframe, review the following information. This
information saves you time and effort that is normally spent searching multiple libraries and members manually to gather a
complete list.

• The DATA SOURCE column provides the name of the data source.
• The VOLUME SERIAL column provides the location of the data source.
• The LISTED UNDER column provides the system-critical resource type: APFLIST, LINKLIST, LPALIST, or PARMLIB.

IMPORTANT
This column does not indicate the status of the LNKAUTH setting in the IEASYSxx member. Consider
the LNKAUTH setting at your site when evaluating this report. A setting of LNKAUTH=LNKLST allows
authorization of all LNKLST modules when accessed through the LNKLST concatenation. This configuration
creates a potential security risk. For more information, see Best Practices for Securing System-Critical
Resources.

Example: You are looking for the APF-authorized libraries, so you sort on the LISTED UNDER column of APFLIST. You
see that the DATA SOURCE of SYS1.CMDLIB is on the VOLUME SERIAL of MVS123. With this information, you can
quickly locate that library on the mainframe.

Determine the Library Status that Requires Investigation

To determine which system-critical resources have a library status that requires investigation, review the DATA SOURCE
STATUS column. The column provides the status of each discovered system-critical resource. This information drives
further remediation steps.

The status can be the following values:

Found
Specifies that the product found the data source in the volume using the Data Set Control Block (DSCB). For an
SMS-managed data set only, Catalog Lookup is performed.

Not Found
Specifies that the product could not verify the data set against the DSCB.

Example: A status of Not Found might help you determine whether a library that is designated by an APF entry does
not exist on the specified volume. In this case, a library of the same name can be placed on this volume and can inherit
the APF authorization. Doing so allows the introduction of modules which bypass security and violate the integrity of the
operating system environment.
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Review Resources with Global Access

Global access means providing wide access to users by applying access to the resource itself. To determine which
system-critical resources grant access to users through a global access, review the GLOBAL ACCESS column. The
column provides the global access levels that are assigned to the resource. This information helps you identify potential
security exposures where users can access system-critical resources through a global access rather than through a
specific user access. Determine whether the global accesses for the resource are valid or should be removed.

• In ACF2, global access is permitted through rules that include masked entities such as UID(*) and ROLE(-). These
permits mean that the resource is globally accessible to all logonids in ACF2.

• In Top Secret, global access is permitted to the ALL security record, which means the resource is globally accessible to
all signed-on users.

• In IBM RACF, global access corresponds to the Universal Access Authority (UACC) value that is specified in the data
set profile, or a masked entity of ID(*). The UACC value overrides the definitions in the access list.

Example: ACF2

In this example, the security administrator has created a rule set to grant READ and WRITE access to UID(*)
for SYS1.LINKLIB. This rule means that SYS1.LINKLIB is globally accessible to all ACF2 logonids.
ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY SYS1 ADD(LINKLIB UID(*) READ(A) WRITE(A))

IMPORTANT
In addition to UID(*) that is shown in the example, the following UID strings are also of concern because they
also grant global access to all logonids: UID(-), USER(-), ROLE(-)

In this case, the Security Insights GLOBAL ACCESS column shows values of Read and Write. A Global Access of Write
might pose a security risk because users inherit the execute access to this resource through its global access settings.

Example: Top Secret
In this example, the security administrator issued a permit to the ALL security record to grant READ and UPDATE access
for SYS1.LINKLIB. This permit means that SYS1.LINKLIB is globally accessible to all signed-on users.
TSS PERMIT(ALL) DATASET(SYS1.LINKLIB) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

In this case, the Security Insights GLOBAL ACCESS column shows values of Read and Update. A Global Access of
Update might pose a security risk because users inherit the update access to this resource through its global access
settings.

Example: IBM RACF
In this example, the security administrator specifies UACC(EXECUTE) for SYS1.LINKLIB. This access allows all users on
the system to execute SYS1.LINKLIB.
ADDSD 'SYS1.LINKLIB' UACC(EXECUTE)

In this example, the security administrator issues a permit to grant ALTER access for SYS1.LINKLIB to ID(*). This access
allows all user IDs that are defined in IBM RACF to update SYS1.LINKLIB.
ADDSD 'SYS1.LINKLIB' UACC(NONE)

PERMIT 'SYS1.LINKLIB' ID(*)

ACCESS(ALTER)

In these cases, the Security Insights GLOBAL ACCESS column shows values of  Execute and Alter. A Global Access of
Execute or Alter might pose a security risk because users inherit the execute and alter access to this resource through its
global access settings.

Review the Entitlement Count per Access Level

To determine which system-critical resources have the highest user permission count per access level, review the
ENTITLEMENT COUNT column. This column provides the total number of users who have permission to each resource
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for the selected access level. This count includes permissions that are granted directly to the user and permissions that
are granted through a group.

This information lets you see at a glance which system-critical resources have high numbers of users with access. We
recommend limiting access to system-critical resources to only those users who require the access to perform their job
function (principle of least privilege). Begin by reviewing the list of users with access to the resource that has the highest
entitlement count. To do so, sort this column to display the highest entitlement counts first.

Example: You see that SYS1.LINKLIB has an entitlement count of 16. This count seems high. You investigate the details
to verify that all the users with access require it.

Determine Users with Access to System-Critical Resources

To determine which users with access to the system-critical resources require it, review the following information. This
information helps you determine which users have access and which group permitted the access. This information helps
you remove users who do not require access from the group.

• Click the data source hyperlink. The default view is the Risk Level tab, which provides the risk assessment and
recommendations. To drill in to see the specific users and groups with access to each system-critical resource, click
the Users tab for a user-centric view. Or, click the Groups tab for a group-centric view.
– For ACF2, the product obtains this information using the ACCESS subcommand. A user ID is referred to as a

logonid (LID). A group is referred to as a role.
– For Top Secret, the product obtains this information using the WHOHAS and LIST commands. A user ID is referred

to as an accessor ID (ACID). A group is referred to as a profile.
– For IBM RACF, the product obtains this information using the LISTDSD command and the LISTUSER/LISTGRP

command. A user ID is referred to as a user. A group profile is referred to as a group.
Review the information in the following order:
a. From the Groups tab, click the hyperlink under the ROLE (ACF2), PROFILE (Top Secret), or GROUP (IBM RACF)

column to drill into its details. Review each user who is permitted access to the resource by this group. If the
access is not necessary, remove the user from the group using your ESM. Repeat for each group.

b. From the Users tab, filter the report results by the ROLE (ACF2), PROFILE (Top Secret), or USER (IBM RACF)
column using the up and down arrows. Doing so lets you see any users without a group listed. Those users have
been permitted access to the resource directly, rather than through a group. We recommend granting user access
only through groups.

Example: Determine Users with Unnecessary Access to APF-Authorized Libraries (Top Secret)

The data protection officer is leading an initiative to lock down access to critical or sensitive data to adhere to the principle
of least privilege. As the security administrator, he has asked you to perform a comprehensive review of access to the
APF-authorized libraries.

To gather this data quickly, you turn to Security Insights. You run a report with the following criteria:

• System (LPAR) of USTXS116
• Access Level of ALL, UPDATE, WRITE, CREATE, and SCRATCH.
• Risk Configuration of Resource_Access_Default
• System-critical resource tile selection of APF-Authorized Libraries.

Your report results show that USTXS116 has 11 APF-authorized libraries. For these libraries, users have access levels of
All, Update, Write, Create, or Scratch:

• One library has 12 users with access and a risk level of Significant Medium
• Six libraries have eight users with access and a risk level of Significant Low
• Four libraries have fewer than ten users and a risk level of Significant Nominal

You start by reviewing the library with the highest risk level of Significant Medium, and work your way down the list.
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• For each library, you first review the Global Access values to determine whether users have inherited access to this
library through its global access settings. For example, your site standards do not allow any APF-authorized libraries to
have a global access of Update.

• You then review the group details to evaluate each user within the group (profile). You determine whether each user
access is critical to his or her job function. If not, you remove the user from the profile.

• You identify any users who were granted access outside of a profile:
– If the access is required, you add that user to the appropriate profile.
– If the access is not required, you remove the access for that user through the ESM. To do so in Top Secret, issue

the TSS REMOVE(acid) PROFILE(profile_acid) command.

Best Practices for Securing System-Critical Resources

To learn more about security best practices for your mainframe system-critical resources, see Best Practices for Securing
System-Critical Resources.

Best Practices for Securing System-Critical Resources
Implement best practices for securing your system-critical resources to improve your mainframe security integrity.

System-critical resources include APF-authorized libraries, Linklist Libraries (LINKLISTs), Link Pack Area (LPA) Libraries
(LPALISTs), and Parameter Libraries (PARMLIBs).

The following best practices can help security administrators secure and maintain system-critical resources:

Secure APF-Authorized Libraries

Implement the following security best practices for APF-authorized libraries:

Implement a Process for Adding APF-Authorized Libraries

Implement a process for adding APF-authorized libraries to the APF list.

Implementing a process for adding APF-authorized libraries helps you keep strict control on which libraries are added
and who can access them. Doing so reduces risk to your mainframe. The smaller the list of APF-authorized libraries, the
smaller the effort is to secure and monitor them.

Add Only Trusted APF-Authorized Libraries to the APF List

Before you add an APF-authorized library to the APF list, confirm that the request is valid and that the library is trusted.
For example, a product that is purchased from a vendor might require APF-authorized libraries. Confirm that the vendor is
trusted before adding the libraries to your APF list.

Properly vetting additions to the APF list helps keep your mainframe environment secure.

Remove Unneeded APF-Authorized Libraries from the APF List

When an APF-authorized library is no longer needed, remove it from the APF list immediately.

Immediately removing unneeded APF-authorized libraries ensures that the libraries are not inadvertently accessed by
users.

Require Management Approval to Change APF Library Members or the APF List

Require justification and management approval before allowing a change to an APF-authorized library or allowing a library
to be added to the APF list.

Tightening controls for APF-authorized libraries makes it more difficult for users to misuse APF-authorized
libraries accidentally or maliciously.

Re-Validate APF-Authorized Libraries Periodically
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Periodically review your list of APF-authorized libraries and the users and groups who have access to them to validate
that they are still required. Minimize the number of APF-authorized libraries and the number of users and groups with
access to them.

Regularly validating your APF-authorized libraries and their access helps ensure that no new security risks have been
introduced.

Monitor Security Violations Against APF-Authorized Libraries

Closely monitor security violations against your APF-authorized libraries. These violations might indicate unauthorized
access attempts or misuse of authorized access.

Monitoring your APF-authorized libraries lets you identify and remediate potential security threats more quickly.

TIP
To automate monitoring and to receive real-time alerts of security events, consider using Compliance Event
Manager.

Secure Linklist Libraries

Implement the following security best practice for Linklist Libraries (LINKLISTs). The LINKLIST serves as a single
repository for commonly used system modules.

Also review the best practices for APF-authorized libraries because LINKLIST libraries can be APF authorized based on
the LNKAUTH parameter of the IEASYSxx parmlib member.

Limit Linklist Library Access

Limit who can access the LINKLIST libraries. Ensure the following access restrictions:

• Write or greater access to LINKLIST libraries is limited to systems programmers based on documented roles
performed.

• All write or greater access is logged.

For more information, see STIG ID - BACF1026: Limit Access to LINKLIST Libraries in the ACF2 for z/OS documentation.

Limiting and logging access to LINKLIST libraries protects the operating system environment, external security manager,
and customer data.

Use the LNKAUTH=APFTAB Setting

Use the LNKAUTH=APFTAB setting in your IEASYSxx parmlib member. Doing so prevents libraries that are not
designated as APF from containing authorized modules which could bypass security and violate the integrity of the
operating system environment.

When executed from the LNKLST concatenation (or LLA):

• If the IEASYSxx parameter is LNKAUTH=LNKLST, then all LNKLST modules are authorized when accessed through
the LNKLST concatenation. This configuration creates a potential security risk.

• If the IEASYSxx parameter is LNKAUTH=APFTAB, then only modules in libraries in the APF list are authorized when
accessed through the LNKLST concatenation. This configuration provides protection against security risk.

For more information, see STIG ID - BACF1004: LNKAUTH=APFTAB is Not Specified in the IEASYSxx Member in the
ACF2 for z/OS documentation.

Protecting sensitive and critical system data sets from unauthorized access across all systems that have access to the
shared volume is vital to the security and integrity of the data.

Secure Link Pack Area Libraries

Implement the following security best practices for Link Pack Area (LPA) Libraries (LPALISTs).
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Also review the best practices for APF-authorized libraries because LPA libraries are automatically APF-authorized during
IPL processing.

Limit SYS1.LPALIB Access

Limit who can access SYS1.LPALIB. This data set contains system execution modules such as supervisor calls (SVCs)
and LPA that are loaded into the LPALIB when the system is initialized. Programs that are stored here are available to
other address spaces.

Ensure the following access restrictions:

• Write or greater access is limited to systems programmers.
• Read access is assigned to users only as required for their job function.
• All write or greater access to SYS1.LPALIB is logged.

For more information, see the article STIG ID - BACF1020: Limit Access to SYS1.LPALIB in the ACF2 for z/OS
documentation.

Limiting and logging access to SYS1.LPALIB protects the operating system environment, external security manager, and
customer data.

Limit LPA Library Access

Limit who can access Link Pack Area (LPA) libraries. After these LPA libraries are loaded into the LPA, they can
perform APF-authorized functions. APF-authorization allows a program to bypass various levels of security checking.

Ensure the following access restrictions:

• Write or greater access is limited to systems programmers.
• Read access is assigned to users only as required for their job function.
• All write or greater access to LPA libraries is logged.

For more information, see STIG ID - BACF1023: Limit Access to LPA Libraries in the ACF2 for z/OS documentation.

Limiting and logging access to LPA libraries helps protect the operating system environment, external security manager,
and customer data.

Secure Parameter Libraries

Implement the following security best practice for Parameter Libraries (PARMLIBs).

Limit SYS1.PARMLIB Permissions

Limit who has permissions to SYS1.PARMLIB. SYS1.PARMLIB contains the parameters that control system IPL,
configuration characteristics, performance, and security facilities.

Ensure the following permission restrictions:

• Write or greater access is limited to systems programmers and domain-level security administrators.
• Read access is assigned to system-level started tasks, authorized data center personnel, and auditors.
• All write or greater access to SYS1.PARMLIB is logged.

For more information, see STIG ID - BACF1016: Limit Permissions to SYS1.PARMLIB in the ACF2 for z/OS
documentation.

Limiting and logging access to SYS1.PARMLIB protects the operating system environment, external security manager,
and customer data.
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Identify Access to Specified Resources
Identify users who can access your business-critical resources using the Security Insights Specified Resource Access
Report to determine unnecessary accesses.

As a security administrator, you must develop and implement a plan to reduce access to specified business-critical
resources. To do so, you identify which resources are business critical and require safeguarding. Then, you determine
which users can access those business-critical resources. You can then begin reducing access to those resources to
adhere to the principle of least privilege and to reduce risk to your mainframe data.

Principle of least privilege
Indicates the practice of limiting users access rights to the minimum level that is required to perform their job
function.

The Security Insights Specified Resource Access Report provides a list of:

• Users who can access the resources that your organization deems business critical
• Access level for each user
• Risk level for each resource
• Recommended steps for reducing the risk

For a video demonstration about how to identify who has access to your system-critical resources, watch this video:

Prerequisites

The Specified Resource Access Report correlates data from your mainframe environment and your External Security
Manager (ESM). To generate a full report, one of the following ESM versions must be running on the LPAR that you run
the report against. Without a supported ESM, the report shows the list of discovered resources but not who can access
them.

• ACF2 Version 16.0
• Top Secret Version 16.0
• IBM RACF Release 2.3 or Release 2.4

Create Your Report

Select your report criteria to create your report. The system, access level, and at least one resource are required.

1. From the Home page, select Build Report on the Identify Access to Specified Resources tile.
The report page opens.

2. Select a system to run your report against from the System (LPAR) auto-populated list. This list is
populated automatically with the hostnames of the systems where the Insights Service or the SAF Service are running.

3. Select one or more of the following access levels from the Access Level drop-down list. An access level is the user's
permissions for a resource as permitted by the ESM.

ACF2
ALLOCATE, WRITE, READ, EXECUTE

Top Secret
ALL, UPDATE, WRITE, CREATE, SCRATCH, READ, FETCH, NONE
For Top Secret, an access level of ALL does not imply all access levels. ALL is a unique access-level keyword
parameter specific to Top Secret. Selecting an access level of ALL returns only those users whose IDs have the
ALL keyword parameter assigned.

IBM RACF
ALTER, UPDATE, READ, EXECUTE, NONE
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To identify a security risk for a business-critical resource, we recommend that you select the following access levels
per ESM. Doing so returns a list of all users with permission to create or modify the selected libraries.

• For ACF2, WRITE and ALLOCATE.
• For Top Secret, ALL, UPDATE, WRITE, CREATE, and SCRATCH.
• For IBM RACF, ALTER and UPDATE.

4. Enter a data source in the Specify Data Sets box, and press Enter. Repeat for each data source that you want to
include in your report. You can enter fully qualified data set names such as ACCT.US1.REC.BKUP, or partially qualified
data set names such as ACCT.US%.REC.BKUP or ACCT.*.BKUP. Follow IBM data set naming conventions. For more
information, see Masking.

5. Select a risk configuration from the Risk Configuration drop-down box, or keep the default.
A risk configuration defines the parameters for evaluating the risk to your mainframe data. Based on the risk
configuration, the report results provide a risk assessment and recommendations per record. This information offers
you a better understanding of your security posture.
To view the details of the selected risk configuration or to create a risk configuration, select View. For more
information, see Manage the Risk Configurations.

6. Select Build Report.
The Build Report dialog box appears.
a. Provide a unique name for your report in the Report Name box, or keep the default. For more information, see

Report Naming Conventions.
b. (Optional) Select the Send Notification to Email check box to receive report status updates through email. Then,

enter the email address of the recipient in the Email text box. Only one email address is allowed, and it cannot
exceed 50 characters.
Status updates that are sent through email notifications include Running, Error, Canceled, and Completed.

c. Select Create Report.
The report begins to generate. Your report appears in the report list. If you enabled email notifications, status
updates are sent to the specified email address.

7. When your report is complete, click the report hyperlink to analyze your report results.

You have created your report.

Analyze Your Report Results

Review your report results to understand who can access your specified business-critical resources and the risk that those
accesses pose. The more users with access to a resource, the higher the potential risk.

Optionally, you can download your report results to a .csv file. To do so, select the Download Summary View CSV icon
(for page-level results) or the Download Full Report CSV icon (for full report results). Exporting the report results is
useful for an offline review or for providing the report to auditors.

You can access your report results from the Specified Resource Access Report page or from the Saved Reports page.

TIP

• To locate items of interest quickly, use the Add Filter option. You can filter on multiple items simultaneously
to narrow your results. For example, you want to see only resources with a Global Access of Write. You add
a column of GLOBAL ACCESS, an Operator of Contains, and a Value of WRITE.

• To sort the report results, use the up and down arrows per column. For example, you want the highest
entitlement counts to display first, so you click the up arrow for the ENTITLEMENT COUNT column.

Review the Risk Level and Recommendations

To determine the overall risk that a specified business-critical resource poses and the recommendations for mitigating that
risk, review the RISK LEVEL column. This column provides a risk level for each resource and the recommended steps to
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mitigate the risks. The risk level is determined by the parameters in the risk configuration that you selected when building
your report.

This information helps you prioritize and address security vulnerabilities. Begin by reviewing the resources with the
highest risk levels. To do so, sort this column to display the highest risk levels first.

• To view the Totalized Risk Score, hover over an entry in the Risk Level column. The Totalized Risk Score is a
consolidated, multi-dimensional risk score per resource. For example, hovering over a risk level of Significant
Medium might show a Totalized Risk Score of Significant(10)/Moderate(0)/Minor(0). For information about how the
product evaluates the scores, see Risk Scoring.

• To view the risk level details, click the label (for example, Significant Medium) in the RISK LEVEL column. Review the
details of the risk and the recommendations for how to remediate those risks. This information is also available on the
Risk Level tab when you click the data source hyperlink.

Example: PROD.FIN.US has a Risk Level of Significant High. Significant is the impact of the risk findings. High is
the severity of the risk findings. This risk level indicates that PROD.FIN.US has violated one or more Significant impact
parameters to a high degree. For example, the Entitlement Count is 82, which is considered high for this resource based
on the risk configuration. The recommendations are to review and update the entitlements to ensure that each permission
is required, log all accesses to this resource, and continuously monitor this resource using Compliance Event Manager.

Review Resources with Global Access

Global access means providing wide access to users by applying access to the resource itself. To determine which
specified business-critical resources grant access to users through a global access, review the GLOBAL ACCESS
column. The column provides the global access levels that are assigned to the resource. This information helps you
identify potential security exposures where users can access business-critical resources through a global access rather
than through a specific user access. Determine whether the global accesses for the resource are valid or should be
removed.

• In ACF2, global access is permitted through rules that include masked entities such as UID(*) and ROLE(-). These
permits mean that the resource is globally accessible to all logonids in ACF2.

• In Top Secret, global access is permitted to the ALL security record, which means the resource is globally accessible to
all signed-on users.

• In IBM RACF, global access corresponds to the Universal Access Authority (UACC) value that is specified in the data
set profile, or a masked entity of ID(*). The UACC value overrides the definitions in the access list.

Example: ACF2

In this example, the security administrator has created a rule set to grant READ and WRITE access to UID(*)
for FINANCE.NA.ALL. This rule means that FINANCE.NA.ALL is globally accessible to all ACF2 logonids.
ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY FINANCE ADD(NA.ALL UID(*) READ(A) WRITE(A))

IMPORTANT
In addition to UID(*) that is shown in the example, the following UID strings are also of concern because they
also grant global access to all logonids: UID(-), USER(-), ROLE(-)

In this case, the Security Insights GLOBAL ACCESS column shows values of Read and Write. A Global Access of Write
might pose a security risk because users inherit the execute access to this resource through its global access settings.

Example: Top Secret
In this example, the security administrator issued a permit to the ALL security record to grant READ and UPDATE access
for FINANCE.NA.ALL. This permit means that FINANCE.NA.ALL is globally accessible to all signed-on users.
TSS PERMIT(ALL) DATASET(FINANCE.NA.ALL) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)
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In this case, the Security Insights GLOBAL ACCESS column shows values of Read and Update. A Global Access of
Update might pose a security risk because users inherit the update access to this resource through its global access
settings.

Example: IBM RACF
In this example, the security administrator specifies UACC(EXECUTE) for FINANCE.NA.ALL. This access allows all users
on the system to execute FINANCE.NA.ALL.
ADDSD 'FINANCE.NA.ALL' UACC(EXECUTE)

In this example, the security administrator issues a permit to grant ALTER access for FINANCE.NA.ALL to ID(*). This
access allows all user IDs that are defined in IBM RACF to update FINANCE.NA.ALL.
ADDSD 'FINANCE.NA.ALL' UACC(NONE)

PERMIT 'FINANCE.NA.ALL' ID(*)

ACCESS(ALTER)

In these cases, the Security Insights GLOBAL ACCESS column shows values of  Execute and Alter. A Global Access of
Execute or Alter might pose a security risk because users inherit the execute and alter access to this resource through its
global access settings.

Revire Entitlement Count per Access Level

To determine which specified business-critical resources have the highest user permission count per access level,
review the ENTITLEMENT COUNT column. This column provides the total number of users who have permission to
each resource for the selected access level. This count includes permissions that are granted directly to the user and
permissions that are granted through a group.

This information lets you see at a glance which business-critical resources have high numbers of users with access. We
recommend limiting access to business-critical resources to only those users who require the access to perform their job
function (principle of least privilege). Begin by reviewing the list of users with access to the resource that has the highest
entitlement count. To do so, sort this column to display the highest entitlement counts first.

Example: You see that FINANCE.NA.ALL has an entitlement count of 29. This count seems high. You investigate the
details to verify that all the users with access require it.

Determine Access to Resources

To determine which users with access to the business-critical resources require it, review the following information. This
information helps you determine which users have access and which group permitted the access. This information helps
you remove users who do not require access from the group.

• Click the data source hyperlink. The default view is the Risk Level tab, which provides the risk assessment and
recommendations. To drill in to see the specific users and groups with access to each business-critical resource, click
the Users tab for a user-centric view. Or, click the Groups tab for a group-centric view.
– For ACF2, the product obtains this information using the ACCESS subcommand. A user ID is referred to as a

logonid (LID). A group is referred to as a role.
– For Top Secret, the product obtains this information using the WHOHAS and LIST commands. A user ID is referred

to as an accessor ID (ACID). A group is referred to as a profile.
– For IBM RACF, the product obtains this information using the LISTDSD command and the LISTUSER/LISTGRP

command. A user ID is referred to as a user. A group profile is referred to as a group.
Review the information in the following order:
a. From the Groups tab, click the hyperlink under the ROLE (ACF2), PROFILE (Top Secret), or GROUP (IBM RACF)

column to drill into its details. Review each user who is permitted access to the resource by this group. If the
access is not necessary, remove the user from the group using your ESM. Repeat for each group.

b. From the Users tab, filter the report results by the ROLE (ACF2), PROFILE (Top Secret), or USER (IBM RACF)
column using the up and down arrows. Doing so lets you see any users without a group listed. Those users have
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been permitted access to the resource directly, rather than through a group. We recommend granting user access
only through groups.

Example: Provide Auditors with Access Reports for Business-Critical Resources (ACF2)

As the security administrator, you provide auditors with reports about access privileges for resources and accounts to
show that they have the appropriate privileges to align with the zero-trust security model.

The upcoming audit is focused on the accounts under the Finance department. The Finance department uses a qualifier
of PROD.FIN. for its data sets. To create a report for the audit, you run a Specified Resource Access Report with the
following criteria:

System (LPAR)
USCA3333

Data Sets
PROD.FIN.*

Access Level
WRITE and ALLOCATE.

Risk Configuration
Resource_Access_Default

Your report results show that PROD.FIN.* has 48 data sets. These 48 data sets have the following access privileges:

• 6 data sets have 21 users with WRITE or ALLOCATE access
• 33 data sets have 16 users with WRITE or ALLOCATE access
• 9 data sets have fewer than 10 users with WRITE or ALLOCATE access

You start by reviewing the data sets with the highest number of users with access. Within that grouping, you focus on the
data sets with the highest risk level. For example, review data sets with a Significant High risk level first.

• For each data set, you first review the Global Access values to determine whether users have inherited access to
this data set through its global access settings. For example, your site standards do not allow any data sets to have a
global access of Update.

• You then review the group details to evaluate each user within the group (role). You determine whether each user
access is critical to his or her job function. If not, you remove the user from the role.

• You identify any users who were granted access outside of a role:
– If the access is required, you add that user to the appropriate role.
– If the access is not required, you remove the access for that user through the ESM. For example, to do so in ACF2

using role-based security, issue the following command:
SET XREF(ROL)

CHANGE role INCLUDE(logon_id) DEL

F ACF2,NEWXREF,TYPE(ROL)

Best Practice: Continuously Monitor Specified Resources

Monitor access to your specified business-critical resources with Broadcom's Compliance and Data Protection solution,
Compliance Event Manager.

Create a policy in Compliance Event Manager to monitor access events for your specified business-critical resources.
Narrow the scope of monitoring within your policy using Compliance Event Manager's Group List capability. Group Lists let
you quickly group and add specific items that you want to monitor. For example, create a Group List of all the resources
that your site considers business-critical.

Business Value:
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Continually monitoring your business-critical resources lets you identify and remediate potential security threats more
quickly and on an on-going basis, helping you stay compliant.

For more information, see Protect Business-Critical Resources.

Examine Classification and Pervasive Encryption by Resource
Examine the classification and pervasive encryption of resources using the Security Insights Classifier Report to gain
insight about the risk level of the resources.

Sensitive or regulated data that is not encrypted poses a risk to your organization. Knowing the classification of a resource
helps determine how secure that resource must be. For those resources that include sensitive or regulated data, knowing
whether they are pervasively encrypted offers more insight about the risk level.

Classification
The act of categorizing data into groups based on the patterns of that data. The classification of a resource can
indicate whether that resource includes potentially sensitive or regulated data. For example, a resource that is
classified as having Social Security Numbers might be of concern. Social Security Numbers are considered to be
personally identifiable information (PII), and PII is protected under regulations.

Encryption
An extra layer of security to help prevent the data from being readable when an unauthorized access to a data
source occurs.

Pervasive Encryption
A simplified approach to enabling encryption on the mainframe. A data source is considered pervasively
encrypted when a key label is provided upon allocation of a new sequential or VSAM data set. Examples of data
sets that are eligible for encryption are Sequential and VSAM data sets in Extended format. To determine whether
your data set type is eligible for pervasive encryption, see the IBM documentation.

This Security Insights Classifier Report provides classification data and encryption data for data sources. This information
helps you identify high-risk resources that might require more security measures.

For a video demonstration about how to view classification and pervasive encryption information, watch this video:

Prerequisites

The Classifier Report correlates data from your mainframe environment and Data Content Discovery. To generate a full
report, Data Content Discovery Version 3.0 must be running on the LPAR that you run the report against.

Without Data Content Discovery, the report shows the pervasive encryption information but not the classification
information.

Create Your Report

Select your report criteria to create your report. The system and at least one data source are required.

1. From the Home page, select Build Report on the Examine Classification & Pervasive Encryption by Resource
tile.

2. Select the System (LPAR) to run your report against from the drop-down list. This list is populated automatically with
the hostnames of the systems where the Insights Service and DCD Service are running.

3. Enter a data source in the Enter Data Sources box, and press Enter. Repeat for each data source that you want to
include in your report.
For recommendations about including data sources, see Create a Risk Profile of the Storage in Your Environment.
You can enter fully qualified data set names such as PROD.FIN.PYRL.ACCT, or partially qualified data set names
such as PROD.* or PROD.**. Follow IBM data set naming conventions. For more information, see Wildcards.

4. Select a risk configuration from the Risk Configuration drop-down box, or keep the default.
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A risk configuration defines the parameters for evaluating the risk to your mainframe data. Based on the risk
configuration, the report results provide a risk assessment and recommendations per record. This information offers
you a better understanding of your security posture.
To view the details of the currently selected risk configuration or to create a risk configuration, select View Risk
Configuration. For more information, see Manage the Risk Configurations.

5. Select Build Report.
The Build Report dialog box appears.
a. Provide a unique name for your report in the Report Name box, or keep the default. For more information, see

Report Naming Conventions.
b. (Optional) Select the Send Notification to Email check box to receive report status updates through email. Then,

enter the email address of the recipient in the Email text box. Only one email address is allowed, and it cannot
exceed 50 characters.
Status updates that are sent through email notifications include Running, Error, Cancelled, and Completed.

c. Select Create Report.
The report begins to generate. Your report appears in the report list. If you enabled email notifications, status
updates are sent to the specified email address.

6. When your report is complete, click the report hyperlink to analyze your report results.

You have created your report.

Analyze Your Report Results

Review your report results to determine which data sources might be at risk and might require more security measures.

Optionally, you can download your report results to a .csv file. To do so, select the Download Detail View CSV icon (for
page-level results) or the Download Full Report CSV icon (for full report results). Exporting the report results is useful for
reviewing the report offline or for providing the report to auditors.

You can access your report results from the Classifier Report page or from the Saved Reports page.

In any column, a value of "--" indicates that the information was not available.

TIP

• To locate items of interest quickly, use the Add Filter option. You can filter on multiple items simultaneously
to narrow your results. For example, you want to see only those data sources that include FIN (financial
department qualifier) in the name and are not pervasively encrypted. First, you add a column of DATA
SOURCE, an Operator of Contains, and a Value of FIN. Then, you add a Column of PERVASIVE
ENCRYPTION, an Operator of equals (=), and a Value of NO.

• To sort the report results, use the up and down arrows per column. For example, you want the data sources
with the highest count of classifiers matched to display first, so you click the up arrow for the CLASSIFIERS
MATCHED/SCANNED column.

Review the Risk Level and Recommendations

To determine the overall risk that a data source poses, review the RISK LEVEL column. This column provides a risk level
for each resource and the recommended steps to mitigate the risks. The risk level is determined by the parameters in the
risk configuration that you selected when building your report.

This information helps you prioritize and address security vulnerabilities. Begin by reviewing the data sources with the
highest risk assessments. To do so, sort this column to display the highest risk assessments first.

• To view the Totalized Risk Score, hover over an entry in the Risk Level column. The Totalized Risk Score is a
consolidated, multi-dimensional risk score per resource. For example, hovering over a risk level of Significant
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Medium might show a Totalized Risk Score of Significant(10)/Moderate(0)/Minor(0). For information about how the
product evaluates the scores, see Risk Scoring.

• To view the risk level details, click the label (for example, Significant Medium) in the Risk Level column. Review the
details of the risk and the recommendations for how to remediate those risks. This information is also available on the
Risk Level tab when you click the data source hyperlink.

Example: Data set FINANCE.NA.EAST.ZONE has a risk assessment of Moderate High, where Moderate is the
impact of the violation, and High is the severity of the violation. This score indicates that FINANCE.NA.EAST.ZONE did
not violate any Significant impact parameters but did violate a Moderate impact parameter to a high degree. Or,
FINANCE.NA.EAST.ZONE has violated many Moderate impact parameters to a lesser degree.

Determine the Pervasively Encrypted Data Sources

To determine which data sources are not pervasively encrypted and, therefore, might pose a higher risk, review the
following information. This information lets you determine where to start when securing at-risk data. Comparing the
encryption status with the classifiers matched count helps identify the highest-risk data sources. The key label value helps
you permit access to an encrypted data source to only specific, authorized users.

• The PERVASIVE ENCRYPTION column provides the encryption status (Yes, No, or Not Eligible).
Examples of data sets that are eligible for encryption are Sequential and VSAM data sets in Extended format. For
more information about pervasive encryption eligibility, see the IBM documentation.

• The KEY LABEL column provides the encryption key label for those data sources that are pervasively encrypted.
A key label is a 64-byte label that is applied to an existing key in the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility
Cryptographic Key Data Set (ICSF CKDS) which is used for access-method encryption and decryption. To access an
encrypted data source as clear text (human-readable text), a user must be permitted access to the encryption key
under which the data source was encrypted.

Example: A data source with a pervasive encryption status of NO but with a high classifier matched count is likely to be at
risk.

Determine At-Risk Data Sources

To determine which data sources might include at-risk data that requires more safeguards, review the following
information. This information indicates whether the data is potentially sensitive or regulated.

• The CLASSIFIERS MATCHED/SCANNED column provides a count of classifiers that were scanned and, of those
classifiers that were scanned, a count of those classifiers that matched.

• The hypertext link for each classifier matched count lets you drill in to see more classification information from the List
of Classifiers page, including:
– The classifiers that Data Content Discovery scanned the data source for (such as Passport Number or Social

Security Number)
– Whether each classifier was considered to be a match (Yes or No)

Example: A count of (20)/25 indicates that Data Content Discovery scanned the data source for 25 classifiers. Of those
25 classifiers, 20 were matched. Therefore, this data source likely includes sensitive or regulated data and is a candidate
for more security layers, such as pervasive encryption.

Determine the Location of Potentially Sensitive Data Sources

To determine the location of potentially sensitive data sources, review the following information. Doing so provides more
context about the recurrence of these scans on the system. The information helps you find the exact location of the data
sources that Data Content Discovery classified as potentially sensitive so that you can further analyze the data.

• The LPAR SCANNED column shows the system or LPAR where the data source was scanned by Data Content
Discovery. This LPAR can be different from the LPAR that you selected when you ran the report. For example, the data
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source that was scanned might be on a shared DASD and was scanned by a Data Content Discovery Controller on
another system.

• The LAST SCAN DATE column shows the date and time when the data source was last scanned on the system that is
specified in the LPAR Scanned column.

Example: Based on the LPAR information, you can review the Data Content Discovery reports or scan details to
determine the exact location of the potentially sensitive information.

Example: View the Classification and Pervasive Encryption for Payroll Data Sets

As the security administrator, you are responsible for ensuring that all at-risk data sources are encrypted. The effort is
underway to implement pervasive encryption, but you are unsure which data sources still require encryption. You begin
with the data sets for the payroll department.

To gather this data quickly, you turn to Security Insights. You run a report with the following criteria:

System (LPAR)
USNMS218

Data Sources
PROD.FIN.PYRL.**

Risk Configuration
Resource_Classifier_Default

Your report results return 82 data sets.

You start by sorting on the data sets with the highest risk assessment. Then, you filter the list by a PERVASIVE
ENCRYPTION status of NO.

Of the 82 data sets, 16 show a High impact risk. Of those 16 data sets, four are unencrypted. You begin reviewing those
four high risk, unencrypted data sets. You start by reviewing the data set with the highest classifier count first. Review the
classification details of that data set to determine whether the data set is at risk. If so, you follow company procedures to
encrypt the data set.

Best Practice: Pervasively Encrypt Data Sources that Include Sensitive or Regulated Data

Data sources that include sensitive or regulated data should be pervasively encrypted to strengthen their security.

To determine which data sources might include at-risk data but are not pervasively encrypted, sort by the PERVASIVE
ENCRYPTION column. Doing so shows you all data sources whose pervasive encryption status is No. Then, review the
CLASSIFIERS MATCHED/SCANNED entry for those data sources. Data sources that have classifier matches but are not
pervasively encrypted are candidates for pervasive encryption.

Business Value:
Pervasively encrypting your at-risk data provides an extra layer of security. This security layer helps prevent users from
being able to read the data if it is compromised.

NOTE
IBM's pervasive encryption is supported for extended format data sets only. If your data sets are not in extended
format, extend the data sets so that you can encrypt them.

Create a Risk Profile of the Storage in Your Environment
Work with your storage administrator to create a risk profile of your storage to determine which data sources to target for
Classifier Reports first.

Determine the high-level qualifiers (HLQs) of the data sources that represent the most risk. Create reports for the higher-
risk HLQs first. When you create these reports, split this inventory across multiple Classifier Reports.
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Business Value:

Creating a risk profile lets you hone your report results, making them easier to assess and to share with other
departments for remediation. Splitting the inventory of data sources across multiple Classifier Reports lets you experience
faster report generation times.

Limit Concurrent Reports with High Record Counts
Limit the number of concurrently running Classifier Reports with high record counts to avoid exceeding disk space
constraints.

If you plan to run a Classifier Report that is expected to retrieve 500,000 or more records, do not run more than five of
these reports concurrently.

To avoid reports with 500,000 or more records, consider creating a risk profile of your storage environment and splitting its
inventory across multiple reports. For more information, see Create a Risk Profile of the Storage in Your Environment.

Business Value:

Limiting the number of concurrent reports with high record counts that are run avoids exceeding disk space constraints.

Manage the Risk Configurations
Risk configurations let you define the parameters for what constitutes risk to the mainframe data for your organization.

As a risk analyst, you create risk configurations in Security Insights to define the parameters for evaluating risk. Review
the Security Insights risk configuration terminology and the default risk configurations. Determine whether the default
risk configurations meet your needs. If not, create your own risk configurations to align with the risk parameters for your
organization.

Select a risk configuration when you build your report. The report results provide a risk assessment and recommendations
per record according to your selected risk configuration settings. The risk assessment offers you a better understanding of
your security posture. Based on the risk assessment, you can determine the next steps for reducing risk and reducing the
costs around compliance and auditing.

Terminology

• Configuring Risk Definitions
Impact

Indicates the importance of a parameter relative to other parameters.
Example: Moderate
Default Values in Relative Order: Minor, Moderate, Significant

Severity
Indicates the degree of risk that the parameter poses when it is violated.
Example: High
Default Values in Relative Order: Nominal, Low, Medium, High

Parameter
Defines the factors from the mainframe environment and its security products that are used in the risk
analysis. Parameters vary across report types depending on the data that is being aggregated.
Examples:

• Data Source Status, Entitlement Count, Global Access (for System-Critical Access Report)
• Classifier Matched Count (for Classifier Report)

Parameter Value
Indicates a specific occurrence of a parameter that is used in the risk analysis.
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Example: Global Access of WRITE and UPDATE (high-severity occurrence)
Parameter Threshold

Indicates a specific range for a parameter that is used in the risk analysis.
Example: Entitlement Count greater than 20 (high-severity occurrence)

• Reviewing Risk Outcomes
Risk Level/Overall Risk Finding

Provides the overall risk level per record:

• The highest impact category that the record violated. For example, Moderate.
• The severity (or degree) to which the record violated the parameters in that impact category. For example,

High.

Example: An overall risk finding of Moderate Impact - High Severity indicates that the record violated a
moderate impact parameter to a high degree. Or, the record violated many moderate impact parameters to a
lesser degree.

NOTE
Not Evaluated indicates that the product cannot evaluate the risk for any of the parameters in the risk
configuration. The required data to perform the evaluation is unavailable due to a runtime error or an
insufficient authorization.
A partial evaluation icon

indicates that the product cannot evaluate the risk for one or more parameters in the risk
configuration due to errors or warnings.

Totalized Risk Score
Indicates a consolidated, multi-dimensional risk score per resource. The scores are available for every parameter
as configured in the selected risk configuration. This information provides granular insight on individual findings.
View the Totalized Risk Score by enabling the Show Scores toggle in the report results. To understand how risk
scores are evaluated, see Risk Scoring.
Example: Significant(0)/Moderate(50)/Minor(0)

Parameter Risk Level
Provides the risk level per parameter:

• The highest impact category that the parameter violated. For example, the Data Source Status parameter has
a Significant impact.

• The severity (or degree) to which the parameter violated the impact category. For example, the Data Source
Status parameter has a Nominal severity.

Example: A Data Source Status parameter with a parameter value of Found has a Parameter Risk Level of
Significant Nominal. This risk level indicates that the parameter has a significant impact, but the parameter
values were violated to a nominal degree.

NOTE
Not Evaluated indicates that the product cannot evaluate the risk for the specified parameter due to
errors or warnings.
Parameter Disabled indicates that the product cannot evaluate the risk for the specified parameter
because the parameter is not enabled in the risk configuration.

Review the Default Risk Configurations

Security Insights provides the following default risk configurations. If the default risk configurations meet your needs, you
can use them rather than create your own risk configurations. Each report type has its own unique risk settings, so you
cannot share the risk configurations across report types.
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The default risk configurations are accessible to all user and cannot be deleted.

Resource_Access_Default Configuration for the System-Critical Access Report
This default risk configuration applies to the System-Critical Access Report. This risk configuration includes the
following parameters and parameter values:
The Data Source Status parameter has the following parameter values:

• Impact of Significant
• Severity of Nominal when a resource has a Data Source Status of Found
• Severity of Medium when a resource has a Data Source Status of Error
• Severity of High when a resource has a Data Source Status of Not Found

The Entitlement Count parameter has the following parameter values:

• Impact of Moderate
• Severity of Nominal when the count of users with permission to a resource is fewer than 5
• Severity of Medium when the count of users with permission to a resource is from 6 through 10
• Severity of High when the count of users with permission to a resource is more than 10

The Global Access parameter is ESM-dependent as follows:

• Impact of Significant (all ESMs)
• ACF2 Parameter Values

– Severity of Nominal when the access level is Execute
– Severity of Low when the access level is Read
– Severity of High when the access level is Allocate or Write

• Top Secret Parameter Values
– Severity of Nominal when the access level is None
– Severity of Low when the access level is Fetch
– Severity of Medium when the access level is Read
– Severity of High when the access level is Create, Write, Update, Scratch, or All

• IBM RACF Parameter Values
– Severity of Nominal when the access level is None
– Severity of Low when the access level is Execute
– Severity of Medium when the access level is Read
– Severity of High when the access level is Update or Alter

Resource_Access_Default Configuration for the Specified Resource Access Report
This default risk configuration applies to the Specified Resource Access Report. This risk configuration includes
the following parameters and parameter values:
The Entitlement Count parameter has the following parameter values:

• Impact of Moderate
• Severity of Nominal when the count of users with permission to a resource is fewer than 5
• Severity of Medium when the count of users with permission to a resource is from 6 through 10
• Severity of High when the count of users with permission to a resource is more than 10

The Global Access parameter is ESM-dependent as follows:

• Impact of Significant (all ESMs)
• ACF2 Parameter Values
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– Severity of Nominal when the access level is Execute
– Severity of Low when the access level is Read
– Severity of High when the access level is Allocate or Write

• Top Secret Parameter Values
– Severity of Nominal when the access level is None
– Severity of Low when the access level is Fetch
– Severity of Medium when the access level is Read
– Severity of High when the access level is Create, Write, Update, Scratch, or All

• IBM RACF Parameter Values
– Severity of Nominal when the access level is None
– Severity of Low when the access level is Execute
– Severity of Medium when the access level is Read
– Severity of High when the access level is Update or Alter

Resource_Classifier_Default Configuration for the Classifier Report
This default risk configuration applies to the Classifier Report. This risk configuration includes the following
parameters and parameter values:
The Classifiers Matched Count parameter has the following parameter values:

• Impact of Significant
• Severity of High when the count of classifiers (data patterns) that were matched in a resource is more than 0

The Pervasive Encryption parameter has the following parameter values:

NOTE
This parameter applies only to resources that Data Content Discovery has identified as having classifier
matches.

• Impact of Significant
• Severity of High when the pervasive encryption status for the resource is No (resource is not pervasively

encrypted)
• Severity of Medium when the pervasive encryption status for the resource is Not Eligible (resource is not

pervasively encrypted and is not eligible to be so)
Examples of data sets that are eligible for encryption are Sequential and VSAM data sets in Extended
format. To determine whether your data set type is eligible for pervasive encryption, see the IBM
documentation

• Severity of Nominal when the pervasive encryption status for the resource is Yes (resource is pervasively
encrypted)

The Scan Status parameter has the following parameter values:

• Impact of Moderate
• Severity of High when the resource has not been discovered by Data Content Discovery or when the resource

has not been scanned by Data Content Discovery
• Severity of Nominal when the resource has been scanned by Data Content Discovery

Manage Risk Configurations for System-Critical Access Reports
Manage risk configurations for a System-Critical Access Report to define risk parameters of data source status,
entitlement count, and global access. 

Running your System-Critical Access Report using a risk configuration lets you evaluate the potential risk of system-
critical resources that are included in the report. The report results provide a risk level and recommendations per report
record. This information helps you identify higher-risk resources that might pose security vulnerabilities. You can then
prioritize the higher-risk resources for review and remediation.
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The System-Critical Access Report risk configurations support the following parameters:

Data Source Status
Indicates that if a system-critical resource is not found on the specified volume, a library of the same name can be
placed on that volume and can inherit critical authorizations. Doing so allows the introduction of modules that can
bypass security and violate the integrity of the OS environment.

Entitlement Count
Indicates that an elevated permission count for an update or greater access against a system-critical resource
increases risk due to the possibility of unauthorized access or unintentional changes. A baseline analysis against
this attribute can help you determine this count range (for example, the number of systems programmers who
require access to these resources) for attestation requirements.

Global Access
Indicates the global access which provides wide access to users by applying access to the resource itself. This
wide access can compromise the OS environment, application, and customer data.

From the Manage Risk Configurations page, you can view or delete existing risk configurations, or you can create a risk
configuration based on an existing risk configuration. You can create a maximum of 20 risk configurations. You cannot
delete the default risk configurations. Authorization is required to delete risk configurations that belong to other users. If
you do not have permission to delete a risk configuration, contact your Security Administrator.

1. From the Home page, select Build Report on the Identify Access to System-Critical Resources tile.
2. Select Manage Risk Configurations.
3. To view the details of a risk configuration, click the risk configuration name, or right-click the risk configuration name,

and select View Configuration Details.
4. To delete a single risk configuration, right-click the risk configuration to be deleted, and select Delete Configuration.

To delete multiple risk configurations simultaneously, select the check box for each risk configuration to be deleted,
and select Delete Configurations at the top, left of the page.

5. To create a risk configuration based on the default risk configuration, click Create Configuration at the top, left. To
create a risk configuration based on an existing risk configuration, right-click the existing risk configuration, and select
Create Configuration.
The Create Configuration page appears. The risk settings default to the settings in the risk configuration that you
selected for creation.
a. Provide a name for your risk configuration in the Risk Configuration Name box, or keep the default. Adhere to the

following requirements for naming:
• The name must be unique.
• The name cannot exceed 100 characters.
• The name can include only the following special characters: ampersand (&), dollar ($), hyphen (:), period (.),

and underscore (_)
b. (Optional) Click Edit Risk Labels to view the risk label settings. If needed, edit the risk labels to accommodate

your site requirements. For example, your organization might require an impact label of Critical instead of
Significant. A label cannot exceed 20 characters and cannot include digits or special characters.

Impact Labels
Indicates the importance of this parameter relative to other parameters. Violating a higher impact parameter even
once is considered more important than violating multiple lower impact parameters. For example, violating a
moderate impact parameter once is more important than violating a minor impact parameter ten times.

Severity Labels
Indicates the degree of risk that the parameter poses when violated. This label is involved in determining
the Totalized Risk Score when a rule is violated. The severity varies based on the defined parameter thresholds.

c. Configure the settings for the parameters as needed:
a. Adjust the Enable toggle as needed to control whether the parameter is included in your risk configuration.
b. Select the Impact of the parameter.
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c. For each parameter, define the risk severity levels. Each attribute supports only one severity type.
• To remove a severity, clear its check box. For example, you do not want any attribute to be assigned a

Nominal severity. You clear the check box for the Nominal severity entry.
• To assign a value to a severity that is blank, select the check box for the severity entry, and enter the

attribute and/or values. Then, modify the other severities as needed. For example, you set the High severity
to Greater Than 16. You change the Medium severity from six through ten to six through 15.

• To adjust a severity value, select a different value from the Values drop-down list. Then, modify the other
severities as needed. For example, you want Not Found to be considered High severity. You assign Not
Found to the High severity entry.

• To modify the severity ranges, enter the new numbers in the text boxes. For example, you want to lower the
Nominal severity value from five to three. You replace the Nominal severity value of five with three. Then,
you adjust the Low severity range to start at four.

d. (Optional) Add notes about your risk configuration in the Add Note box. For example, you might want to explain
the reasoning behind certain impact and severity settings for your site.

e. Click Continue.
f. Review your risk configuration. To make changes, click Back. Otherwise, click Complete.

You have created a risk configuration for use with System-Critical Access Reports.

For information about running a report using your risk configuration, see Identify Access to System-Critical Resources.
The report results provide a risk level and recommendations per record to help you prioritize and address security
vulnerabilities.

Manage Risk Configurations for Specified Resource Access Reports
Manage risk configurations for a Specified Resource Access Report to define risk parameters of entitlement count and
global access.

Running your Specified Resource Access Report using a risk configuration lets you evaluate the potential risk of business-
critical resources that are included in the report. The report results provide a risk level and recommendations per report
record. This information helps you identify higher-risk resources that might pose security vulnerabilities. You can then
prioritize the higher-risk resources for review and remediation.

The Specified Resource Access report risk configurations support the following parameters:

Entitlement Count
Indicates that an elevated permission count for an update or greater access against a business-critical resource
increases risk due to the possibility of unauthorized access or unintentional changes. A baseline analysis against
this attribute can help you determine this count range (for example, the number of system programmers who
require access to these resources) for attestation requirements.

Global Access
Indicates the global access which provides wide access to users by applying access to the resource itself. This
wide access can compromise the OS environment, application, and customer data.

From the Manage Risk Configurations page, you can view or delete existing risk configurations, or you can create a risk
configuration based on an existing risk configuration. You can create a maximum of 20 risk configurations. You cannot
delete the default risk configurations. Authorization is required to delete risk configurations that belong to other users. If
you do not have permission to delete a risk configuration, contact your Security Administrator.

1. From the Home page, select Build Report on the Identify Access to Specified Resources tile.
2. Select Manage Risk Configurations.
3. To view the details of a risk configuration, click the risk configuration name, or right-click the risk configuration name,

and select View Configuration Details.
4. To delete a single risk configuration, right-click the risk configuration to be deleted, and select Delete Configuration.
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To delete multiple risk configurations simultaneously, select the check box for each risk configuration to be deleted,
and select Delete Configurations at the top, left of the page.

5. To create a risk configuration based on the default risk configuration, click Create Configuration at the top, left. To
create a risk configuration based on an existing risk configuration, right-click the existing risk configuration, and select
Create Configuration.
The Create Configuration page appears. The risk settings default to the settings in the risk configuration that you
selected for creation.
a. Provide a name for your risk configuration in the Risk Configuration Name box, or keep the default. Adhere to the

following requirements for naming:
• The name must be unique.
• The name cannot exceed 100 characters.
• The name can include only the following special characters: ampersand (&), dollar ($), hyphen (:), period (.),

and underscore (_)
b. (Optional) Click Edit Risk Labels to view the risk label settings. If needed, edit the risk labels to accommodate

your site requirements. For example, your organization might require an impact label of Critical instead of
Significant. A label cannot exceed 20 characters and cannot include digits or special characters.

Impact Labels
Indicates the importance of this parameter relative to other parameters. Violating a higher impact parameter even
once is considered more important than violating multiple lower impact parameters. For example, violating a
moderate impact parameter once is more important than violating a minor impact parameter ten times.

Severity Labels
Indicates the degree of risk that the parameter poses when violated. This label is involved in determining
the Totalized Risk Score when a rule is violated. The severity varies based on the defined parameter thresholds.

c. Configure the settings for the parameters as needed:
a. Adjust the Enable toggle as needed to control whether the parameter is included in your risk configuration.
b. Select the Impact of the parameter.
c. For each parameter, define the risk severity levels. Each attribute supports only one severity type.

• To remove a severity, clear its check box. For example, you do not want any attribute to be assigned a
Nominal severity. You clear the check box for the Nominal severity entry.

• To assign a value to a severity that is blank, select the check box for the severity entry, and enter the
attribute and/or values. Then, modify the other severities as needed. For example, you set the High severity
to Greater Than 16. You change the Medium severity from six through ten to six through 15.

• To adjust a severity value, select a different value from the Values drop-down list. Then, modify the other
severities as needed. For example, you want Not Found to be considered High severity. You assign Not
Found to the High severity entry.

• To modify the severity ranges, enter the new numbers in the text boxes. For example, you want to lower the
Nominal severity value from five to three. You replace the Nominal severity value of five with three. Then,
you adjust the Low severity range to start at four.

d. (Optional) Add notes about your risk configuration in the Add Note box. For example, you might want to explain
the reasoning behind certain impact and severity settings for your site.

e. Click Continue.
f. Review your risk configuration. To make changes, click Back. Otherwise, click Complete.

You have created a risk configuration for use with Specified Resource Access Reports.

For information about running a report using your risk configuration, see Identify Access to Specified Resources.
The report results provide a risk level and recommendations per record to help you prioritize and address security
vulnerabilities.
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Manage Risk Configurations for Classifier Reports
Manage risk configurations for a Classifier Report to define risk parameters of classifiers matched count, pervasive
encryption, and scan status.

Running your Classifier Report using a risk configuration lets you evaluate the potential risk of resources that are included
in the report. The report results provide a risk level and recommendations per report record. This information helps you
identify higher-risk resources that might pose security vulnerabilities. You can then prioritize the higher-risk resources for
review and remediation.

The Classifier Report risk configurations support the following parameters:

Classifiers Matched Count
Identifies the total number of classifiers (or data patterns) that a resource matched when it was scanned by Data
Content Discovery. The higher the count of classifiers matched, the more likely the resource includes sensitive or
regulated data.

Pervasive Encryption
Indicates the pervasive encryption status of a resource. Pervasive encryption helps prevent the data from being
readable when an unauthorized access to a data source occurs. Unencrypted data sources pose a higher risk, if
compromised.

Scan Status
Indicates whether a resource has been discovered and/or scanned by Data Content Discovery. Resources that
have not been discovered and scanned might include sensitive data for which your company is unaware.

From the Manage Risk Configurations page, you can view or delete existing risk configurations, or you can create a risk
configuration based on an existing risk configuration. You can create a maximum of 20 risk configurations.

1. From the Home page, select Build Report on the Examine Classification & Pervasive Encryption by Resource
tile.

2. Select Manage Risk Configurations.
3. To view the details of a risk configuration, right-click the existing risk configuration, and select View Configuration

Details.
4. To delete a single risk configuration, right-click the risk configuration to be deleted, and select Delete Configuration.

A confirmation dialog box appears. Click Yes to delete, or click No to cancel.
To delete multiple risk configurations simultaneously, select the check box for each risk configuration to be deleted,
and select Delete Configurations at the top, left of the page.

5. To create a risk configuration based on an existing risk configuration, right-click an existing risk configuration, and
select Create Configuration.
The Create Configuration page appears. The risk settings default to the settings in the risk configuration that you
selected for creation.
a. Provide a name for your risk configuration in the Risk Configuration Name box. Adhere to the following

requirements for naming:
• The name must be unique.
• The name cannot exceed 100 characters.
• The name can include only the following special characters: ampersand (&), dollar ($), hyphen (:), period (.),

space ( ), and underscore (_)
b. (Optional) Click Edit Risk Labels to view the risk label settings. If needed, edit the risk labels to accommodate

your site requirements. For example, your organization might require an impact label of Critical instead of
Significant. A label cannot exceed 20 characters and cannot include digits or special characters.

Impact Labels
Indicates the importance of this parameter relative to other parameters. Violating a higher impact parameter even
once is considered more important than violating multiple lower impact parameters. For example, violating a
moderate impact parameter once is more important than violating a minor impact parameter ten times.
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Severity Labels
Indicates the degree of risk that the parameter poses when violated. This label is involved in determining
the Totalized Risk Score when a rule is violated. The severity varies based on the defined parameter thresholds.

c. Configure the settings for the parameters as needed:
a. Adjust the Enable toggle to control whether the parameter is included in your risk configuration.
b. Select the Impact of the parameter.
c. For each parameter, define the risk severity levels. Each attribute supports only one severity type.

• To remove a severity, clear its check box. For example, you do not want any parameter to be assigned a
Nominal severity. You clear the check box for the Nominal severity entry.

• To modify the ranges, enter the new numbers in the text boxes. For example, you want to lower the High
severity value from zero to one. You replace the High severity value of zero with one.

• To adjust a severity value, select a different value from the Values drop-down list. Then, modify the other
severities as needed. For example, you want Not Found to be considered High severity. You assign Not
Found to the High severity entry.

• To assign a severity, select the check box for the severity entry, enter the high range number in its text box,
and select an operand (for example, Greater Than). Then, modify the other severities as needed.

d. (Optional) Add notes about your risk configuration in the Add Note box. For example, you might want to explain
the reasoning behind certain impact and severity settings for your site.

e. Click Continue.
The Review Configuration page appears.

f. Review your risk configuration. To make changes, click Back. Otherwise, click Complete.

You have created a risk configuration for use with Classifier Reports.

For information about running a report using your risk configuration, see Examine Classification and Pervasive Encryption
by Resource. The report results provide a risk assessment and recommendations per record to help you prioritize and
address security vulnerabilities.

Risk Scoring
Understand how Security Insights determines the risk scoring in its report results by reviewing an example default risk
configuration.

As a security analyst, you review Security Insights report results to determine the risk to your mainframe environment. To
determine the risk, you must understand how the product evaluates the risk scores. To understand scoring, review the
following example for the default risk configuration Resource_Access_Default on an ACF2 system.

For more information about the default risk configurations, see Manage the Risk Configurations.

Example: Risk Scoring for the Resource_Access_Default Risk Configuration

A user runs a System-Critical Resource Report using the default risk configuration Resource_Access_Default. The
report results show the following findings for the resource SYS2.ACF2.CICSLOAD:

Data Source Status
NOT FOUND

Global Access
EXECUTE, READ, ALLOCATE, WRITE

Entitlement Count
20

To evaluate each severity level, Security Insights uses the following base scores:

Nominal: 0
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Low: 1

Medium: 10

High: 50

Using the base scores, Security Insights evaluates the scores in the Resource_Access_Default risk configuration as
follows:

Parameter 1: Data Source Status
Impact:

Significant
Severity:

High (Score: 50)
Parameter Value:

NOT FOUND (Score: 50)
Parameter 2: Global Access

Impact:
Significant

Severity:
High (Score: 101)

Parameter Value:
EXECUTE (Score: 0), READ (Score: 1), ALLOCATE (Score: 50), WRITE (Score: 50)
For the Global Access parameter, the product rolls up each base score per parameter value into the
overall severity score. For example, a score of 1 for READ, plus a score of 50 for ALLOCATE, plus a
score of 50 for WRITE gives an overall severity score of 101.

TIP
The Global Access parameter has impact and severity levels similar to the Data Source Status
parameter. To differentiate the levels of these parameters, you can create your own risk configuration
and can assign the desired impact and severity levels for the available parameters.

Parameter 3: Entitlement Count
Impact:

Moderate
Severity:

High (Score: 50)
Parameter Value:

15 (Score: 50)

Across these three parameters, the following scores are the accumulated scores for each of the Impact levels:

Significant: 151

Moderate: 50

Minor: 0

For the resource SYS2.ACF2.CICSLOAD, the Totalized Risk Score can be expressed as follows:

• A consolidated and multi-dimensional score that is represented as Significant(151)/Moderate(50)/Minor(0).
• A relative score that is represented as Significant High.
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Manage Your Saved Reports
The Security Insights Saved Reports page lets you quickly access existing reports to manage them. You can review,
export, rerun, cancel, delete, and filter reports.

Saved reports retain your report criteria so that you do not need to edit a report before you rerun it.

IMPORTANT
Your saved reports are a snapshot in time, meaning that the data in the report represents the data at the time
the report was run. To view updated data per your report criteria, rerun the report.

Managing a report that was created by another user requires permissions. For more information about permissions for
managing another user's reports, see Authorize a User.

View or Export a Saved Report

To view any saved report that you created, click the report name hyperlink. Doing so lets you understand the risk in your
mainframe environment.

Exporting your report results to a .csv file lets you review the report off line or provide the report to auditors. To export
to .csv the results for any report that you created, select the CSV icon for one of the following options:

Download Summary View
This download option provides report results for the data that is visible in your current view, ignoring any filters,
sorting, or pagination that is applied.

Download Full Report
This download option provides comprehensive report results. All report columns and data are exported, along with
views that are not surfaced in the Summary View. This view provides more insights, flexibility, and customization
compared to the Summary View option.

• Example: Download Full System-Critical Access Report
You want to see all the system-critical resources that a specific user or group can access. You run the System-
Critical Access Report and export the full report. This full report provides more details such as the user ID,
name, and group for each user who has access (rather than the Summary View, which provides the user
permission counts only).

• Example: Download Full Classifier Report
You want to see all the data sources that include matches for the Payment Card Primary Account Number
classifier. You run the Classifier report and export the full report, which provides classifier names (rather than
the Summary View, which provides classifier counts only).

Rerun a Completed Report

You can rerun a completed report to update the report results to a new snapshot in time. This option also lets you quickly
rerun the report without having to recreate it if your report was canceled or included errors. When you rerun a report, you
cannot change the report criteria. However, you can optionally rename the new instance of the report, change the email
address that is used for status notifications, and change the risk configuration that is used to evaluate the risk.

1. From the Saved Reports page, click the hyperlink for the completed report that you want to rerun.
2. Select Rerun.

The Build Report dialog box appears.
3. (Optional) To give this instance of the report a unique name, rename the report in the Report Name box. Or, keep the

existing report name. For more information, see Naming Conventions.
4. (Optional) Select or clear the Send Notification to Email check box as needed depending on whether you want report

status updates to be sent through email. If this box is selected, you can change the email address of the recipient if
needed. Only one email address is allowed, and it cannot exceed 50 characters.
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5. (Optional) Select a different Risk Configuration to run the report against. Or, keep the existing Risk Configuration
that was previously used. If the Risk Configuration that was previously used is no longer available, you must select a
configuration.

6. Select Rerun Report.
The report begins to generate.

Your new instance of the report appears in the report list. If you enabled email notifications, status updates are sent to the
specified email address.

Cancel a Running Report

Canceling a running report is useful, for example, if you realize that the report criteria is incorrect after you launched the
report, or if you launched the report by mistake.

You can only cancel a report with a status of RUNNING.

1. Refresh the report list to update the report status. Doing so ensures that the status is accurate, in the case where a
report status change might occur concurrent with your cancel request.

2. From the Saved Reports page, select Cancel for the report that you want to cancel.
A confirmation box appears.

3. Select Yes to cancel the report.
Your report status changes to CANCELLING. While a report is in the CANCELLING state, the report hyperlink is not
selectable.
When the cancellation completes, your report status changes to CANCELLED. The report hyperlink is now selectable.
However, the report data might be incomplete because the report generation did not complete.

If you no longer need the canceled report instance, you can delete it. If you canceled the report in error, you can rerun it.

Delete Saved Reports

You can delete your saved reports when you no longer need them. Doing so frees space in the database.

You cannot delete a report that is running. Instead, cancel it and then delete it. If there are reports with a status of
RUNNING, the select all check box is disabled.

1. From the Saved Reports page, select the reports that you want to delete:
– To delete one or more reports, click the check box to the left of the report name. Repeat for each report to be

deleted. You can only select and delete individual reports on the currently displayed page.
– To delete a group of reports, use the filter options to narrow the report list. Then, select the check box to the left of

the search heading to select all filtered reports.
– To delete all reports, click the check box to the left of the search heading.

2. Select Delete Reports.
A confirmation box appears.

3. Click Yes to delete the selected reports.

The selected reports are deleted from the database and the user interface.

Example: Delete reports by creator

You want to delete reports that were created by user ID JSMITH04. This user ID belonged to an employee who has not
worked for your company for over a year. The reports are no longer relevant to the business. You filter the report list with a
user ID of JSMITH04 in the Search by creator box. You then select all the reports on the filter results (using the check box
to the left of the search columns) and delete them (Delete Reports).

The reports that were created by user ID JSMITH04 are deleted from the Security Insights database and user interface.
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Filter the List of Saved Reports

To locate a report of interest quickly, filter the list of saved reports.

From the Saved Reports page, enter a search term in the search box that is located above a column. You can filter the
report list by the following attributes:

REPORT NAME
Specifies to filter the report list using the name of the report.
Example:
You are interested only in reports for the Finance department. You type "finance" in the Search by name box to
narrow the report list to only those reports with finance in the name.

CREATED BY
Specifies to filter the report list by the ID of the user who created the report.
Example:
You are interested only in reports that you have created. You type your user ID in the Search by creator box to
narrow the report list to only those reports that you created.

DATE
Specifies to filter the report list by the date the report was run.
Example:
You are interested only in reports that were run today. You select today's date from the Search by date calendar
to narrow the report list to only those reports that were run today.

STATUS
Specifies to filter the report list by the report status (CANCELLED, COMPLETED, ERROR, RUNNING).
Example:
You think you might have accidentally canceled one of your reports. You select CANCELLED from the Search by
status drop-down box to narrow the report list to only those reports that were canceled.

You have filtered your list of saved reports.

Filter the Report Results

To locate specific information within a report quickly, filter the report results by column. If your report includes messages,
you can filter the report results by message ID. Doing so lets you quickly locate report records that were flagged with a
specific message.

1. From the report results page, select Add Filter.
2. To filter results by column:

a. Select Add Column.
b. Use the drop-down boxes to define your filter. You can include an exact or partial search string in the Value box.
c. Repeat this step to add more filters, as needed.

3. To filter results by message:
a. Click the Select Messages drop-down arrow.
b. Click the check box for one or more messages IDs. Or, choose SELECT ALL to select all message IDs.

4. Click Apply.
NOTE
If you applied filters for columns and messages, the results are connected by an OR condition. An OR
condition means that a separate search occurs for each filter.

Your filtered report results appear.

Example: Filter a Report by Risk Level
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You want to see report results for only those resources that have a risk level of Significant impact. Doing so lets
you identify the highest risk resources first and prioritize actions for remediating them. You add a Column of RISK
LEVEL, an Operator of Equals, and a Value of Significant. Then, select Apply.

NOTE
The Value options reflect the values that you specified in your risk configuration. If you are using custom labels
in your risk configuration, the value options might vary from the selections in this example, which assumes the
default risk configuration.

The report results are filtered to show resources with a risk level of Significant impact.

Example: Filter a System-Critical Access Report for Parameter Libraries
You want to see report results for only those system-critical resources that are Parameter Libraries (PARMLIBs). You add
a Column of LISTED UNDER, an Operator of Equals, and a Value of PARMLIB. Then, select Apply.
The report results are filtered to show Parameter Libraries.

Example: Filter a Report by Message ID
You want to see report results for only those data sources that were flagged with message ID SIZ0517E. Message
SIZ0517E indicates access permission issues. From the Select Messages drop-down list, you click the check box for
SIZ0517E. Then, select Apply.
The report results are filtered to show data sources that were flagged with message SIZ0517E.

Example: Filter a Classifier Report by Pervasive Encryption Status and Message ID
You want to see report results for data sources that returned a null (NA) pervasive encryption status or that were flagged
with message ID SIZ0859E. Message SIZ0857E indicates that pervasive encryption could not be retrieved because the
Data Set Control Block does not exist.
From the Select Messages drop-down list, you click the check box for SIZ0857E.
You add a Column of PERVASIVE ENCRYPTION, an Operator of =, and a Value of NA. Then, select Apply.
The report results are filtered to show data sources that returned a Pervasive Encryption status of NA or that were flagged
with message SIZ0857E.

Filter the List of Report Messages

If your report includes messages, you can filter the list of messages by message ID to view specific message details
quickly.

1. From the report results page, select View Details at the bottom, right of a message banner.
The Report Details dialog box appears.

2. Click the Filter Details by Messages drop-down arrow.
3. Click the check box for one or more messages to view the details. Or, enter a message ID in the search box. You can

include an exact or partial search string in the search box.

Your filtered message results appear.

Use Case Videos
Review the list of Security Insights overview videos and how-to videos to learn how the product can help you improve your
mainframe security posture.

Security Insights offers the following use case videos to complement the documentation and demonstrate how to
implement and use product features.
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NOTE

These videos are available on the Broadcom Educate YouTube channel in the Security Insights playlist.

Video Link Title and Description

Security Insights: Overview
This video provides an overview of the Security Insights Platform,
including how to build a report, access your saved reports, and
view sample reports.
Run time: 3 min 56 sec
Security Insights: Identify Access to Your System-Critical
Libraries
This video demonstrates how to create a Security Insights
System-Critical Access Report to understand existing security
risks in your APF-authorized Libraries (APFLISTs), Link Pack
Area Libraries (LPALISTs), Linklist Libraries (LINKLISTs), and
Parameter Libraries (PARMLIBs).
Run time: 8 min 1 sec
Security Insights: Identify Access to Specified Resources
This video demonstrates how to create a Security Insights
Business-Critical Resource Access Report to understand existing
security risks in your human resource, sales, payroll, or account
information.
Run time: 7 min 54 sec
Security Insights: Examine Classification and Pervasive
Encryption by Resource
This video demonstrates how to create a Security Insights
Classifier Report to see the classification data and encryption data
for mainframe data sources. This information helps you identify
high-risk resources that might require more security measures,
like pervasive encryption.
Run time: 7 min 25 sec
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Maintaining
Includes procedures to apply and deploy product maintenance to the Security Insights primary and secondary LPARs in a
non-installation situation.

First, apply the product maintenance using one of the procedures in Install Maintenance. Then, use the articles in this
section to deploy the product maintenance to the primary LPAR and the secondary LPARs, if applicable.

The procedures in this section are intended as part of a non-installation maintenance application. If you are applying
maintenance during the product installation, see Deploy to the Primary LPAR.

Deploy Maintenance to the Primary LPAR
Deploy Security Insights maintenance to the runtime environment from an existing SMP/E installation for the primary
LPAR in a non-installation maintenance application.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. Before you start this procedure, apply the product maintenance using Install Maintenance. Then,
use this procedure to deploy the product maintenance to the Security Insights runtime environment on a primary LPAR.

IMPORTANT
This procedure is intended as part of a non-installation maintenance application. If you are applying
maintenance during a product installation, see Deploy to the Primary LPAR.

Package the Required Data Sets for Deployment to the Primary LPAR

Edit and run the SIZDEP01 job to package the required data set for the deployment to the primary LPAR. 

1. Stop the Security Insights services on the primary LPAR:
S SIZSRVRD

2. During installation, you created a copy of the SIZDEP01 job for the primary LPAR. Retrieve the copy of the job for
this runtime instance from the user-defined PDS. This user-defined PDS was created during installation when you
deployed the product to a runtime instance.

3. Review the entire job to verify that the existing values are acceptable. These values were defined during the initial
product installation. Edit any values, as needed.

4. Submit the job.
The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The job does the following tasks:

• Creates the dployhlq.lparname.STAGE.CFINCFG data set:
– Copies configuration members to STAGE(CFINCFG).
– Copies the target_hlq.CFINJCL(SIZDEP03) job

You use this job later on the target primary LPAR.
• Creates the dployhlq.lparname.STAGE.CFINZFS data set:

– Copies the zFS data sets (USS files) from the SMP/E target.
• Packages the following dump data sets using ADRDSSU:

– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINCFG
– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINPDS
– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINZFS
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Transport the Packaged Data Sets

Choose one of the following options:

• If your site uses shared DASD, skip this step. Go to Restore the Packaged Data Sets on the Primary LPAR.
• If your site does not use shared DASD, transport the packaged data sets and your user-defined PDS (created in the

previous section) to the primary LPAR.
You can use job SIZDEP10 in your user-defined PDS as a template to FTP the packaged data sets. You can also
modify the SIZDEP10 job to FTP the user-defined PDS. Or, you can transport the user-defined PDS following your site
standards.

The data sets and your user-defined PDS are now available on the primary LPAR.

Restore the Packaged Data Sets on the Primary LPAR

To restore the packaged data sets on the primary LPAR, edit and run the SIZDEP02 job on the primary LPAR.

1. Unmount the USS file systems:
UNMOUNT FILESYSTEM('hlq.CSIZCACH) IMMEDIATE

UNMOUNT FILESYSTEM('hlq.CFINZFS') IMMEDIATE

2. Retrieve the restore job, SIZDEP02, from your user-defined PDS.
3. Review the entire job to verify that the existing values are acceptable. These values were defined during the initial

product installation. Edit any values, as needed.
4. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The packaged data sets are restored on the primary LPAR. The CFINZFS file system is remounted. The CSIZCACH file
system is remounted later in this procedure.

Configure the Packaged Data Sets on the Primary LPAR

Configure the packaged data sets on the primary LPAR. Run the SIZDEP03 job to configure the restored data sets with
the values that you specified in the configuration member.

1. Retrieve the SIZCFGx members from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
2. Edit the members according to the HOLDDATA, if any.

The configuration variables are updated with the appropriate values.
3. Retrieve the configuration job, SIZDEP03, from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
4. Review the entire job to verify that the existing values are acceptable. These values were defined during the initial

product installation. Edit any values, as needed.
5. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The packaged data sets are configured on the primary LPAR.

Create and Mount the File System on the Primary LPAR

Create and mount the CSIZCACH file system directory on the primary LPAR.

1. Retrieve the SIZCACHE job from runtime_hlq.CFINJCL.
2. Review the job and edit it according to the job comments.
3. Submit the job.

The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.
4. Restart the Security Insights services on the primary LPAR:

S SIZSRVRU
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You have deployed and configured the product maintenance to the runtime environment on the primary LPAR.

If you deployed Security Insights to secondary LPARs, deploy the maintenance to those LPARs. Go to Deploy
Maintenance to a Secondary LPAR.

Deploy Maintenance to a Secondary LPAR
Deploy Security Insights maintenance to the runtime environment from an existing SMP/E installation for a secondary
LPAR in a non-installation maintenance application.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. Before you start this procedure, apply the product maintenance using Install Maintenance. Then,
use this procedure to deploy the product maintenance to the Security Insights runtime environment on a secondary LPAR.

IMPORTANT
This procedure is intended as part of a non-installation maintenance application. If you are applying
maintenance during a product installation, see (Optional) Deploy to the Secondary LPARs.

Package the Required Data Sets for Deployment to the Secondary LPAR

Edit and run the SIZDEP11 job to package the required data set for the deployment to the secondary LPAR. 

1. Stop the Security Insights services on the secondary LPAR:
S SIZSRV2D

2. During installation, you created a copy of the SIZDEP11 job for the secondary LPAR. Retrieve the copy of the job for
this runtime instance from the user-defined PDS. This user-defined PDS was created during installation when you
deployed the product to a runtime instance.

3. Review the entire job to verify that the existing values are acceptable. These values were defined during the initial
product installation. Edit any values, as needed.

WARNING
The dployhlq.lparname qualifier for the secondary LPAR must be different from what you specified for the
dployhlq.lparname qualifier for the primary LPAR in the SIZDEP01 job.

4. Submit the job.
The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The job does the following tasks:

• Creates the dployhlq.lparname.STAGE.CFINCFG data set:
– Copies configuration members to STAGE(CFINCFG).
– Copies the target_hlq.CFINJCL(SIZDEP13) job

You use this job later on the target secondary LPAR.
• Creates the dployhlq.lparname.STAGE.CFINZFS data set:

– Copies the zFS data sets (USS files) from the SMP/E target.
• Packages the following dump data sets using ADRDSSU:

– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINCFG
– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINPDS
– dployhlq.lparname.DUMP.CFINZFS

Transport the Packaged Data Sets

Choose one of the following options:

• If your site uses shared DASD, skip this step. Go to Restore the Packaged Data Sets on the Primary LPAR.
• If your site does not use shared DASD, transport the packaged data sets and your user-defined PDS (created in the

previous section) to the primary LPAR.
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You can use job SIZDEP10 in your user-defined PDS as a template to FTP the packaged data sets. You can also
modify the SIZDEP10 job to FTP the user-defined PDS. Or, you can transport the user-defined PDS following your site
standards.

The data sets and your user-defined PDS are now available on the primary LPAR.

Restore the Packaged Data Sets on the Secondary LPAR

Restore the packaged data sets on the secondary LPAR and mount the USS file system using the SIZDEP12.

1. Unmount the USS file system:
UNMOUNT FILESYSTEM('hlq.CFINZFS') IMMEDIATE

2. Retrieve the restore job, SIZDEP12, from your user-defined PDS.
3. Review the entire job to verify that the existing values are acceptable. These values were defined during the initial

product installation. Edit any values, as needed.
4. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The packaged data sets are restored on the secondary LPAR. The CFINZFS file system is remounted.

Configure the Packaged Data Sets on the Secondary LPAR

Configure the packaged data sets on the secondary LPAR. Run the SIZDEP13 job to configure the restored data sets with
the values that you specified in the configuration member.

1. Retrieve the SIZCFGx members from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
2. Edit the members according to the HOLDDATA, if any.

The configuration variables are updated with the appropriate values.
3. Retrieve the configuration job, SIZDEP13, from restored_hlq.CFINCFG.
4. Review the entire job to verify that the existing values are acceptable. These values were defined during the initial

product installation. Edit any values, as needed.
5. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.
The packaged data sets are configured on the secondary LPAR.

6. Restart the Security Insights services on the secondary LPAR:
S SIZSRV2U

You have deployed and configured the product maintenance to the runtime environment on a secondary LPAR.
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Troubleshooting
Includes procedures to gather logs to send to Broadcom Support for diagnostics and to troubleshoot system issues and
error messages.

Before you contact Broadcom Support for help, review the troubleshooting articles to determine whether your issue can be
resolved with the information provided. If you do contact Broadcom Support, do the following steps:

• Save any system dumps that were generated, the associated job logs, and the job output.
• Supply this information to Broadcom Support. Doing so can help resolve your issue more quickly.

API Gateway Service Is Not Available by URL Error
Troubleshoot the "API Gateway Service is not available by URL" error which appears when the browser is waiting for the
Gateway Service to initialize.

Symptom

When I start the Security Insights started tasks, the following error message appears in the Discovery Services URL:

{"messages":[{"messageType":"ERROR","messageNumber":"ZWEAS103E","

messageContent":"API Gateway Service is not available by URL '/' 

(API Gateway is required because it provides the authentication functionality)","

      messageKey":"org.zowe.apiml.security.gatewayNotAvailable"}]}

Solution

After you start the Security Insights started tasks, the Discovery Service takes a few minutes to initialize. While it waits for
the Gateway Service to initialize, the browser might display this error message. However, no error has occurred. When the
Gateway Service is initialized, the Discovery Service URL displays. You can then check the status of the services to verify
that all services are running.

Data Content Discovery Controller Missing RDATALIB Access
Troubleshoot the issue in which you cannot integrate Data Content Discovery with Security Insights because Data
Content Discovery is not registering due to missing Controller ID access to the RDATALIB resource.

Symptom

I am integrating Data Content Discovery with Security Insights, but Data Content Discovery is not registering to Security
Insights.

Solution

The Data Content Discovery Controller ID (DCDCONTL) likely does not have access to the RDATALIB resource. This
access allows the Controller ID to connect to Security Insights using the same keyring and certificates.

Commands for granting the Controller ID read access to the RDATALIB resource are provided in Configure the Security
Environment. If you did not execute those commands during the installation, the access might be missing. Issue the
following commands to grant the access:

• ACF2:
ACF

SET RESOURCE(RDA) 
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RECKEY ring_owner ADD($ROLESET) RECKEY keyring_userid ADD(ring_name.LST USER(DCDCONTL) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

 ALLOW)

• Top Secret:
TSS PERMIT(DCDCONTL) RDATALIB(keyring_userid.ring_name.LST) ACCESS(READ)

• IBM RACF:
PERMIT keyring_userid.ring_name.LST CLASS(RDATALIB) ID(DCDCONTL) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(RDATALIB) REFRESH

keyring_userid
User ID to which a Security Insights keyring is associated.
Default: SISRVR

ring_name
Ring name for the keyring record to which the certificate information is to be associated.
Default: SIRING

Cannot Determine the LPAR & Plex, Exiting Error at Startup
Troubleshoot the "Cannot Determine the LPAR and Plex" error in the JES console which is preventing the Security
Insights services from starting.

Symptom

When I try to start the Security Insights started task, the services do not start. I see the following error message in the JES
console:

Cannot determine the lpar & plex, exiting 

Solution

The Security Insights started task might have been started accidentally from another LPAR in a symmetrical sysplex
environment. Ensure that you are running the started task on the LPAR on which it was deployed.

If the system is using a virtual IP address, add the following command to the TCP/IP profile. Doing so allows the product
to find the IP address entry during startup.

VIPADEFine MOVEable IMMEDiate 255.255.255.255 [virtual_ip_address]

virtual_ip_address
Identifies the IP address for the LPAR.

Error SIZ1011E Appears in the Classifier Report
Troubleshoot the SIZ1011E error in the Classifier Report which indicates that the Data Content Discovery registration is
taking longer than expected or a required service is down.

Symptom

When viewing the Classifier Report results, I see the following error:

SIZ1011E - No CA Data Content Discovery Controllers were found in the current configuration.

Solution

Data Content Discovery automatically registers with the API Mediation Layer Discovery Service. If the Discovery Service
is down, Data Content Discovery tries to register every 30 seconds. Wait a few minutes to see whether Data Content
Discovery registers successfully.
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If the problem persists, Data Content Discovery might be configured improperly to the API Mediation Layer Discovery
Service. Verify that the required services are running.

1. Open a browser, and navigate to the Discovery Service URL. Use the following format:
https://discovery_host:discovery_port

discovery_host
Specifies the Discovery Service host name. You set this host in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_DISCOVERY_HOST).

discovery_port
Specifies the Discovery Service port number. You set this port number in the SIZCFG member (variable
SI_DISCOVERY_PORT).
Default: 47723

The Discovery Service URL appears, showing the status of the Security Insights Services instances that are registered
to Eureka.

2. Verify that Data Content Discovery is running. Running services have a Status of UP. Data Content Discovery is
denoted with an Application name that is prefixed with CAMFDCD.
– If Data Content Discovery is not running, start the Controller manually. For more information, see the Data Content

Discovery documentation.
S DCDCONTL

– If Data Content Discovery is running and the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

Error SIZ1030E Appears When Generating Classifier Report
Troubleshoot the SIZ1030E error when trying to run the Security Insights Classifier Report which indicates that some
required permissions might be missing.

Symptom

When I try to generate a Classifier Report, I see error SIZ1030E in the Security Insights user interface:

SIZ1030E Failed to log in to CA Data Content Discovery reposistory_name.

Solution

You might be missing permissions that are required to generate the classifier information for the Classifier Report:

• The server started task (STC) ID requires access to the PTKTDATA resource class for the CADCD APPLID.
• The user ID requires the CADCD resource permission of DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW.

1. Ask your security administrator to review the SYSLOG. Look for a message similar to the following message, which
indicates that the server is missing access to the PTKTDATA resource.
11.30.35 STC36536  TSS7250E 136 J=SIGTWZ1 A=SISRVR TYPE=PTKTDATA RESOURCE=IRRPTAUTH.CADCD.USER1

11.30.35 STC36536  TSS7251E Access Denied to PTKTDATA <IRRPTAUTH.CADCD.USER1> 

a. If this message does not appear in the SYSLOG, the user ID might be missing the CADCD resource permission.
Go to step 2.

b. If this message does appear in the SYSLOG, add the required permission to the server STC ID:
NOTE
Before you can issue the following commands, verify that the application is authorized to generate or
evaluate PassTickets. Otherwise, the commands fail. For more information, see the applicable ESM
documentation.

ACF2 Example
SET RESOURCE(PTK)

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(CADCD.- UID(server_ID) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW)
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F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

Top Secret Example
TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(CADCD) SESSKEY(session_key) SIGNMULTI

TSS ADDTO(CASI_DEPT) PTKDATA(IRRPTAUTH.CADCD)      

TSS PERMIT(server_ID) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.CADCD.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

TSS REFRESH

IBM RACF Example
RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.CADCD.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.CADCD.* CL(PTKTDATA) ID(server_ID) ACCESS(UPDATE)   

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH 

server_ID
Specifies the server STC ID:

• If you are using the Security Insights-packaged Zowe components, this value is the Security Insights Server
STC ID, SISRVR.

• If you are running Security Insights with a full production Zowe instance, this value is the Zowe Server STC ID
(ZOWESRV, by default). For more information, see the Zowe documentation.

session_key
(Top Secret only) Specifies a hexadecimal "password" that is unique to each application that is defined by a
PSTKAPPL keyword. You must supply a session key with PSTKAPPL.
Range: Up to 16 characters

CASI_DEPT
(Top Secret only) Department ACID for Security Insights. You defined this variable in the SIZCFG member.

The server STC ID now has the required access. Try generating the Classifier Report again.
2. Log in to Data Content Discovery to see if the following message appears:

DCDA001E You do not have access to the CA DCD application.

a. If this message does not appear at login, contact Broadcom Support for help.
b. If this message does appear at login, ask the security administrator to add the permission to the user ID:

ACF2 Example
SET RESOURCE(DCD)

RECKEY DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW ADD(USER(user_ID) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(DCD)       

Top Secret Example
TSS PERMIT(user_ID) CADCD(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW) ACCESS(READ)

IBM RACF Example
PERMIT DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW CLASS(CADCD) ID(user_ID) ACCESS(READ)

user_ID
Specifies the user ID that is missing the CADCD resource permission.

The user ID now has the required permission. Try generating the Classifier Report again.

Failed to Connect to Security Insights Error at Login
Troubleshoot the "Failed to Connect" error at login which indicates that your user ID might be missing the required OMVS
or TSO segments.

Symptom

When trying to log in to Security Insights, I see the following error message:

Failed to connect to Security Insights
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Solution

Verify that your user ID has OMVS and TSO segments defined. These segments are required for any Security Insights
user.

1. To determine whether your user ID includes these segments, log in to TSO:
LOGON user_id

– If your login fails, your user ID is missing the TSO segment.
Ask your security administrator to add the required segments to your user ID.

– If your login is successful, your user ID includes a TSO segment.
Next, determine whether your user ID includes an OMVS segment. To do so, issue the following command in ISPF:
TSO OMVS

If your user ID is missing the OMVS segment, the following messages appear and you are exited from OMVS. Ask
your security administrator to add an OMVS segment to your user ID.
FSUM2159I No session was started. This TSO/E user ID has no defined UID.+     

FSUM2160I Function = sigprocmask, return value = FFFFFFFF, return code = 0000009C, reason code

 = 0B0C00FC

2. If your user ID includes both segments and the problem persists, ask your security administrator to run job SIZLOGC
to gather Application logs. Provide the logs to Broadcom Support for analysis.

Gather Information for Diagnostics
If you encounter an issue with Security Insights, gather the diagnostic files to provide to Broadcom Support. Doing so can
expedite the time that it takes to resolve your issue.

To help you quickly gather and send key diagnostic information, we provide a JCL job, SIZLOGC. This job does the
following steps:

• Gathers and copies the key diagnostic information
• Compresses the diagnostic information into a single tar file
• FTPs the tar file to Broadcom Support

1. Follow the procedure in Set the Log Level to TRACE to set the log level to TRACE to gather the key diagnostic
information.

WARNING
The TRACE level is intended for use only by Broadcom Support personnel when working a Support case.
Do not set this variable during normal day-to-day operations. Set this variable only under the direction of
Broadcom Support.

2. Stop the Security Insights Services on the Primary LPAR, if it is active:
S SIZSRVRD

3. Retrieve the SIZLOGC job from restored_hlq.CFINJCL.
4. Review the job and edit the job according to its comments.

TIP
This job includes a step to FTP the tar file automatically to Broadcom Support. If you prefer to FTP the tar
file to Broadcom Support manually, comment out the PUT step. After the job runs, retrieve the tar file from
<SI_INSTALL_HOME> and manually FTP the file.

5. Submit the job.
The expected return code is 0. A tar file is saved to <SI_INSTALL_HOME>/logs. The tar file is sent to Broadcom
Support.
– SI_INSTALL_HOME

Specifies the UNIX System Services (USS) target directory name where Security Insights is installed. This directory
must be read/write enabled for log files to be created when the application runs.
Example: /cai/cfinr1m0/logs
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6. Restart the Security Insights Services on the Primary LPAR:
S SIZSRVRU

7. Repeat this procedure for each Secondary LPAR, if Security Insights Services are deployed to Secondary LPARs.
When stopping the Secondary LPAR, use started task SIZSRV2D . When restarting the Secondary LPAR, use started
task SIZSRV2U .

You have supplied the diagnostic information to Broadcom Support for diagnosis.

JDBC Driver and Native DDL Version Mismatch
Troubleshoot the error in the Security Insights Orchestration app log file which indicates a version mismatch between the
JDBC driver and the native DDL.

Symptom

I see an error similar to the following message in the Security Insights Orchestration app log file, indicating that the Java
driver and native dynamic link library (DDL) are incompatible:

Caused by: com.ibm.db2.jcc.am.SqlException: [jcc][50053][12310][4.27.26] T2zOS exception: 

[jcc][T2zos]T2zosConfiguration.checkCompatibility: Java driver and native DLL are incompatible, 

reason: Java driver version [4.27.26], native DLL version [4.26.18] ERRORCODE=-4228, SQLSTATE=null

The Orchestration app log file is at %RTPATH%/logs/orchestrationApp.log.
RTPATH

Specifies the Runtime USS path. You set this path during the product configuration.

Solution

The JDBC driver version and the native DDL version are incompatible because the versions do not match.

Work with your Db2 database administrator to bring the JDBC driver and the native DDL to the same version.

JDBC Type 2 Drivers Are Not Installed
Troubleshoot the missing JDBC type 2 (Native-API) drivers which are required in the Security Insights JDBC DDL
directory or the SDSNLOD2 library.

Symptom

JDBC drivers are client-side adapters that convert Java programs requests to a protocol that Db2 can understand.
Security Insights requires JDBC type 2 (Native-API) drivers. Your Security Insights instance might not have these drivers
in the JDBC DDL directory or the SDSNLOD2 library.

Solution

1. Verify that the external load modules are included in the Db2 JDBC DDL directory:
ls -l ${DB2_JDBC_PATH}/lib

${DB2_JDBC_PATH}
Specifies the JDBC DDL directory where the product loads the JDBC type 2 drivers. This directory is specified in
the export LIBPATH statement for the Orchestration service startup.

Example:
ls -l /sys/DB2/usr/lpp/db2/jdbc/lib
You see output similar to the following sample:
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 erwxrwxrwx 8 Nov 16 2021 libdb2jcct2zos.so -> DSNAQJL2 erwxrwxrwx 8 Nov 16 2021 libdb2jcct2zos4.so

 -> DSNAJ3L2 erwxrwxrwx 8 Nov 16 2021 libdb2jcct2zos4_64.so -> DSNAJ6L2 erwxrwxrwx 8 Nov 16 2021

 libdb2jcct2zos_64.so -> DSNAQ6L2

The first character of the output (the e character) identifies the file as an external link.
To the right of the arrow, the output shows the name of the external load module that the external link points to.
a. If the external load modules are included in the directory, continue to the next step.
b. If the external load modules are not included in the directory, work with your Db2 database administrator to install

them. For more information, see the IBM documentation about installing IBM Data Server Driver for JDBC and
SQLJ.

2. When the runtime environment loads a DLL that refers to an external load module, it locates the DDL using a search
order of STEPLIB, Link Pack Area (LPA), z/OS Linklist. To use the JDBC type 2 driver, Security Insights includes the
SDSNLOD2 library in the STEPLIB library concatenation.
Browse the SDSNLOD2 library to verify that it includes the required members for loading external modules:
BROWSE DB2.SDSNLOD2

You see output similar to the following sample:
Command ===>

 Name Size TTR AC AM RM

_________ DSNAJ3L2 00064F68 000010 00 31 ANY

_________ DSNAJ6L2 00082FB8 00000E 00 64 ANY

_________ DSNAQJL2 00064E40 00000F 00 31 ANY

_________ DSNAQ6L2 00082E48 00000D 00 64 ANY

a. If the external load modules are not included in the SDSNLOD2 library, work with your Db2 database administrator
to include them. For more information, see the IBM documentation about installing IBM Data Server Driver for
JDBC and SQLJ.

Required Services Are Not Running at Startup
Troubleshoot errors in the Security Insights Orchestration App log file which prevent the required Discovery, Gateway, and
Insights services from starting.

Symptom

After I start the Security Insights started tasks, one or more of the required services (Discovery Service, Gateway Service,
and Insights Service) do not start. Messages similar to the following messages appear in the Orchestration logs:

2020-10-29 23:24:54.463  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification Task - Iteration: 1

2020-10-29 23:24:54.463  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 1

2020-10-29 23:24:57.473  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 2

2020-10-29 23:25:00.477  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 3

2020-10-29 23:25:08.484  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification Task - Iteration: 2

2020-10-29 23:25:08.485  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 1

2020-10-29 23:25:11.488  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 2

2020-10-29 23:25:14.493  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 3
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2020-10-29 23:25:22.498  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification Task - Iteration: 3

2020-10-29 23:25:22.499  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 1

2020-10-29 23:25:25.503  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 2

2020-10-29 23:25:28.509  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 3

2020-10-29 23:25:36.514  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification Task - Iteration: 4

2020-10-29 23:25:36.515  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 1

2020-10-29 23:25:39.519  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 2

2020-10-29 23:25:42.523  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 3

2020-10-29 23:25:50.528  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification Task - Iteration: 5

2020-10-29 23:25:50.529  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 1

2020-10-29 23:25:53.532  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 2

      2020-10-29 23:25:56.537  INFO [camfsi,b994f38e74fc72df,67706b7b52c8ff9d,false] 17107193 --- [        

  INZ-1] .b.i.s.i.ApplicationSuiteStartupVerifier : SI App Startup Verification - attempt: 3

Solution

The Security Insights configuration might be missing a required step that is preventing a service from starting. Review the
installation checklist to verify that all steps were completed.

The system where Security Insights is installed might require more time to verify that the services are running (UP status).
To increase the time, edit the following settings as needed in the shell script runtime_path/util/si_orc.sh. Then, restart
Security Insights.

Example:

With the following settings, the startup verification makes 3 polling attempts every 10 seconds and repeats these attempts
60 times with a 1-minute delay, for a total of 1.5 hours.

• Number of iterations to check for UP status:
IJO="$IJO -Dcom.broadcom.insights.service.startup.verificatonIterations=60"

• Number of milliseconds of delay between each iteration:
IJO="$IJO -Dcom.broadcom.insights.service.startup.verificatonIterationDelay=60000"

• Number of attempts within an iteration:
IJO="$IJO -D  com.broadcom.insights.service.startup.verificatonAttempts=3" 

• Number of milliseconds of delay between each attempt:
IJO="$IJO -D  com.broadcom.insights.service.startup.verificatonAttemptDelay=10000" 

Set the Log Level to TRACE
To help Broadcom Support personnel gather key diagnostic information when an issue arises, set the Security Insights log
level to TRACE.

This TRACE level controls the amount and type of information that the server writes to the log file.
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WARNING
The TRACE level is intended for use only by Broadcom Support personnel when working a Support case. Do
not set this variable during normal day-to-day operations. Set this variable only under the direction of Broadcom
Support.

By default, the log level is set to INFO. To gather diagnostics, change the log level to TRACE.

1. Navigate to the SI_INSTALL_HOME/util folder. The following Security Insights Services startup shell scripts (.sh files)
reside in this folder. For more information about the Services, see Verify the Status of the Security Insights Services:

si_insights.sh
Startup script for the primary Insights Service. (If you are FTPing this file to modify it, download it in ASCII mode.)

si_insights2.sh
Startup script for the secondary Insights Service, if you deployed to secondary LPARs

2. Edit the following line in each script, as needed, to change the level from INFO to TRACE:
From:
export LOG_LEVEL=INFO

To:
export LOG_LEVEL=TRACE

3. Restart the Security Insights Services:
– Start the required services on the primary LPAR:

S SIZSRVRU

– If you deployed Security Insights to secondary LPARs, start the required services on each secondary LPAR:
S SIZSRV2U

The log level has been changed to TRACE.

After the logs are provided to Broadcom Support, follow the same process to return the log level from TRACE to INFO.

UI Session Invalidated
Troubleshoot the issue in which your user interface (UI) session is invalidated and you are logged out of the Security
Insights UI.

Symptom

While working in the Security Insights UI, my login session is invalidated and I am logged out of the UI.

Solution

If your Security Insights deployment uses a full production Zowe™ instance, it might be using the z/OS Management
Facility (z/OSMF) as its JSON web token (JWT) provider. If z/OSMF is the JWT provider and multiple environments share
a single z/OSMF instance, a logoff from one session invalidates all sessions that use the same login credentials. This
behavior is a limitation of z/OSMF.

Try logging in to the UI again.

To avoid this behavior in the future, ask your security administrator about using SAF as the JWT provider.

NOTE
When a user session is invalidated, users are only logged out of the UI. Any reports or other activities that were
running under their session continue processing normally.
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VSAM Cache Out of Space Error
Troubleshoot the "VSAM Cache Out of Space" error in the Security Insights Orchestration App log file which indicates that
you must free space on the volume.

Symptom

I cannot create a Security Insights report, and I see the following error message in the Security Insights Orchestration App
log file:

c.b.i.common.persistance.VsamCacheImpl   : Cannot save data.  Composite Key (reportId|recordType|

recordNumber): '16823|SCHEMA|1' 

Data length: 24835 com.ibm.jzos.ZFileException: //'SI.DEV.XX.REPORTS.XXXX': fwrite() failed;

EDC5003I Truncation of a record occurred during an I/O operation.; errno=3 errno2=0xc0490047 last_op=60

 errorCode=0x0

      at com.ibm.jzos.ZFile.fwrite(Native Method)

Solution

The volume where the VSAM Cache file is created is out of space. Free space on the volume, and try creating the report
again.

Warning When Connecting to UI Using Unsigned Certificate
Troubleshoot a browser warning message when trying to connect securely to the Security Insights user interface using an
unsigned certificate.

Symptom

When I try to connect to the user interface using a secure connection (https), I see a warning message in my browser. The
message warns that the connection is not private or has a potential security risk.

Solution

You likely used an unsigned certificate when setting up security during the product configuration. The sample security job
creates an unsigned, local certificate. If you did not remove the section of the JCL that creates the unsigned certificate and
point to a signed certificate instead, the product uses the unsigned certificate to connect.

To mitigate this warning message, choose one of the following options:

• To continue using an unsigned certificate, acknowledge the browser warning message and accept the security risk.
• Replace the unsigned certificate with an externally signed certificate. For the procedure, see Configure Security

Insights Using Trusted Certificates.

For more information about the security jobs, see Configure the Security Environment.

Zowe Gateway Server Missing PTKTDATA Resource Class Access
Troubleshoot when the Gateway Server is missing access to the PTKTDATA resource class for PassTicket generation
when Security Insights is using a full production Zowe.

Symptom

I am running Security Insights using a full production Zowe instance (instead of the Security Insights-packaged Zowe API
Mediation Layer components). The Zowe Gateway Server ID does not have access to the PTKTDATA resource class to
allow PassTicket generation.
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Solution

NOTE
If you are using the Security Insights-packaged Zowe API Mediation Layer components, see the security JCL for
the commands to grant access to the PTKTDATA resource class for PassTicket generation. The JCL job names
are SIZACFK (ACF2), SIZTSSK (Top Secret), and SIZRACFK (IBM RACF).

Commands for granting the Zowe Gateway Server ID access to the PTKTDATA resource class were provided in
Configure the Security Environment. If you did not execute those commands, the access might be missing. Issue the
following commands to grant the access:

• ACF2:
SET RESOURCE(PTK)                                

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD($ROLESET) RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(MVSsmfid.- USER((zowe_gateway_userid) SERVICE(UPDATE)

 ALLOW)   

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

• Top Secret:
TSS PERMIT(zowe_gateway_userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.MVSsmfid.) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

• IBM RACF:
RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH .MVSsmfid.* UACC(NONE)                      

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.MVSsmfid.* CL(PTKTDATA) ID(zowe_gateway_userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH  

zowe_gateway_userid
Specifies the user ID for the Zowe Gateway Server.

MVSsmfid
Specifies the system identifier.

• If you are using SAF as the JSON web token (JWT) token provider, this value is MVS followed by the system
management facilities (SMF) identifier for the system. For example, MVSCA19.

• If you are using z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) as the JWT provider, this value is IZUDFLT.
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Messages
Review the Security Insights product-related messages. Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning
situations, and error conditions that may occur.

This section includes product-related messages for Security Insights. The Security Insights user interface also surfaces
messages from the underlying security products that it uses to gather report information. For information about those
messages, see the product-specific documentation:

• ACF2 for z/OS messages documentation
• Data Content Discovery messages documentation
• Top Secret for z/OS messages documentation

SIZ0000E
No LPARs are available.

Reason

The System (LPAR) drop-down list in the report criteria cannot be populated because no instances of the Insights Service
could be found. The Insights Service (CAMFSIINSIGHTS) is either not registered or is not running.

Action

Check the status of the Insights Services from the Discovery Services URL to verify that an instance is registered and
running. For more information, see Verify the Status of the Security Insights Services.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0002E
Request failed

Reason

An internal server error occurred with a status code of 500.

Action

Check the log for more information. The logs are located at ${SI_INSTALL_HOME}/logs.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.
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SIZ0003E
Request failed

Reason

An unknown issue occurred.

Action

Check the log for more information. The logs are located at ${SI_INSTALL_HOME}/logs.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0004E
The report was not created properly or cannot be accessed.

Reason

An issue related to VSAM caching occurred. The VSAM cache was not configured properly, or the VSAM cache ran out of
space.

Action

Check the log for more information. If the VSAM cache is not configured properly, correct the issues. If the VSAM ran out
of cache space, increase the space allocation. If there are no VSAM issues, the database might be down.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0005E
Data set no longer exists or is inaccessible on the catalog.

Reason

A Catalog Search error occurred while trying to locate the data set. However, some classifier findings might have been
reported.

Action:

No action is required.
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SIZ0007E
Request failed due to timeout. A response was not received by the Zowe Gateway within the allowed time frame.
ZWEAM700E: Read timed out.

Reason

While processing your request, the Zowe Server exceeded the allowed threshold limit. Your request was not completed.

Action

Try adding more filters to your search to reduce the number of records returned. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0008W
The report was cancelled. The report data might be incomplete.

Reason

Your report was cancelled before the report generation completed. As a result, the data in the report results might be incomplete.

Action

Try generating the report again.

SIZ0009I
This report does not include the Global Access information. Please rerun the report.

Reason

This report was generated using a version of the product that did not surface Global Access values. Global Access means
that wide access was granted to users by applying the access to the resource itself. This information is important when
identifying potential security exposures.

Action

No action is required. To see the Global Access information, rerun this report to update all the data, including the global
access values.

SIZ0010W
Rerun is disabled for this report. The specified System (LPAR) is not configured on this instance.

Reason

You cannot rerun this report because the System (LPAR) that is specified in the report is not configured on this instance
of Security Insights.
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Action

Configure the LPAR on this Security Insights instance, and then rerun the report. Or, create a report with the same criteria
against a configured LPAR.

SIZ0500E
service_name service required to generate the report is down or inaccessible.

Reason

The specified service which is required to generate the report is down or it is inaccessible. The requested report could not
be generated.

service_name
Identifies the name of the Security Insights service that is down or inaccessible. For example, Discovery service,
Insights service, SAF service.

Action

Verify that the specified service is up and accessible on its designated port. For more information, see Verify the Status of
the Security Insights Services. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0504E
SAF service encountered an error when executing the Entities API call on the data set.

Reason

The Entities API call could not be executed by the SAF service on the data set. The requested report could not be
generated.

Action

Verify that the SAF service and its load libraries are configured correctly. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0505E
SAF Entities call returned an invalid or incomplete response.
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Reason

The SAF Entities call returned an invalid or incomplete response due to a misconfiguration in the LOADLIB setup. The
requested report could not be generated.

Action

Verify that the SAF service and its load libraries are configured correctly. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0506E
SAF service encountered an error when executing the IDs API call on the data set.

Reason

The IDs API call could not be executed by the SAF service on the data set. The requested report could not be generated.

Action

Verify that the SAF service and its load libraries are configured correctly. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0507E
SAF IDs call returned an invalid or incomplete response.

Reason

The SAF IDs call returned an invalid or incomplete response due to a misconfiguration in the LOADLIB setup. The
requested report could not be generated.

Action

Verify that the SAF service and its load libraries are configured correctly. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.
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SIZ0508E
The report cannot be submitted due to a lack of resources on the server.

Reason

The server does not have enough resources to handle the request. The server might be overloaded.

Action

Try submitting the report later.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0509E
The LPAR value(s) cannot be determined.

Reason

Due to an issue with the Insights service, the LPARs cannot be determined. As a result, the System (LPAR) drop-down
menu cannot be populated.

Action

Verify that the Insights service is running and accessible on its designated port. For more information about starting the
services, see Verify the Status of the Security Insights Services. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0510E
The report(s) cannot be deleted.

Reason

The report(s) might already be deleted.

Action

Refresh the report list and try again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0513E
The reports cannot be cancelled.

Reason

You can only cancel a report with a status of RUNNING. One or more reports might already have been canceled or
completed before your cancellation request was received.

Action

Refresh the report list page to update the report status. If the report status is still Running, try canceling the report again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0514E
The email address input parameter cannot be processed.

Reason

The email address that is specified in the report criteria cannot be processed. The email address includes invalid
parameters, or the length of the parameters exceed the maximum of 50 characters.

Action

Enter a valid email address that is fewer than 50 characters.

SIZ0515E
The report name input parameter cannot be processed.

Reason

The report name that you specified cannot be processed. The report name includes invalid parameters, or the length of
the parameters exceed the maximum of 100 characters.

Action

Enter a valid report name that is fewer than 100 characters. For more information about report names, see Report Naming
Conventions.

SIZ0516E
The ESM type cannot be determined.
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Reason

Due to an issue with the SAF service, the external security manager (ESM) type cannot be determined. As a result, the
Access Level drop-down menu cannot be populated.

Action

Verify that the SAF service and its load libraries are configured correctly. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0517E
Permission denied. You cannot access the report.

Reason

You cannot access this report because you do not have the required privileges.

Action

To determine whether you can be granted privileges to access this report, contact your security administrator.

SIZ0518E
Permission denied. You cannot cancel the report.

Reason

You cannot cancel this report because you do not have the required privileges.

Action

To determine whether you can be granted privileges to cancel this report, contact your security administrator.

SIZ0519E
Permission denied. You cannot delete the report.

Reason

You cannot delete this report because you do not have the required privileges.

Action

To determine whether you can be granted privileges to delete this report, contact your security administrator.

SIZ0520E
Cache contents encryption error.
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Reason

An error was encountered while encrypting or decrypting the contents of the cache. As a result, the report was not
generated.

Action

Try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0523E
SAF service encountered an error when returning the XSRF Token.

Reason

The SAF service encountered an error when returning the XSRF (cross-site request forgery protection) token that is used
for validation. As a result, the report was not generated.

Action

Verify that the SAF service and its load libraries are configured correctly. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0524I
Security Insights Startup Complete

Reason

The minimum required services for the Security Insights have completed startup. The required services are the Discovery
Service, Gateway Service, and Insights Service.

This message is displayed in the following locations upon successful startup:

• STDOUT of the JOB log
• SYSLOG
• Orchestration log

To check the status of the other, optional services, see Verify the Status of the Security Insights Services.

Action

None.
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SIZ0525E
Cannot create risk configuration. The risk configuration limit of limit has been reached.

Reason

You cannot create a risk configuration because the total number of allowed risk configurations has been reached.

limit
Identifies the maximum number of risk configurations.

Action

Delete one or more existing risk configurations, and try again.

SIZ0526E
The risk configuration name cannot be processed.

Reason

The risk configuration name that you specified cannot be processed. You might have entered a duplicate name, the name
might include invalid parameters, or the length of the name might exceed the 100 character maximum.

Action

Enter a unique name, or enter a valid name that is fewer than 100 characters. For more information, see Naming
Conventions.

SIZ0527E
Permission denied. You cannot delete the Risk Configuration.

Reason

You cannot delete this Risk Configuration because you do not have the required privileges.

Action

To determine whether you can be granted privileges to delete this Risk Configuration, contact your security administrator.

SIZ0528E
Insufficient resources to create risk configurations and/or run reports against them. The configured limit is limit.

Reason

You might have reached the configured limit for the risk management containers for parallel builds.

limit
Identifies the configured maximum number of risk management containers for parallel builds.
The default value is 3.

Action

Try again later, or contact Broadcom Support for help.
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SIZ0529W
The code signing certificate for the Security Insights ruleset jar is expiring soon.

Reason

The certificate that the product used to sign the Security Insights ruleset jar is expiring soon. If the certificate expires
before it is replaced, you cannot log in to the user interface.

Action

Review the installation documentation, and try acquiring the latest product maintenance. If unsuccessful, contact
Broadcom Support.

SIZ0530E
The code signing certificate for the Security Insights ruleset jar has expired.

Reason

The code signing certificate that Security Insights used to sign its ruleset jar has expired.

Action

Ensure that Security Insights is running with the latest product maintenance, which includes an updated ruleset jar file. If
unsuccessful, contact Broadcom Support.

SIZ0531E
Security Insights ruleset jar could not be verified.

Reason

The Security Insights ruleset jar file failed the integrity check during the verification portion of the product startup.

Action

Review the installation documentation, and try redeploying and reconfiguring this jar file. To begin the redeployment and
reconfiguration, start with Deploy to the Primary LPAR.

If the redeployment and reconfiguration are unsuccessful, contact Broadcom Support.

SIZ0532W
The risk analysis is incomplete.

Reason

The risk level for the resource could not be evaluated because the required data to perform the evaluation is unavailable.
The data might be unavailable due to a runtime error or an insufficient authorization.

Action

For temporary issues, run the report again. If you do not have permission to the underlying system, verify that you have a
native security scope.
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SIZ0604E
Insights service encountered an error when executing the Catalog Search API call on the data set.

Reason

The Catalog Search API call could not be executed by the Insights service on the data set. The requested report could not
be generated.

Action

Verify that the Insights service is running and accessible on its designated port. For more information about starting the
services, see Verify the Status of the Security Insights Services. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0749E
Unknown error occurred.

Reason

While trying to process the request, an unknown error occurred.

Action

Collect the system logs, and submit a ticket with Broadcom Support:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Provide the trace ID and the logs to Broadcom Support.

SIZ0750E
Allocated buffer size is not sufficient for processing the system-critical resource.

Reason

The buffer size that is allocated in the z/OS address space is not sufficiently sized to read the information for the system-
critical resource.

Action

Increase the buffer size and retry.

For help, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0751E
Error occurred when retrieving the count of data sets in the system-critical library.

Reason

An error occurred when trying to count the total number of data sets in the system-critical library. A possible reason is that
a data set is corrupted. As a result, the requested report was not generated.

Action

Try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0752E
Error occurred when concatenating the data set name and volume.

Reason

An error occurred when concatenating the data set name and volume for the report. A possible reason is that there are
invalid characters in the data set name or the volume name. As a result, the requested report was not generated.

Action

Try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0753E
Shared object library dependencies could not be loaded to generate the list for the system-critical resource.

Reason

While trying to generate the list for the system-critical resource, the shared object library dependencies could not be
located or loaded. As a result, the requested report was not generated.
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Action

Verify that the shared object files are installed correctly. Then, try generating the report again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0850E
Cannot search catalog with empty Data Sources criterion.

Reason

The Catalog Search cannot be performed when the Data Sources fields are empty.

Action

Provide a valid data source in the Data Sources field to generate the Catalog Search list. To include multiple data sources,
use masking. Then, try your request again.

SIZ0852E
Cannot perform Catalog Search with mask as data source.

Reason

The Catalog Search cannot be performed for the specified data source. The mask format is not supported.

mask
Indicates the mask format that was specified but is not supported.

Action

Provide a valid data source in the Data Sources field to generate the Catalog Search list. To include multiple data
sources, use masking. Then, try your request again.

SIZ0853E
Cannot perform Catalog Search with data_set_name as data source.

Reason

The Catalog Search cannot be performed because an invalid data set name was provided.

data_set_name
Indicates the data set name that was specified but is not supported.

Action

Provide a valid data source in the Data Sources field to generate the Catalog Search list. To include multiple data
sources, use masking. Then, try your request again.
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SIZ0854E
Catalog Search returned an error when trying to find the data set.

Reason

The Catalog Search returned an error when trying to find the data set. The data set might not exist.

Action

Verify that the data set exists on the catalog. Then, try your request again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0855E
No data set names found: data_set_names.

Reason

The Catalog Search returned an error when trying to find the specified data sets. The data sets might not exist.

data_set_names
Indicates the data set names that were specified but were not found.

Action

Verify that the data sets exist on the catalog. Then, try your request again.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0856E
Catalog Search returned an error when trying to find requested data sets.

Reason

The Catalog Search returned an error when trying to find all of the requested data sets. The data sets might not exist.

Action

Verify that the data sets exist on the catalog. Then, try your request again.

For help, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0857E
Data source is inaccessible or was not found on the volume specified.

Reason

The data source is inaccessible or could not be located for one of the following reasons:

• The data source is missing on the volume that is specified.
• The data source might have been archived and is labeled as belonging to a Volume of ARCIVE, MIGRAT, or a site-

specific label.
• An incorrect definition for the data source exists in the system PARMLIB member.
• For system-managed data sources, the data source could not be located within the catalog.

Action

Work with your Systems Programmer to ensure that this list of system-critical libraries is up to date.

For help, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ0999E
Unknown error occurred.

Reason

An unknown error occurred. As a result, the requested report was not generated.

Action

Try generating the report again.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1001E
Missing or bad required parameter. Name: parameter.

Reason

The required parameter was not found, or it has an incorrect format.
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parameter
Specifies the parameter that is missing or incorrect.

Action

You might have entered the parameter incorrectly, or you might have specified a parameter that does not exist. Verify that
the parameter is correct. Fix any errors. Then, try your request again.

SIZ1002I
Additional information was returned. Message: message_text.

Reason

The GET request succeeded.

message_text
Provides additional information for the message.

Action

None.

SIZ1003E
%error

Reason

A general error has occurred.

Action

Gather the error information, message instance ID, and use case. Then, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1004E
Report is not ready. Request handle: request_handle.

Reason

The report request has not finished processing.

request_handle
Specifies the request handle. For example, a universal unique identifier (UUID) value.

Action

Try retrieving the report results later.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1005E
Request handle is invalid. Handle: request_handle, Status: status.

Reason

The provided handle does not correspond to a currently processed request.

request_handle
Specifies the request handle. For example, a universal unique identifier (UUID) value.

status
Specifies the status.

Action

Check the request data and request timeline. The request results might have expired.

SIZ1006E
%error

Reason

The user credentials could not be extracted.

Action

You might have entered the user credentials incorrectly. Check the user credentials, and fix any errors. Then, try your
request again.

SIZ1007E
Could not call report method. Context: context, Message: message.

Reason

A problem occurred while calling the Data Content Discovery report method. The call failed.

context
Specifies the context of the method.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Gather the error information, message instance ID, and use case. Then, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1008I
The report has been queued for processing.

Reason

The POST request succeeded.

Action

Retrieve the report using the handle provided in the response payload.

SIZ1009I
The report was successfully deleted. Status: status.

Reason

The DELETE request succeeded.

status
Specifies the status of the request.

Action

No action is required.

SIZ1010E
%error

Reason

The provided report request data is invalid or incomplete.

Action

Check the report request data, and fix any errors. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1011E
%error
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Reason

A problem occurred while setting up the Data Content Discovery Controller connection.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1012E
Log in failed. reason.

Reason

An attempt to log in to the Data Content Discovery Controller failed.

reason
Specifies the reason why the login failed.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1013E
Failed while collecting data. Controller: controller, Message: message.

Reason

An error occurred while collecting data from the Data Content Discovery Controller.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that holds the data.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1014E
Could not request information about scans. Controller: controller, Message: message

Reason

An error occurred while submitting queries to the Data Content Discovery Controller for scan information.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1015E
Could not read information about scans. Controller: controller, Message: message.

Reason

An error occurred while collecting data about scans from the Data Content Discovery Controller.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1016E
Could not request information about classifications. Controller: controller, Message: message.
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Reason

An error occurred while submitting queries to the Data Content Discovery Controller for classification information.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1017E
Could not read information about classifications. Controller: controller, Message: message.

Reason

An error occurred while collecting data about classifications from the Data Content Discovery Controller.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1018E
Could not request information about classifiers. Controller: controller, Message: message.

Reason

An error occurred while submitting queries to the Data Content Discovery Controller for classification information.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.
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Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1019E
Could not read information about classifiers. Controller: controller, Message: message.

Reason

An error occurred while collecting data about classifiers from the Data Content Discovery Controller.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1020E
Error preparing batch request information. Controller: controller. REST path: path, Message: message.

Reason
An error occurred while submitting queries to the Data Content Discovery Controller for a batch request.
controller

Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.
path

Specifies the path for the REST request.
message

Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1021E
Error reading response. Type from: type, Controller: controller, Message: message.

Reason

An error occurred while collecting data from the Data Content Discovery Controller.

type
Specifies the type for the failed response. For example, classifiers list.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

SIZ1022E
Could not request information about data sources. Controller: controller, Message: message

Reason

An error occurred while submitting queries to the Data Content Discovery Controller for data source information.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1023E
Could not read information about data sources. Controller: controller, Message: message.

Reason

An error occurred while collecting data about data sources from the Data Content Discovery Controller.
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controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1024E
Could not read information about data sources matching the pattern. Controller: controller, Name pattern: pattern,
Message: message

Reason
The Data Content Discovery Controller returned an error code in the response.
controller

Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.
pattern

Specifies the name of the pattern for the data sources.
message

Specifies the message details.

Action

Note the message that was returned by the Controller, and review its logs to investigate the cause of the error.

SIZ1025I
%message

Reason

This message provides additional information.

Action

None.

SIZ1026E
Could not read information about classifications for the data source. Controller: controller, Data source name:
data_source, Message: message.
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Reason

The product could not read the data source classification information. The Data Content Discovery Controller returned an
error code in the response.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

data_source
Specifies the name of the data source for which classification information could not be read.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Note the message that was returned by the Controller, and review its logs to investigate the cause of the error.

SIZ1027E
Could not read information about the scan. Controller: controller, Data source name: data_source, Message:
message

Reason

The product could not read the scan information. The Data Content Discovery Controller returned an error code in the
response.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller that was being queried for information.

id
Specifies the identifier for the scan for which information could not be read.

message
Specifies the message details.

Action

Note the message that was returned by the Controller, and review its logs to investigate the cause of the error.

SIZ1028E
Could not find classifier detail information. Classifier ID = id.

Reason

An error occurred while collecting data about classifier details from the Data Content Discovery Controller.

id
Specifies the identifier of the classifier for which information could not be found.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1028E
Could not find scan detail information. Scan ID = id.

Reason

An error occurred while collecting data about the scan details from the Data Content Discovery Controller.

id
Specifies the identifier of the scan for which information could not be found.

Action

Verify the Controller configuration and connectivity. Then, try your request again.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1030E
Failed to log in to Data Content Discovery. Controller: controller.

Reason

One of the following issues has prevented login to the specified Data Content Discovery Controller:

• You are not authorized to access this Data Content Discovery instance.
• The authorization for creating PassTickets is missing.
• The Controller is not available or is experiencing connection issues.

controller
Specifies the name of the Controller for which the login failed.

Action

• To determine whether you are authorized to access this Data Content Discovery instance, check with your security
administrator.

• To determine whether your security configuration enables PassTicket generation, see the deployment instructions.
• Check the status of the Controller.
• For help, do the following steps:

– Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

– Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
– Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.
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SIZ1249E
Unknown message.

Reason

An unknown message occurred.

Action

Gather the error information, message instance ID, and use case. Then, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1250E
An error occurred in the SAF Microservice R_admin driver. RC: return_code.

Reason

The SAF Microservice R_admin driver returned an error.

return_code
Specifies the return code for the error. See the following table for the return code descriptions.

Table 1: SAF Native Microservice Return Codes

Return Code Description

1 An abend occurred in the Security Insights SAF microservice driver, but the driver has
recovered. The request could not be serviced.

2 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver has detected that an invalid parameter was supplied.

3 The Security Insights SAF global area could not be located or created by the SAF microservice
driver.

4 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver could not invoke the SAF microservice R_admin PC
routine due to a failure in the PCSERV service.

5 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine encountered an error and was unable
to service the request.

6 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver did not receive R_admin output to parse.

7 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver received an invalid R_admin command.

8 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error when parsing the R_admin LIST
output.

9 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin LIST output.

10 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin LIST JSON buffer.

11 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error when parsing the R_admin
WHOHAS output.
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Return Code Description

12 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin WHOHAS output.

13 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin WHOHAS JSON buffer.

14 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error while parsing the R_admin
GROUP output.

15 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin GROUP output.

16 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin GROUP JSON buffer.

17 An abend occurred in the Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine. However, the
routine has recovered. The request could not be processed.

18 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin request
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

19 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin response
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

20 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin command
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

21 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the validation
response buffer.

22 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy validation output to the
SAF microservice driver's storage.

23 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy validation response
information to the SAF microservice driver's storage.

24 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the R_admin request
work area.

25 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the R_admin request
command structure.

26 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine received an error return code from the
R_admin call.

27 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine did not receive data from the R_admin
call.

28 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the 64-bit R_admin
output buffer in the SAF microservice driver's storage.

29 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy R_admin response
information to the SAF microservice driver's storage.

30 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy R_admin output data to
the SAF microservice driver's 64-bit storage.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1251E
An ABEND occurred in the SAF Microservice R_admin driver. RC: return_code ABEND Code: abend_code ABEND
Reason: abend_reason.

Reason

The SAF Microservice R_admin driver experienced an abend and returned an error.

abend_code
Specifies the abend code for the error. See the IBM documentation for standard abend code descriptions.

abend_reason
Specifies the reason code for the abend. See the IBM documentation for standard abend reason
code descriptions.

return_code
Specifies the return code for the error. See the following table for the return code descriptions.

Table 2: SAF Native Microservice Return Codes

Return Code Description

1 An abend occurred in the Security Insights SAF microservice driver, but the driver has
recovered. The request could not be serviced.

2 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver has detected that an invalid parameter was supplied.

3 The Security Insights SAF global area could not be located or created by the SAF microservice
driver.

4 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver could not invoke the SAF microservice R_admin PC
routine due to a failure in the PCSERV service.

5 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine encountered an error and was unable
to service the request.

6 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver did not receive R_admin output to parse.

7 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver received an invalid R_admin command.

8 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error when parsing the R_admin LIST
output.

9 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin LIST output.

10 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin LIST JSON buffer.

11 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error when parsing the R_admin
WHOHAS output.

12 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin WHOHAS output.

13 The Mainframe Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin WHOHAS
JSON buffer.
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Return Code Description

14 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error while parsing the R_admin
GROUP output.

15 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin GROUP output.

16 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin GROUP JSON buffer.

17 An abend occurred in the Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine. However, the
routine has recovered. The request could not be processed.

18 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin request
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

19 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin response
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

20 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin command
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

21 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the validation
response buffer.

22 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy validation output to the
SAF microservice driver's storage.

23 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy validation response
information to the SAF microservice driver's storage.

24 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the R_admin request
work area.

25 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the R_admin request
command structure.

26 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine received an error return code from the
R_admin call.

27 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine did not receive data from the R_admin
call.

28 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the 64-bit R_admin
output buffer in the SAF microservice driver's storage.

29 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy R_admin response
information to the SAF microservice driver's storage.

30 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy R_admin output data to
the SAF microservice driver's 64-bit storage.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the issue persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.
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SIZ1252E
An error occurred in the SAF Microservice R_admin PC routine. RC: return_code.

Reason

The SAF Microservice R_admin PC routine returned an error.

return_code
Specifies the return code for the error. See the following table for the return code descriptions.

Table 3: SAF Native Microservice Return Codes

Return Code Description

1 An abend occurred in the Security Insights SAF microservice driver, but the driver has
recovered. The request could not be serviced.

2 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver has detected that an invalid parameter was supplied.

3 The Security Insights SAF global area could not be located or created by the SAF microservice
driver.

4 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver could not invoke the SAF microservice R_admin PC
routine due to a failure in the PCSERV service.

5 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine encountered an error and was unable
to service the request.

6 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver did not receive R_admin output to parse.

7 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver received an invalid R_admin command.

8 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error when parsing the R_admin LIST
output.

9 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin LIST output.

10 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin LIST JSON buffer.

11 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error when parsing the R_admin
WHOHAS output.

12 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin WHOHAS output.

13 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin WHOHAS JSON buffer.

14 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error while parsing the R_admin
GROUP output.

15 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin GROUP output.

16 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin GROUP JSON buffer.

17 An abend occurred in the Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine. However, the
routine has recovered. The request could not be processed.

18 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin request
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

19 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin response
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.
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Return Code Description

20 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin command
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

21 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the validation
response buffer.

22 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy validation output to the
SAF microservice driver's storage.

23 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy validation response
information to the SAF microservice driver's storage.

24 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the R_admin request
work area.

25 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the R_admin request
command structure.

26 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine received an error return code from the
R_admin call.

27 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine did not receive data from the R_admin
call.

28 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the 64-bit R_admin
output buffer in the SAF microservice driver's storage.

29 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy R_admin response
information to the SAF microservice driver's storage.

30 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy R_admin output data to
the SAF microservice driver's 64-bit storage.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem perists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1253E
The SAF Microservice R_admin PC routine encountered an ABEND. RC: return_code.

Reason

The SAF Microservice R_admin PC routine experienced an abend and returned an error.

return_code
Specifies the return code for the error. See the following table for the return code descriptions.
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Table 4: SAF Native Microservice Return Codes

Return Code Description

1 An abend occurred in the Security Insights SAF microservice driver, but the driver has
recovered. The request could not be serviced.

2 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver has detected that an invalid parameter was supplied.

3 The Security Insights SAF global area could not be located or created by the SAF microservice
driver.

4 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver could not invoke the SAF microservice R_admin PC
routine due to a failure in the PCSERV service.

5 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine encountered an error and was unable
to service the request.

6 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver did not receive R_admin output to parse.

7 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver received an invalid R_admin command.

8 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error when parsing the R_admin LIST
output.

9 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin LIST output.

10 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin LIST JSON buffer.

11 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error when parsing the R_admin
WHOHAS output.

12 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin WHOHAS output.

13 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin WHOHAS JSON buffer.

14 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an error while parsing the R_admin
GROUP output.

15 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver encountered an invalid record length while parsing the
R_admin GROUP output.

16 The Security Insights SAF microservice driver failed to allocate the R_admin GROUP JSON buffer.

17 An abend occurred in the Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine. However, the
routine has recovered. The request could not be processed.

18 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin request
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

19 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin response
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

20 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy the R_admin command
information to local storage from the SAF microservice driver.

21 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the validation
response buffer.

22 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy validation output to the
SAF microservice driver's storage.

23 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy validation response
information to the SAF microservice driver's storage.
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Return Code Description

24 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the R_admin request
work area.

25 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the R_admin request
command structure.

26 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine received an error return code from the
R_admin call.

27 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine did not receive data from the R_admin
call.

28 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to allocate the 64-bit R_admin
output buffer in the SAF microservice driver's storage.

29 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy R_admin response
information to the SAF microservice driver's storage.

30 The Security Insights SAF microservice R_admin PC routine failed to copy R_admin output data to
the SAF microservice driver's 64-bit storage.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1254E
An error occurred while processing the SAF Microservice R_admin driver return codes. Details: details

Reason

The return codes that were received from the SAF Microservice R_admin driver were malformed.

details
Provides additional details about the error.

Action

Try to execute the request again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1300E
The Top Secret request failed during code page translation.
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Reason

The response failed to be converted from EBCDIC to ASCII during code page translation from Top Secret.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1301E

Reason

The Top Secret response that was received from the operation was malformed. As a result, it could not be parsed.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1302E
The ACF2 response could not be parsed correctly.

Reason

The ACF2 response that was received from the operation was malformed. As a result, it could not be parsed.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1303E
The Top Secret ID list parameter object is of the wrong type: details.
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Reason

An error occurred while processing the result from an operation because the Top Secret ID list parameter object is the
wrong type.

details
Provides more details about the error.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1304E
The ACF2 id list parameter object is of the wrong type: details.

Reason

An error occurred while processing the result from an operation because the ACF2 ID list parameter object is the wrong
type.

details
Provides more details about the error.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1305E
The SAF Microservice request is invalid.

Reason

The SAF microservice HTTP request is missing the required HTTP servlet request.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1306E
The SAF Microservice batch request exceeds the maximum number of items. The batch contains %x items and the batch
limit is %y.

Reason

The SAF microservice batch request contains more items than are allowed on a single request.

%x
Specifies the number of items that were included in the batch request.

%y
Specifies the limit of items that are allowed in the batch request.

Action

Reduce the number of items to below the limit. Then, try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1307E
The SAF Microservice batch request item contains an invalid relative URL.

Reason

The relative URL was not specified, or the relative URL does not match a supported endpoint.

Action

Correct the invalid URL. Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1308E
The SAF Microservice batch request item did not return a response.

Reason

The SAF Microservice batch request item was executed but did not return a response.
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Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1309E
The following unknown exception occurred: exception

Reason

The SAF microservice encountered an unknown exception while processing the operation.

exception
Provides more details about the exception.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1310E
The SAF Microservice IDs endpoint can only be accessed in batch.

Reason

The SAF microservice IDs endpoint is protected, so it cannot be accessed.

Action

Use the Security Insights ID batch endpoint instead.

SIZ1311E
The SAF Microservice request contains invalid parameters. Details: details

Reason

The  SAF microservice request could not be processed because it includes invalid parameters.

details
Specifies the invalid parameters that require correction.
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Action

Correct the invalid parameters and try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1312E
The SAF Microservice entities endpoint can only be accessed in batch.

Reason

The SAF microservice entities endpoint is protected, so it cannot be accessed.

Action

Use the Security Insights ID batch endpoint instead.

SIZ1313E
%error

Reason

The external security manager (ESM) returned an unrecognized error in response to the attempted operation.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1314E
An error occurred while resolving the ROLE expression: expression_type(ID). The following message was returned:
message.

Reason

An error occurred while resolving an ACF2 INCLUDE or EXCLUDE expression found within a GROUP or ROLE record.
The request failed, or the request did not return any data. As a result, some logonids (LIDs) or ROLEs might be missing
from the response.

expression_type
Specifies the expression type, either INCLUDE or EXCLUDE.

ID
Specifies the ID for the LID or ROLE.
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message
Specifies the message ID and text that was returned from ACF2.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1315I
The ESM request returned data, but the result was filtered out due to the specified query parameters.

Reason

The external security manager (ESM) returned data in response to a request. However, the response was filtered out by
the user-specified query request parameters.

Action

If this response is the desired response, no action is necessary. Otherwise, consider modifying the query request
parameters.

SIZ1316E
The SAF Microservice does not support the current ESM: ESM_type.

Reason

The current external security manager (ESM) is not supported by the SAF Service, or there was an error resolving the
current ESM.

ESM_type
Specifies the ESM type that is running.
Valid Values:

• ACF2 for ACF2
• TSS for Top Secret
• RACF for IBM RACF
• UNKONWN for an error when retrieving the ESM name.

Action

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.
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SIZ1317E
The IBM RACF response could not be parsed correctly.

Reason

The IBM RACF response that was received for the operation could not be parsed correctly because it was malformed.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible. If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1318E
An error occurred within the radmin jni layer. Code: return_code.

Reason

The Radmin JNI layer encountered an error and returned a non-zero return code.

return_code
Specifies the return code for the error. See the following table for the return code descriptions.

Table 5: SAF Radmin JNI Return Codes

Return Code Description

-1 The JNI layer request failed on entry or the request was not executed.

0 The JNI request was successful.

1 The JNI layer failed to read the Radmin parameter object.

2 An exception occurred while reading the Radmin parameter object.

3 The Radmin response exceeded the 2 GB maximum. No response is returned.

4 The Radmin response did not return data or messages.

5 The Radmin response contained only messages, and the message length exceeded the 2 GB
maximum. No messages are returned.

Action

Try the operation again, if possible. If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1500E
Exception while fetching data. Unable to acquire JDBC Connection.
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Reason

There might be a problem with the database connection.

Action

Check the database connection, and try your request again. Check the log for more information. The log is at
${SI_INSTALL_HOME}/logs.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1501E
Exception while fetching data. SQLGrammarException.

Reason

The SQL that was sent to the database server was invalid. The SQL might have a syntax error or an invalid object or
reference.

Action

Check the log for more information. The log is at ${SI_INSTALL_HOME}/logs.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:

• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1502E
Request failed

Reason

An unexpected issue occurred.

If the issue is related to entering an invalid filter value when filtering report results in the Security Insights UI, you see
"Invalid filter value: value".

value
Specifies the invalid filter value that was entered.

Action

If you have entered an invalid filter value, correct the value and try again.

Otherwise, check the log for more information. The log is at ${SI_INSTALL_HOME}/logs.

If the problem persists, do the following steps:
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• Run job SIZLOGC to gather the logs. For more information about collecting the logs, see Gather Information for
Diagnostics.

• Note the trace ID listed in the error message.
• Contact Broadcom Support, and provide the trace ID and the logs.

SIZ1503I
The report is not ready for viewing.

Reason

You cannot view the report because it is still being indexed.

Action

Try accessing the report later, after indexing is complete.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Security Insights Product Page
• Security Insights Learning Path (includes links to web-based training)
• Security Insights YouTube Playlist
• Mainframe Education
• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining Security Insights:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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